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Preface

Preface

W h o T h is M a n u a l is F o r
The Theorist Reference Manual provides a complete description of
Theorist, the software package for algebraic manipulation and vi
sualization.
Theorist is made for both Macintosh and MS Windows and this manual
assumes that you are familiar with the system you are using it on.
This manual also assumes that you have a basic understanding of
mathematics and want to use Theorist to pursue scientific or engineer
ing research, or you are studying mathematics, and want to improve
your grasp of mathematical relationships in your field. This reference
manual is not designed to teach mathematics but to describe how
Theorist works so that you can explore, and gain new insight and
understanding in any mathematical subject.
The basic structure of this manual follows the logical structure of
Theorist from the outside in, from the broadest conceptual categories to
the finest. For an instructional introduction to Theorist, see the
Theorist Learning Guide.
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W h a t T h is M a n u a l is A b o u t
Introduction

Discusses system requirements and describes Theorist’s underlying
concepts, program algorithms, importing and exporting data and graph
ics, and printing.

Notebooks

Describes Theorist’s files.

Propositions

Describes the entries you can make in a notebook.

Expressions

Describes the fundamental units used to create propositions.

Manipulations

Explains how to algebraically manipulate expressions and equations.

Tables

Explains how Theorist handles large amounts of data.

Graphs

Describes the two- and three-dimensional graphs you can create.

Editing

Describes how to edit mathematical expressions.

Tips and
Techniques
Menus

Provides a few tips for improving your speed and efficiency.

Appendix A

Provides equivalent keystroke tables for menus and other commands.

Appendix B

Describes how to move expressions between Theorist and Expressionist,
mathematical typesetting software from Prescience.

Appendix C

Lists the contents of the disks distributed with Theorist.

Glossary

Provides brief descriptions of key words used in this manual.

Bibliography

Lists some books useful for exploring computer mathematics in greater
depth and detail.

Index

Cross-references all important topics in this manual.

Lists all menu commands and provides a brief description of each.
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Theorist is a software system designed for algebraic analysis, graphical
visualization, and mathematical insight and understanding. This sec
tion introduces the program, and presents a discussion of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

System requirements
Algorithms and numeric precision
Mathematical perfection
Importing and exporting data and graphics
Printing
The Propositional Schema
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S ystem R eq u ir em en ts fo r
M a c in t o s h
The minimum configuration for using Theorist is:
• a Macintosh Plus or Classic (or any later model; an older
Macintosh upgraded to the equivalent of a Plus is satisfactory)
• two megabytes of memory (or more)
• System 6.0.2 (or later system software)
• hard disk with at least 1.5Mb of free space
See “Installation Preparations for Macintosh Systems” in the Theorist
Learning Guide for information on the different editions of the Theorist
application and the Macintosh systems for which they are made.
Mathematical manipulations can be computer intensive. The more
memory (RAM ) your machine has, the faster Theorist operates (up to a
point). Pay attention to memory usage—i f Theorist runs out of mem
ory, it may be forced to quit. A memory “thermometer” is displayed
along the top Theorist’s palette window so you can see how much
memory is in use.
You may receive a message that says you are inexplicably running low
of memory (or have run out of memory). These messages can indicate
that some memory may no longer be available; it is best to free up all
memory associated with the program and start again. Save your work,
quit the program, and re-launch Theorist.
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S ystem R eq u irem en ts fo r
W in d o w s
The minimum configuration for using Theorist is:
• An IBM PC A T compatible computer with an 80386 (or later
central processing unit)
• four megabytes (4Mb) of memory (or more)
• Microsoft Windows version 3.1 (or later)
• DOS version 3.1 (or later)
• hard disk with at least 2Mb of free space
Best performance is achieved with an 80386 (with math co-processor) or
80486 or better system with four megabytes of memory and a VGA color
monitor.
Mathematical manipulations can be computer intensive. The more
memory (RAM) your machine has, the faster Theorist operates (up to a
point). Pay attention to memory usage—i f Theorist runs out of
memory, it may be forced to exit.
You may receive a message that says you are inexplicably running low
of memory (or have run out of memory). These messages can indicate
that some memory may no longer be available; it is best to free up all
memory associated with the program and start again. Save your work,
exit the program, and re-launch Theorist.
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A l g o r it h m s a n d N u m er ic
P r e c is io n
Theorist is designed to provide a superior workspace for mathematical
investigation while balancing conflicting demands for speed, accuracy,
reliability, generality, and compact and efficient code. As the program
evolves, different trade-offs will lead to the implementation of a modi
fied set of algorithms.
A ll of the algorithms used in Theorist are either available to the general
public in journal articles or are obvious to anyone skilled in software
design. The same is true of all commercially available mathematical
software, especially products that claim to use exotic, and by implica
tion, superior, algorithms. Numerical analysis and symbolic algebra
are far older than computer science, and computer graphics is a well es
tablished field of study. All three are developed technologies, and the
best algorithms are well known.
This Reference Manual, and the Theorist Learning Guide, describe and
explain the features of the interface—how you use the program—rather
than the internal workings of the program. I f you want to discuss the
relative merits of mathematical algorithms, or have a problem with our
implementation of an algorithm, write us a letter or give us a call. We
live for mathematics and computers, and would be delighted to hear
from you.
The program endeavors to return fifteen digits of precision for numeric
calculations. In some instances, in order to avoid unreasonable process
ing time, some algorithms return less than fifteen accurate digits.
However, the results should be sufficient for most purposes.
In particular, numeric integration usually returns values that are accu
rate to approximately nine digits. Results of the Gamma function and
other special functions (e.g., Bessel functions) are accurate to approxi
mately seven or eight digits. I f you need to know the exact degree of
numeric precision, check your results and solve equations in another
way. Where possible, attack a problem from different directions, and
compare the results.
Floating-point round-off errors can also reduce the accuracy of calcula
tions. All floating-point calculations have inherent limitations. For ex
ample, the following table shows what happens if you add and subtract
a large number from a known value.
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coll-* COll—1 coll-* coll-* coli—* coll-*

Expression

Calculated Value
0.333333333333333

Digits of Precision
15

+1 x 1011-1 x 1011

0.3333282470703125

4

+ 1 x 1012- 1 x 1012

0.3333740234375

3

+ 1 x 1013- 1 x 1013

0.333984375

2

+ 1 x 1014- 1 x 1014

0.328125

1

+ 1 x 1015- 1 x 1015

0.375

0
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M a t h e m a t ic a l P e r f e c t io n
Algebra is often a tricky business. Seemingly straightforward deriva
tions can contain serious, and consequential, errors. One reason is that
special cases can pop up when you least suspect them. Theorist han
dles special cases better than most computer algebra systems, but soft
ware can not, by its nature, generate mathematical perfection. Even
before computers were introduced, the validity o f a mathematical
derivation was often not an easy thing to prove.
There are a variety of situations where “trustworthy” manipulations
give answers that are only true some of the time. Round-off error can
build up and overwhelm any significant result. A Taylor series, which
is just a close approximation, is “equated” to the original function. I f
you change the behavior of names in the middle of a derivation, you can
invalidate many of the manipulations already performed. I f you use
Theorist with its Auto Casing option turned on, you soon realize that
special cases can multiply like rabbits, especially for long derivations.
Sometimes, in order to get anything done, you simply have to turn Auto
Casing off.
For another example, \[x* looks like it is equal to x. And this is the
value that Simplify returns. But for real numbers, the solution is in
fact Ix I . For complex numbers the solution is even more subtle.
Theorist returns the single value x, because the square root operator is
designed to return the principle value square root. In most cases this is
entirely satisfactory, but there are exceptions.
Even in very simple situations, ambiguity can result. Consider the fol
lowing equation:
x - y = 5-y
The conclusion that x = 5 is valid—unless y = °°. In that case, all bets
are off.
There are myriad paths to mathematical misunderstanding. And com
puter-based systems add to this number their own special forms of pos
sible error. No program can keep track of the many ways that you can
go wrong and warn you of the dangers.
The moral of this story is that you should always check your work. For
example, if you perform a symbolic integration, differentiate the result
to confirm that your answer is correct. It is very easy to imagine your
answers are always correct. It only takes a few disasters to learn
otherwise.
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I m p o r t in g a n d Ex p o r t in g D ata
a n d G r a p h ic s
Theorist is designed to work cooperatively with other software applica
tion programs. There are several ways to get numeric, textual, and
graphic data into and out of the program. The following table lists the
sections in this manual where various importing and exporting
activities are described.
I

See

p

Import data-point values

Tables and Editing: Selecting
Matrices

Import text or graphics
(as Comments)

Propositions: Comment
Propositions

Import mathematical
expressions

Editing: Fortranish and
Appendix B: Using Expressionist
with Theorist

Export graphs (PICT or EPS)

Graphs: Printing and Exporting
Graphs

The graphs shown in the figures of this manual may look slightly dif
ferent on your monitor. The appearance of a graph depends on the type
of monitor that you are using. Theorist takes advantage of whatever
display technology is available, black and white, gray scale, and all
levels of color monitors.
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P r in t in g
Theorist provides an environment for mathematical investigations,
rather than a means to create formal presentations. To present your
work, you can easily export expressions and graphs to page layout,
graphics, and animation software packages.
For less formal presentations and review, you can print your notebooks
at any time: choose Print... from the File menu. A Theorist notebook
is structured as an infinite two-dimensional surface. As such, note
books do not always lend themselves to printing on fixed-size pieces of
paper.
However, you can adjust several factors (e.g., Notebook Font size and
Collapsars) to produce a reasonable printout. After making these
adjustments, if a notebook is still wider than one page, a dialog box
comes up warning you that horizontal pages will be used. Pages are
labeled to help you piece them together. The first row of pages is
labeled la, lb, lc, and so on. The second row is labeled 2a, 2b, 2c, and
so on. For example, the following figure displays four pages of a twopage wide notebook.

1a

1b

2a

2b

To save paper, i f a notebook is four pages long but one wide expression
extends to two pages horizontally, only one additional page is printed.
That is, your printed notebook could have pages numbered la, 2a, 3a,
3b, 4a.
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To help you determine in advance how many pages a notebook will re
quire, small tick marks are displayed at the top and bottom of each
notebook window at the boundaries between horizontal pages.
I f you are using a Macintosh, some complex graphs may be larger than
can be stored in the memory reserved for the PrintMonitor utility. I f
this happens, a message is displayed declaring that the PrintMonitor
does not have sufficient memory. To solve the problem, cancel any cur
rent printing jobs, select the PrintMonitor (in your System folder),
choose Get Info from the File menu, and increase its memory alloca
tion.
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P r o p o s it io n a l S c h e m a
The fundamental idea in Theorist is the proposition. A proposition is a
mathematical statement of equality (or other relationship), that de
scribes a particular logical structure. Building from known or true
propositions, you can derive conclusions that are also true. A theory
consists of a group of propositions that are assumed to be true, and
various conclusions that are true— i f the original propositions are true.
A theory can have many interrelated propositions, or just a few. For
example, a simple theory could contain two equations:
x=3
y = 2x + 5
By manipulating these two propositions, you can see that, in this the
ory, a new proposition stating that y equals eleven would be another
true proposition. In another theory, where x is equal to five, such a
proposition would not be a valid conclusion.
You use Theorist to enter propositions that you believe to be true.
Then, by manipulating these propositions, you can derive other valid
propositions. Theorist files, called “notebooks,” consist of one or more
hierarchically organized theories that contain propositions you enter,
and valid conclusions derived from them.
Each proposition you enter is assumed to be true—in that theory. I f
you enter two contradictory propositions (e.g., x = 3 and x = 5), and try
to derive a conclusion based on the value of x, Theorist marks which of
the two proposition is used to derive the new conclusion.

Calculating x2, Theorist assumes x =3
In effect, the program indicates that a derived proposition is true, only
if these particular propositions are also true.
I f you want to discover what valid conclusions can be drawn from dif
ferent and contradictory propositions, you can easily branch off one or
more “case theories” in which you explore situations where certain par
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ticular facts are true, in addition to all propositions in any enclosing
theory.

Theorist makes case theories for the different possible solutions for x
The propositional schema derives from the mathematical understand
ing that simple known facts of relationship can be combined to create
dependable but as yet unknown truths. Though powerful, this scheme
is susceptible to what is known to computer programmers as the prob
lem of garbage in, garbage out (GIGO).
I f you enter propositions that are contradictory, and manipulate those
propositions explicitly, you can prove that which is obviously false. For
example, you could enter the following propositions:
x=1
x=0
Now, if you combine these two propositions, by substituting the value of
x established in the first equation into the second equation, your new
“valid” conclusion is:

1= 0
Clearly, this is not the way to truth and understanding. As you can see,
if you put garbage into a theory, you are likely to get garbage out.

Theorist Reference Manual

Notebooks

Notebooks
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A Theorist notebook is a hierarchically organized work space for alge
braic, numeric, and graphical study. Whenever you work with Theorist,
you work in a notebook. Notebooks contain expressions, equations, the
ories, comments, declarations, rules, and two- and three-dimensional
graphs. Each item in a notebook is either a proposition or part of a
proposition.
Each notebook is a self-contained theoretical world displayed in a stan
dard window that you can move, re-size, and print.
This section describes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notebook files
Notebook management
The notebooks included on your Theorist distribution disks
Customizing Notebooks
Compatibility with Theorist version 1.5
Compatibility between Theorist on different computers
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N o t e b o o k F iles
When you start the Theorist application program, it opens a copy of the
New Notebook file and names the notebook window “Untitled 1”
(Macintosh) or “Untitll.the” (Windows).
A new Macintosh
notebook window

A new Windows
notebook window

Notebooks
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A notebook file is displayed in a standard window with the standard
controls for scrolling, sizing, zooming, and closing the window. (These
controls are slightly different between Macintosh and Windows versions
of Theorist.) Several notebooks can be open at once; however, only the
front-most window is active. To move a notebook window, click on the
title bar, drag the window to a new location, and release.
The default new notebook contains a comment proposition titled
“Declarations.” The dots under it indicate that daughter propositions
are currently hidden. To show (or hide) these propositions, double-click
on the proposition icon. The default new notebook contains numerous
name declarations and transformation rules, including whole sections
devoted to trig, hyperbolic and logarithmic names, and a Standard
Rules section that contains trig identities and other rules. (For more
information about propositions, name declarations, and transformation
rules, see the Propositions section of this manual.)
Use the commands on the File menu to create new notebooks and open,
close, save, and print notebook files as you would, for example, word
processing files.

Startup
Notebooks
For Windows, use
"NotebkO.the",
"Notebkl .the",
"Notebk2.the",
and so on, up to
"Notebkl O.the"
Note for
Macintosh users

Beware of
automatically
saved notebooks.

You can customize your Theorist work environment in several ways. I f
you create one or more notebooks with the titles “Notebook 0”,
“Notebook 1”, “Notebook 2”, and so on, up to “Notebook 10”, and keep
these files in the same directory or folder as the Theorist application,
every time you launch the program directly (by double clicking on the
application icon), these notebooks also open. When you quit Theorist,
any such notebooks are automatically saved. (All other notebooks
present a dialog box, asking if you want to save your changes.)
I f you launch Theorist by opening a notebook file (rather than opening
the application), startup notebook files do not open (even numbered
startup notebooks). Startup notebooks only open i f you launch the
program directly from the application icon.
I f you do not want to save your changes to one of these notebooks,
choose R e u e r t to Saued from the File menu before closing the
notebook. Otherwise, your changes are saved automatically.
By automatically opening (and saving when quitting), startup notebook
files let you easily maintain several streams of work.

Default
Notebook
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You can customize Theorist so new notebooks open with fonts,
preferences, declarations, and other settings you specify. I f you create
and save a notebook with the Macintosh title “New Notebook” or
Windows title “NewNote.The” and keep it in the same folder or
directory as the Theorist application, each new notebook uses the
settings saved in that special default notebook. (The New Notebook file
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supplied with the Theorist disk set may be necessary for tutorials in the
Learning Guide.)
I f you have a less powerful computer, consider deleting parts of the
default New Notebook. The largest part, by far, is the Standard Rules
section. I f you remove it, most trigonometric, hyperbolic, logarithmic,
and exponential rules will be lost. (However, several rules which are
“hard-coded” into Theorist will remain intact, such as integration,
differentiation, and anti-function rules.) In extreme cases, you may
want to remove even more. Theorist can function without any
declarations whatsoever, as long as you do only arithmetic.
I f you have a more powerful computer, consider augmenting the default
New Notebook rules and declarations. You can get identities from other
notebooks in the Mathematics directory (supplied with Theorist; see
Appendix C). But sometimes the best identities are the ones you derive
yourself.

Stationery
Files (for
Macintosh only)

Using stationery files is another powerful way to customize your work
environment. I f you find that you regularly want to start a new
notebook with a particular set of rules and declarations (other than the
minimal default set), create a “stationery file” containing these rules
and declarations.
To create a stationery file, modify a notebook to include the particular
set of declarations and preferences you want, then save it and close it.
Go to the Finder, select the file, and choose Get In fo from the File
menu. In the info window, click the checkbox for Stationery. This
makes it a special file that acts like a pad of paper. When you open a
stationery file, you effectively “tear off’ a new untitled notebook with all
the declarations and preferences you created.
I f you name a stationery file “Notebook 1” (or “Notebook 2”, etc.), and
keep this file in the same folder as the Theorist program, a new untitled
notebook file containing that set of rules and declarations is created
every time you launch the program, instead of the default New
Notebook. However, when you create new notebooks, they do use the
New Notebook file.

Revert
Notebook

I f you have made changes to a previously saved notebook but you do not
want to save your changes, choose R euert to Saued from the File
menu before closing the notebook. The notebook w ill remain un
touched.
This is not a preference setting saved with notebooks; you must turn it
on every time you launch Theorist.

AutoSave

When this item is checked on the File menu, Theorist periodically saves
open notebooks.

Notebooks
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Deleting
Work

I f you do not want to save the results of a particular investigation, se
lect one or more propositions and press Delete. Deleting a proposition
with daughter propositions deletes those dependent propositions as
well. You can safely press Delete repeatedly. Any collapsed proposition
(hiding its daughter propositions, and shown with a dotted line under
neath) must be explicitly selected to be deleted. The comment proposi
tion at the top of a notebook is usually collapsed and therefore safe from
unintended deletion.

Distribution
Notebooks

Several notebooks are included on the Theorist disks distributed with
the Theorist package. These notebooks contain examples of colorful
surface plots and other graphics as well as a wide range of mathemati
cal rules and functions.
These notebooks are organized by hierarchical “bundles.” A comment
proposition acts as a title and “handle” for a group of daughter propo
sitions that contain useful rules and declarations. To move a bundle
from these distribution notebooks, select the comment proposition of the
bundle you want, copy it, and paste it into your own notebook.
I f there are any name conflicts (e.g., a bundle contains a previously de
clared name), a message announces that there is a conflict. The first
instance of the conflicting name is selected. I f the name declarations
are identical (e.g., the bundle and your notebook both declare sin as the
standard sine function), delete the selected name.
Only the first naming conflict is announced. More conflicts may exist.
Usually this is not a problem. The next time a manipulation requires
the conflicted name, an appropriate warning is displayed asking that
one of the declarations be deleted. You can also flush out any possible
naming conflicts by clarifying the notebook repeatedly until all conflicts
are reported and cleared.
I f a name is used in two different ways (e.g., you have created a func
tion named G and the bundle declares G to be a different function),
delete the newly pasted bundle, change the spelling of the conflicting
name declaration(s) in your notebook, and re-paste the bundle. To
change the spelling of a name, open the Declarations comment at the
top of the current notebook and find the name declaration proposition
for that name. Then change the spelling in that proposition. Changing
the spelling or behavior of a name in its declaration is immediately re
flected throughout the notebook.
For more information about name declarations and Theorist’s outlining
tools, see the Propositions section. See Appendix C for a complete list of
notebooks included on the Theorist distribution disks.
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C u s t o m iz in g N o t e b o o k s
Notebook
Font

The font and font size for all of the equations in a Theorist notebook
may be specified in the Notebook Font dialog. Choose N ote b ook
Font... from the Notebook menu.

This does not
affect fonts in
comments or the
numerical labels
in graphs.

Notebook Font
Equations mill display, in notebooks and in graphs, in the
font as specified below. The smaller sizes are used for
subscripts, matrix components, etc.

Main Size:
Smaller:

12

Smallest:

10

□ Use Italics

Sizes

Font Family:
Symbol
Thomson
Times
Zapf Chancery
Zapf Dingbats

H
in
H
§§

Cancel

The Main Size specifies the size of variables, functions, and the like as
they are written in equations. The Smaller box represents the size of
the first sub- or superscript in an expression and is also used in word
ing of wordy propositions. Smallest specifies the smallest size for any
2
text in an expression. As an example consider e~x . In this expression,
e is in the Main size, -x is in the Smaller size, and the 2 is set in the
Smallest size. (Any superscripts beyond the 2 would also be in the
smallest size.)
•

•

A

To change all sizes simultaneously, simply change the Main size and
appropriate smaller and smallest sizes are automatically chosen for
you. I f you wish, you can then modify the smaller size to something dif
ferent, and the smallest size changes accordingly. Changing the small
est size has no effect on the other sizes.

Italics

The box at the bottom of the dialog, when checked, tells Theorist to use
italics where appropriate. By convention, single character names
(usually variable names like x) are italicized, while multi-character
names (frequently function names like sin) are not italic in mathemati
cal expressions, and Theorist will enforce this rule if the box is checked.

Notebooks
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Theorist uses italics in several other places if the checkbox is on. The
non-modifiable parts of tables and the frame labels on the top of anima
tion frames are usually drawn in italic; turn off the check box to have
them drawn plain as well.
On the screen and some printers, italics do not always look good; they
sometimes look chunky and slanted. On a Macintosh, this is most often
because you have a bitmap font that is plain style, and the computer
merely slants it over as a cheap imitation of italics. You can avoid this
problem by turning off the checkbox so everything is plain and no italics
are used. I f you want good looking italics on the screen, you can install
italic TrueType or Adobe Type Manager (ATM) fonts, or install specially
sculpted italic bitmap fonts. You may have to remove some bitmap
versions of your fonts because they override TrueType or ATM fonts for
screen display (even if one is italic and the other is not).

Editing
Difficulties

I f the font you are using does not allow you to select names easily by
clicking and dragging, consider:
O Increasing the font size.
© Turning off the italics.
© Changing to another font.
Frequently it is easier to work on a notebook in a larger size, then print
it using a smaller font size.

'Old' Theorist
Look

I f you are nostalgic about the look of equations in older Macintosh
versions of Theorist, you can recreate the look. Use the old Bookman
(including italic) bitmapped screen fonts from Adobe. (The newer
TrueType or ATM versions do not look the same.)

Comment
Default Font

The default comment font characteristics follow the settings of the
default Notebook Font as described above. However, comments do not
use italics by default, regardless of the italics setting in the dialog.
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Comment
Rulers

Choose Comment Rulers... from the N o t e b o o k menu to bring up
the comment rulers dialog, which lets you show or hide the comment
rulers and set their units of measurement.

Comment Rulers
□ Shorn Rulers

Units for Rulers
® In ch e s
O Centimeters
O Points
O Picas

Neui Comment Width, in
units:

Cancel

OK

l

3

You can also show or hide the rulers with the r m button on the
pop-up palette.

Page Break

Choose N o t e b o o k ^ I n s e r U P a g e Break to insert the page break
proposition in the notebook. This forces the following propositions to
start at the top of a new page when the notebook is printed.

Notebook
Header

To change the print header for notebooks use the notebook print header
dialog. Choose N o te b o o k ►Preferences ►Print Header....

0

Print Header
Notebook P rinting P re fe re n ce s
Prin tin g Header:
p age ?p ?a
Header m ust be one line. Use ?n fo r the file nam e, ?p fo r
the u e rtica l page num ber, ?a fo r the h o rizo n ta l page
le tte r. Delete it all fo r no header.

Cancel

i

i

■ t

OK

Edit the text in the box (e.g., add your name and organization, the date,
etc.) to change the print header.
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You can insert special codes into your header text so that special
information, such as the notebook name or page number, is printed in
your headers. For example, the text and codes displayed in the above
screen shot of the dialog make the first printed header read:
Notebook 7

page 1a

As another example, the text and codes below,

George’s (??) File: ?n, Page#?p-?a
make the printed header on page four of a notebook read:
George's (?) File: My Thesis, Page#4-a
The header is printed in the Equation Font described previously.
The following lists Theorist header codes and their meanings.

Code Meaning
?n
?p
?a
V.

notebook file name (without directory path)
page number (vertical)
page letter for extra-wide pages (horizontal a, b, c, etc.)
question mark
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Co m p atib ility w ith T h e o rist
V ersio n 1.5
Theorist 1.5 was
available only for
the Macintosh.

Theorist can open notebook files created with Theorist version 1.5 (i.e.,
any of versions 1.51, 1.52, 1.53).
When you copy expressions from 1.5 and paste to the current Theorist,
there are some precedence changes. Cross product and dot product
previously were bound tighter than division and function call; now they
bind looser than multiplication. Therefore:

Expression
zw • y
zw xy

1.5 Meaning
z*(w • y)
z*(w x y)

Pasted Becomes
(z*w) • y
(z*w) x y

This problem is compensated for when you open an old notebook with
the current Theorist, so your old files will not have this problem. The
problem exists only i f you copy from 1.5 and paste to the current
version.
Notebooks and copied equations can not always be moved from the
current version to version 1.5. Only certain expressions can be copied,
mostly those with just + - * / A ! and functions.

Notebooks
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C o m p a t ib ilit y B etw een
P latfo rm s
Theorist operates as platform-independently as possible so Theorist for
Macintosh and Theorist for Windows can share notebook files. There is
no translation or exporting or importing necessary; just save a notebook
under one platform and open it under another. (O f course, you must
have the necessary hardware and/or software to transfer the files be
tween the platforms.)
Theorist notebooks are saved in a format which can be copied as 7-bit
text to avoid problems when e-mailing or otherwise transferring be
tween platforms.
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Propositions

Propositions
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Notebooks contain a set of propositions organized hierarchically.
Propositions can contain other propositions and are often related to
other propositions in various ways. Each notebook always contains at
least one proposition, a Main Theory proposition. The main theory is
essentially equivalent to a notebook. All propositions that you enter are
contained within the main theory.
All types of propositions are presented in this section:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statements
Working Statements
Case Theories
Graphs and Plots
Comments
Name Declarations
Independence Declarations
Transformation Rules
Outlining
Page Breaks

The section ends with a discussion of the tools you can use to organize
and arrange your propositions.
To find out more about any proposition, select it and choose Get Info
from the N o t e b o o k menu. I f the proposition is derived from other
propositions, you can move to those propositions through a hypertext
like network. The hierarchical display of propositions in a notebook
presents the overt story of mathematical investigation and discovery.
Using Get Info, you can trace the hidden connections and logical depen
dencies between propositions.
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S ta tem en ts
A statement is an expression in a Theorist notebook. Every statement
is either an “assumption” or a “conclusion.” Every statement you enter
is an assumption. Conclusions are logically derived from one or more
statements. To create a new assumption, press the Return key.
Statements can be expressions (e.g., 3x, log(y)) or equations (e.g.,
x = sin(y), y = x3+ 2x + 4 ). The following recursive definition defines
statements exhaustively. A statement can be:
• A number (e.g., 4, 27, 2.3)
• A name (e.g., x, y, sin)
• A wildcard variable (e.g., ss, $0
• An op that encloses one or more expressions (e.g., 4 + y, x =y)
Numbers, names, and wildcard variables are the elementary particles
of expressions and equations. Ops are used to put these elements to
gether. For more information about ops, see the Expressions section.
Assumptions are displayed with a square icon; conclusions with a tri
angular icon:

□ ? = sin(x)
A x = arcsinfy)
Each conclusion is the result of a valid manipulation. Only you can
create assumptions, and only Theorist can create conclusions. You can
not edit a conclusion; if you try to, the statement is duplicated as a new
assumption that you can edit.
When you manipulate a selected expression, the conclusion is displayed
directly beneath that expression, indented to the right. Other state
ments may be used to derive the conclusion.
You can always discover which statements a conclusion is derived from.
Select the conclusion and choose Get Info from the Noteboo k menu.
The displayed dialog box states the type of the proposition. Click on the
M o r e Info button to see a list of all statements used to generate the
conclusion.
I f you rearrange the statements in a notebook, you do not change their
logical relationship. However, i f you delete a conclusion or an
assumption, all Conclusions directly derived from it become invalid and
produce error messages. I f you modify an assumption, its dependent
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conclusions are remanipulated by Theorist i f the fl IIJJ a y S
ReManipulate option is on (under the Manipulate menu). Modified
assumptions may also produce invalid conclusions with error messages.
The Divert Cascade command can take care of these situations. See the
Complicated Integral tutorial in the Learning Guide for an example of
how logical dependence affects propositions.

Working
Statements

Working statements are assumptions or conclusions used by a manipu
lation to generate a new conclusion or used to generate a graph. You
can specify which statements to use as working statements, or they can
be designated automatically when you perform a manipulation.
Working assumptions and conclusions are displayed with square and
triangular icons, respectively. They can be distinguished from ordinary
statements by the dot contained within the icon:

^ x = arcsinf^)
A ll working statements provide specific information about the name on
the left-hand side of the statement.
To make a statement a working statement, select it and choose Make
Working Stmt from the Notebook menu.
In some instances, an assumption or conclusion is automatically pro
moted to a working statement. For example, if you are calculating the
value of an expression that contains the name y, Theorist searches the
current theory (and all enclosing theories) for a statement of the form
y = value. The first such statement becomes a working statement and
its icon is marked with a dot.
The search for a possible working statement proceeds through the cur
rent theory from the top to the bottom, then the enclosing theory (if
any) from top to bottom, and so on.
You can change a working statement into an ordinary statement by se
lecting it and choosing Stop Working Stmt from the N o t e b o o k
menu. You can also turn a working statement off by selecting an alter
nate statement of the same type that defines the same name, and mak
ing the new statement a working statement. There can be only one
working statement of each type for a particular name in a particular
theory.
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There are six types of working statements:

Statement Type

Example

Value

X = 5

Maximum

^ < 5

Q x < i 0

Minimum

Order

Value
Statement
Q| x = 5

ii
6
l—
1*
S3

5

cn
II
O

Function

g } d y = 0 .0 0 0 1

S

Increment

The Value Statement is the most common working statement. It de
fines a working value for a name. The name must be of class Constant,
Variable, or M-Linear Operator. (It can not be a D-Linear Operator or
a Function.)
Value statements are used by the Calculate manipulation and to create
graphs. Symbolic manipulations (e.g., Simplify, Factor) do not evaluate
expressions and therefore do not take into account value statements.

Maximum
Statement

® ^ ^®
[•J < 10
Minimum
Statement
Q

ac > 5

[•J x > 10

Maximum and Minimum statements define an exclusive or inclusive
upper or lower bound for a name. The name must be of class Constant
or Variable. Only one maximum statement and one minimum state
ment can be in force at a given time for a given name.
Maximum and minimum statements are often used to control the origi
nal display of graphs. I f you plot a function, such as y = sin(x) in two
dimensions, the graph theory usually uses default bounds of x > -3 and
x < 3. Once created, graphs can be easily altered, but you can also set
larger or smaller bounds explicitly before creating a graph.
I f you only create a single maximum or minimum statement (e.g.,
x > 0), graphs are created using this as one of the boundary values; the
other is derived from internal heuristics.
I f Auto Casing is on, maximum and minimum statements can also af
fect the Move Over and Isolate manipulations. I f alternate solution
values for these manipulations are within the range determined by a
maximum and minimum statement, more than one case theory is gen
erated. For example, if x > 0 is a working statement, x2 = 9 has only
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one solution: x = 3. Otherwise, two case theories are generated for
x = 3 and x = -3.
The iterative ops, Summations (X) and Pi Products (II), are also affected
by minimum and maximum statements. For example, i f k < 3 is a
working statement, and you expand the summation of xk as k goes from
1 to 10, the solution is as follows.
10

X

SB
Increment
Statement
g d y = 0.i

Xk = X3 + X2 + X

The Increment Statement defines an increment value for a variable.
The name must be of class Variable. The increment value is used for
numerical calculations of derivatives. In the absence of an increment
statement, a default value of 0.0001 is used.
I f the increment value for a variable is set to zero (e.g., dy = 0), the
variable (y) acts as a constant and all derivatives taken with respect to
it are zero in that theory.

Function
Statement

®/(SS) = £S2

The Function Statement defines a functional relationship between one
or more input values and one or more output values. The function
name must be of class Function. Function arguments must be wildcard
variables (e.g., a?, $>). (See the Expressions section for more in
formation.)
Function statements are used to create graphs. They are also used by
the Calculate manipulation to numerically evaluate the function.
Symbolic manipulations do not take function statements into account.
I f a function statement has more than one argument, all occurrences of
that function must have the same number of arguments. You can also
pass functions a vector as a single argument that contains more than
one element. In the following examples, ss and $ are single arguments,
whereas jp is a two-element vector.

Usually it is preferable to create function statements with vector
Wildcard variables so that you can pass in vector expressions such as
the product of two matrices. Use an equation of the second form to pass
vector arguments.
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Order
Statement

0 / =o

The Order Statement reduces to zero the powers of a name greater than
a designated value. The name must be of class Constant, Variable, or
M-Linear Operator. Use order statements only i f the absolute value of
the name (or, if the name is a matrix or M-Linear Operator, the largest
eigenvalue) is much smaller than one.
The order statement y 5 = 0 declares that y5 and all greater powers of y
can be reduced to zero. This statement is taken into account by the
Simplify and Expand manipulations.
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C ase T h eo r ies
A theory is a list of related propositions. Every notebook consists of a
Main Theory that contains propositions, including all “case theory”
propositions. Case theories can be nested in any hierarchical fashion
and are displayed with a circle icon and a variable sized box containing
all internal propositions.
Case theories are self-contained work areas that you can use to explore
divergent trains of thought. For example, in a particular mathematical
situation, you can explore a world where x = 3 and another where x = 2.
I f Auto Casing is on (choose Manipulate^Preferences^fluto
Casing), any manipulation that generates multiple solutions creates a
case theory for each solution. For example, i f you solve the following
equation for x by making a multiple selection (each x highlighted) and
isolating, both solutions are displayed.
Case Theories
usually appear
side-by-side but
may appear one
atop the other.

Generating
Case
Theories

) x 2- B x = 1
A

*

=

U

= i(- ./ 2 9 + 5 )

Only two manipulations, Isolate and Move Over, generate case theories,
and only when Auto Casing is on. I f Auto Casing is off, only the first
solution is given within the current theory.
Manipulations that would generate a large number of case theories may
display a single solution that contains arbitrary constants. For ex
ample, the solution in x of x5 = 1 is either x = 1 (if Auto Casing is off) or
(if Auto Casing is on):

x = e% n n 106i
The second solution includes the arbitrary constant Hiqq, which in 
dicates an arbitrary integer value. For more information on arbitrary
constants, see the Expressions section.
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Creating
Case
Theories

You can also create any number o f case theories by choosing
N o t e b o o k H n s e r U C a s e Theory . A ll selected statements (and con
clusions based on those statements) are included in the new case
theory. I f no statements are selected, a single empty assumption ap
pears in the new case theory:

g fo T
Because Theorist is non-procedural, you can enter conflicting assump
tions into a single theory, such as x = 1 and x = 0. In practice, it is best
to put conflicting assumptions in different case theories. I f you perform
a manipulation in a theory that contains conflicting assumptions, you
can end up with confusing and contradictory results.
In a few instances, it is useful to have conflicting statements within a
single theory. I f you approximate the value of an expression (e.g., by
creating a Taylor Series), this appears as a strict equality:

0

y = s in fa r )
1

Z

\

y

^

=

“

F K

.

7

77: X

r

+ 77777*

5040

120

o

1

-

Seventh Order
Taylor Series
7

+ 3f

6

Using the Substitute and Move Over manipulations, you can determine
the closeness of the approximation for various values of x (x = 0. 1,
1, 10):

0 y = sir(x)
A

y

= - J _ 3 f 7 +J_3f5- i f f 3 + ar
5040

120

?<*&<*

6

f \ sinfV) = —5—
0—
4 0 *x^ + —
120 x^ —6-st3 + x
/ \ 0 ==- d n ( a r ) - - i —3f7 + - i - x 5- ^ 3+3f
<— >

^

*

5040

120

6

M<x*owr

0 3 t = 0.1
0 0 = -sin(0.i) + 0.099833
0 0 =-2. 747 SxlCT15

cfcdcuM*

□ » =i
£ 0 = - s i n ( i ) + l? | i
£0=-2.7308x1^

0 x = io
A 0 =-sin(
10' )--L;
107+^H£
^bstn^
<— >
^
5040
3
0 0 = -1306.9
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Usually you specifically indicate the equations and definitions used for
a manipulation. However, if a particular proposition is needed for a
manipulation, and can not be found in the current case theory, the ma
nipulation may search enclosing case theories for the needed definition.
Case theories are searched from the innermost to the outermost, and
from top to bottom within each theory. I f an external statement is used
as a working statement, its icon is marked with a dot.

The following propositions, though they may be outside the theory, are
available to any enclosed case theory:
•
•
•
•

Working statements
Name declarations
Independence declarations
Transformation rules

Case theories always describe more specific conditions than their en
closing theory. Most case theories start with one or more equations
distinguishing the theory from its rival theories.
Graph theories are similar to case theories. They contain propositions
describing the various graphical elements that make up a graph. Most
of these propositions are only valid inside graph theories. You can also
create case theories within graph theories.
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G raph T h eo r ies
Two- and three-dimensional graph theories are special theories, and all
plots are propositions contained within graph theories.
Graph theories, like case theories, are displayed with a variable box
containing all internal propositions. The icons for graphs and plots are:

Line plot
Contour plot

□

Two-Dimensional graph theory
Three-Dimensional graph theory

Surface plot
Scatter plot
The following is a simple two-dimensional graph theory displaying a
single plot:

|T|y = sin(it3f)

For more information on graph theories and plot propositions, see the
Graphs section of this manual.
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C o m m en ts
Comment propositions use a balloon icon and contain text and/or graph
ics used to annotate your notebooks. They are ignored during all ma
nipulations and operations.
The following is a comment proposition:

®

And then> I said to myself, thatmust mean a te when an
object is at rest; it has a restenergy equivalentto E = me2

The first proposition in a new notebook is the comment proposition
called Declarations. It contains a set of name declarations as daughter
propositions. Each new name that you declare is placed within this
proposition. I f you delete this comment proposition, new names are
placed at the top of the notebook.
The keystroke(s)
used to create
comments can be
changed with the
Enter Key Prefs
dialog.

To create a comment proposition, press ll«"-d on the numeric keypad. I f
you create a new assumption by accident, immediately press Enter and
it turns into a text comment.
To alter the font, size, or style of the text choose Comment Font...
from the Edit menu and use the following dialog:
Font Size Style
Change Font according to these rules:
Font Family:
MathematicalPi 3
n
MathematicalPi 4
MathematicalPi 5
11
MathematicalPi 6
Monaco
New Century Schlbk
Neui York

IQftiima

Style:

Italic:
same'

Bold:
same"
Underline:
same'

Uertical Squeeze:
same

a

[

More Styles...

)

□ keep same family
Size:

F H

O Steps Larger
O Steps Smaller
® Points (Rbsolute)

Cancel
OK

]

To change the color of the text choose an item from the Comment
Color submenu of the Edit menu.
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To enter a hard carriage return within a text comment (i.e., to force a
new line), press li shin
.
You can also specify the font and size of all future text comment
propositions. The default comment font characteristics follow the
settings of the default Notebook Font, set from the Notebook menu.
To adjust the size and shape of a text comment, alter its ruler settings.
(To show comment rulers, choose C om m ent Rulers... from the
Noteboo k menu to bring up the comment rulers dialog, and click the
Shorn Rulers checkbox.)

Comment Rulers
□ Shorn Rulers

Units for Rulers
® In ch e s
O Centimeters
O Points
O Picas

New Comment Ulidth, in
units:

Cancel

I

I

OK

Comment rulers show above the comments. Notice that when rulers
are showing, small dots appear where spaces are in the text.

2—1_' ^ ' I_I_I_I_I_I_^_I
3 _I_I_I_u
■ I ■ I I ^ 1■ '_I_I_1
t_

_±_

t

i

pr

'

And-then, ■Isaid-tomjfself, that-mustmeanthat •
You can set, move, and remove tab stops (left, center, right, decimal
point, and equal sign justified) on the ruler. You can also make the text
left, center, or right justified. Use the square handle on the right of the
ruler to move the right margin of the comment.
Comments can be split and joined with the Enter and Delete keys,
respectively, which work intuitively.
You can paste graphics stored on the clipboard into comment
propositions. You can enter equations into comments just like you can
enter them into assumption propositions. Equations, pictures, and text
can all be mixed in a comment.
To take a snapshot of a graph, select it and choose Copy as Picture
from the Edit menu. When you Paste it into a notebook, it is displayed
in a comment proposition.
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You can store any graphic from any source in a comment. For example,
the following was taken from a supercomputer simulation of fluid
dynamics:
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N am e D e c la r a t io n s
Name declaration propositions designate the class and behavior of each
name in a theory. Names can consist of Roman characters, Greek
characters, and the symbols °°, (, ), h, 91, 3, X , and
Each name
declaration proposition appears with a flag icon:

/

,

Icon

/

Spelling of Name

A Function ^ | named sinbehaves as | Sine ^r].

\

Assigned Class

/

Assigned Behavior

This proposition declares that the name “sin” is of class Function and
has the predefined behavior called Sine. Names can be o f class
Constant, Variable, M -Linear Operator, D-Linear Operator, or
Function. The behavior of a name can be one of sixty-three predefined
behaviors or a behavior you define yourself. Defining the behavior of a
name can be as simple as creating an equation using that name. The
statement x = 13 defines the behavior of x.
When you create a new notebook from the New Notebook file, its name
declarations are collapsed under the Declarations comment proposition.
(I f you move or delete this bundle, new name declarations are placed at
the top of the current notebook.) Other name declarations are within
the bundles under Declarations.
I f a name has not been declared when it is first involved in a
manipulation (or used to create a graph), a dialog appears asking you to
declare the name. I f your notebook has undeclared names, choose
Clarify from the Noteboo k menu to bring up this dialog.
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For example, if you use the name Acceleration in a notebook, the first
time you manipulate an expression (or Clarify the notebook) the follow
ing dialog appears.

Declare Name

&

Acceleration

This name hasn’t been declared yet. Vou need to declare
it to continue. To do so, simply select one of the options
below. (See manual for more info.)

User Defined

Declare it as a typical
Uariable^
with behauior defined by you.
There must be some mistake.

Accept the default (click User Defined or press Return) to declare
Acceleration as a variable. Use the pop-up menu on the right of the dia
log box to indicate the name’s class (Constant, Variable, M-Linear, DLinear, Function).
To edit a name declaration, open the Declarations comment (double
click on its icon). You can change the class or behavior by clicking on
the pop-up menus in the name declaration proposition. You can also
change the spelling of a name. Changing the spelling, class, or behavior
of a name is immediately reflected throughout a notebook. However,
changing the class or behavior of a name may invalidate existing
derivations; manipulations are not re-executed.
There are sixty-three predefined names with sixty-three associated pre
defined behaviors. To use a predefined name, enter the name and ac
cept the default behavior associated with it when the dialog box ap
pears. To assign a predefined behavior to a different name, enter the
predefined name associated with the behavior that you want, accept the
default associated behavior, then change the name’s spelling. For more
information on predefined names and behaviors, see the Expressions
section.
Wildcard variables are not names and should not be used in name dec
larations.
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I n d e p e n d e n c e D e c l a r a t io n s
Independence Declaration propositions assert that certain variables are
independent of each other (or are independent of all variables). I f two
variables are independent of each other, the derivative of one with re
spect to the other is zero; there is no relationship linking them together.
By default, all variables in Theorist are dependent on one another.
Independence declarations can also declare that two M- or D-Linear
Operators commute with each other. Declarations of this type are only
used by the Commute manipulation, not Simplify.
Independence declarations are shown with an icon displaying two or
thogonal axes:
Icon

Declared Variables

j^, The variables ( x , y , z ) are independent of each other

Declared Independence
This proposition asserts that x, y, and z are independent of each other.
Their derivatives with respect to each other are zero.

You should declare variables independent of each other for any situa
tion that has multiple variables whose derivatives with respect to each
other should be zero, such as:
• Spaces with multiple orthogonal dimensions
• Multiple integrations such as: Jq ^/q1xydxj dy
• Two-dimensional (or higher dimension) Taylor series
The pop-up menu at the end of the proposition can declare the given
variables to be independent of each other (the default) or independent
of all variables. I f you use the Summation (£ ) and Pi Product (II) ops,
you may want to declare the iteration variable (usually k) to be inde
pendent of all variables, especially if you take derivatives of expressions
containing the iteration variable.
For example, you should probably declare k independent of all variables
for simplifying the following expression.
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n
u

- z
a * ft= i

Without an independence declaration, the Simplify manipulation pro
duces the following:

ar*ln[arl— h + k x k 1
1 9ar
Please forgive the
poor grammar; it's
only a computer
program.

I f you declare k independent of all variables,

The variables k are independent of

all variables -y |

...the result is much more manageable:

x

Q X k =1

* = z

kxk - 1

k = 1

For more information on the Summation and Pi Product ops, see the
Expressions section.
Use independence declarations with caution. I f x andy are declared in
dependent, you can not create a graph of the relationship between these
two variables, even if you explicitly state that y = sin(^). The dependent
variable (y) is assumed to be a constant with respect to the independent
variable (x); the graph produced is a straight line.
Independence declarations take precedence in any theory (or enclosed
case theory).
A variable can not appear in more than one independence declaration
(unless the declarations are in sibling case theories). For example, if
you have two coordinate systems (x, y, z) and (x', y', z), where (x, y) and
(xf,y') are rotated around the z axis relative to each other, with z shared
between the two coordinate systems, you can not make two inde
pendence declarations both listing z. Instead, create a variable z ' , make
z = z' a working statement, and create two independence declarations:

^

The variables (#,^,2:) are independent of each other

[

The variables ( x \ y \ z ') are independent of each other

To create an independence declaration, choose N o te b O O k M n s e r t^
Ind e pe n d en c e Decl.. I f variables are selected when you create the
declaration, they are inserted in the declaration.
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T r a n sfo r m a t io n R u les
Transformation rule propositions describe transformations invoked
when you perform a Transform manipulation. Transformation rules
provide a means to extend the capabilities of Theorist. You can desig
nate different transformation rules to execute when the following ma
nipulations are performed:
•
•
•
•

Transform
Simplify
Expand
Collect (executes Expand rules in reverse)

Transformation rules are displayed with a lightning bolt icon:

Icon

Pattern

Replacement

Upon Transform ^ |transform, fsinfefl) into 1—

Manipulation that
Executes Transformation
Use the pop-up menu to designate which manipulation invokes a par
ticular transformation.
Each transformation rule describes the transformation of an expression
or equation (the pattern) into another expression or equation (the re
placement) that is logically equivalent. (Be wary of creating fallacious
transformation rules which may either let you do powerful manipula
tions or let you shoot yourself in the foot.)
The pattern can contain regular variables or wildcard variables.
Regular variables match the named variable explicitly, whereas wild
card variables match any variable of a given type, or even entire ex
pressions. (See Wildcard variables in the Expressions section.)
Transformation rules are similar to—but more powerful than—the
Substitute manipulation. All transformation rules in the current the
ory (and all enclosing theories) execute when you invoke the Transform
manipulation.
To create a transformation rule proposition, choose N oteb ook^
I n s e r t H r a n s f o r m Rule. I f one or more equations are selected, one
transformation rule is created from each equation. The left-hand side
of an equation becomes the pattern and the right-hand side becomes the
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replacement. I f no equations are selected, a transformation rule is cre
ated with two question marks:

Upon T ran sfo rm s transform ?into ?.
Edit existing transformation rules as you would any other proposition.
For more information on transformation rules, see the Manipulations
section.
In some situations, more than one transformation rule that executes
with the Simplify or Expand manipulation will match a selected ex
pression. In these cases, rather than displaying a dialog box, the ma
nipulation executes the first matching rule. The manipulation searches
the current theory from top to bottom, then the parent theory from top
to bottom, and so on.
Transformation rules that execute “Upon Simplify” are carried out after
executing the Simplify manipulation, whereas transformation rules
that execute “Upon Expand” are carried out before executing the
Expand manipulation.
The Transform manipulation is not recursive. It executes only once on
the outermost layer of an expression. I f nested expressions can still be
transformed, repeat the manipulation. To make a Transform manipu
lation recursive, change the pop-up menu to Simplify or Expand. Both
of these manipulations execute recursively.
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O u t l in in g
A ll propositions in a notebook are arranged in a hierarchy. You can re
arrange propositions as you would topics in a word-processing outliner.
Each proposition can have sister, daughter, granddaughter, or inline
relatives. The following example is created entirely from comment
propositions to show the types of outline relationships:

Aunt
Mother
£g=) Sister

( § A Proposition

(=§=) In Line

(^Daughter
£§=) Granddaughter
Daughter
(=§=) Daughter
(=§ Sister
Sister
Aunt (Collapsed)
To move a proposition, select it (by clicking on its icon), then hold down
the QO key (Macintosh) or O key (Windows). The mouse pointer be
comes a pointing hand. Use this pointing hand to click on the icon of a
selected proposition and drag it to a new location. Possible release
points highlight. Release the mouse where you want to put the proposi
tion. You can also move selected propositions to the left or right by
pressing n T H and im m (Macintosh) or JcjnJO] and P>Tm (Windows).
You can rearrange propositions within any case theory by selecting and
dragging. However, you must cut (or copy) and paste propositions to
move them from one theory to another.
To regroup several propositions, shift-click to select more than one
proposition, click on any of the selected propositions with the pointing
hand, and move the group to a new location. The propositions are dis
played in the order you selected them.
To collapse the daughters under a proposition, select the proposition
and choose Collapse from the Notebook menu. A dotted line is dis
played beneath the first line of a collapsed proposition. To expose a col
lapsed family, select the proposition and choose E x p o s e from the
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Notebook menu. You can also double-click on a selected proposition
icon with the mouse pointer to collapse or expose a family of proposi
tions.
Collapsed families are called “bundles.” The notebooks on the Theorist
disks contain a number of bundles with useful name declarations. To
copy a bundle into your notebook, select it by its title (or main proposi
tion) and use Copy and Paste.
To expose all propositions in a notebook, choose EHpose All from the
Notebook menu. Conversely, choose Collapse Rll to collapse all
propositions in a notebook.
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P a g e B reak
Choose N o t e b o o k H n s e r t ^ P a g e Break to insert the page break
proposition []?] in the notebook. This forces the following propositions
to start at the top of a new page when the notebook is printed. For
example, consider the following notebook contents. (Note the location of
the page break proposition icon.)
@ Declarations

= sin(x)
Ay
L y 7+_Ly3-iy 3+y

Q y

<—>*

5040

120

Taylcr Strits

6

A sinfx) = — L-y7+— x^-lx^+x

<->

A

5040

120

6

O= -sinfyi--- i—X7+_Ly5-iy 3+y
^ }

5040

120

6

Moot Oee-

0

Q x = 0.1

£ 0 = -sin(0.fl+0.099833
£ 0 = -2.7478xl(r15

0 =1

£ 0 = -sin(H+Ug stbsautt

£ 0 = -2.7308x10"®
Q x = 10
^ 0 = -s in (1 0 )-JL _ 1 0 7+ ^ f i

A 0 = -1306.9

i&bsmut*

d<Ucuuut

Though it appears together in the notebook, it appears on two pages
when printed.
page break example

page la

page break example

y

page 2a

* = 0.1

Declarations

=sin(x)

0 = - s in (0 .1 )+0.099888

y
= 5 0 4 0 120
J
Sin
fx) = - 5040
^ J

6
120

Tat/tcrStria
- 6i *3+*

0= -sinfx]--JL_x7+-i-x5-l*3+x
^

1

5040

120

6

0 = -2 .7 47 8 X K T 15

& *»***

* =1
MootOo*

0 = - s in (l]+ 4 M l
5040

0= -

soamuu

2 .7808X1CT® Catcuuu

* =10
0 = - ^ n ( 10] - J L l 07+ 2M
0 = -1 3 0 6 .9
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Expressions are Theorist’s fundamental objects. This section begins
with a discussion of the class scheme Theorist uses to manage expres
sions. The section then presents all types of expressions and expression
components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Numbers
Names (including all predefined names)
Ops
Wildcard variables
Collapsars
Parentheses
Undefined values
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C lass
Theorist can represent a wide variety of objects, ranging from simple
numbers to abstract operators for which there is no concrete numerical
value. Theorist uses a class system to determine what rules to use
when manipulating an object. Each object belongs to one of five classes.
This section discusses the five classes:
•
•
•
•
•

Constant
Variable
M-Linear Operator
D-Linear Operator
Function

The class of an expression determines how it can be used. For example,
D-Linear Operators are multiplied onto an argument, whereas func
tions contain or enclose their arguments, and constants have no argu
ments at all. See the Summation op (a D-Linear Operator) and Sine (a
function) described later in this section.
You must declare the class of named objects the first time you manipu
late an expression containing a new name or create a graph that uses
the name. You can also declare any undeclared names by choosing the
Clarify item from the N o t e b o o k menu. Each object is manipulated
according to the rules of its declared class. The default class of a new
object is Variable. However, you may get erroneous results if this is not
the class you intend.
For example, i f you create two matrices A and B and accept the default
class Variable (rather than declaring them to be M-Linear Operators),
the expressions AB and BA are equivalent. But they are not necessar
ily equivalent because matrix multiplication is not commutative. To
avoid errors of this type, you must assign named objects to the correct
class.
To see the class of any expression, select the expression, then choose
Get Info from the Noteboo k menu.
The class of a particular expression depends on what the expression is,
and the classes of any subexpressions it contains. For example, i f a
Variable x is added to a matrix, an M-Linear Operator, the result is an
M-Linear Operator. However, i f the matrix contains one or more
D-Linear Operators, the object as a whole is a D-Linear Operator.
Each predefined name has a preset class. For example, n is always of
class Constant and arctan is always of class Function.
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Constants

A constant is a scalar (a single value) whose derivative is zero.
Constants do not need to be defined to have a specific value. You can
treat them as abstract unknowns.
I f you create a working definition for a constant named c, it has the
value you assign to it. Its actual value may not be constant (it may de
pend upon other variables) but it is treated as a constant for manipula
tions and for creating graphs.
A ll numeric values are constants as well as certain predefined names
(e.g., n, e, °°, i ) . A ll expressions consisting entirely of constants
(including functions of constants) are also constants.
The following are all of class Constant:
5

Variables

n

oo

arctan(rc2)

A variable can take on the value of any integer or real or complex num
ber. A variable’s derivative is not necessarily zero. Variable multipli
cation is commutative. The value of a variable can not be a matrix or
derivative.
The relationship between any two variables is, by default, undefined.
However, you can define either in terms of the other with an equation
or a working statement, or you can declare them to be independent with
an independence declaration.
A ll names declared as variables are of class Variable, as are all expres
sions made up of constants and variables.
The following are all (usually) of class Variable:
x

M-Linear
Operators

y

t

sfxy

An M-Linear Operator is a matrix or behaves like a matrix in certain
ways (e.g., Hermitian operators). Matrix multiplication is associative
but not commutative. However, multiplication of a matrix and a
variable (or a constant) is commutative.
As an example of non-commutative algebra, if A and B are declared to
be M-Linear Operators, and you Expand (A + B)3 the result is:
A 3 + B A 2 + B 2A + a b a + b 3+ a b 2+ a 2b + b a b
Because multiplication is not commutative for M-Linear Operators, the
terms do not recombine when simplified.
Note: I f you declare the relative independence of A and B (with an
independence declaration) you can reduce an expression of this form.
However, you must Commute each expression by hand. Then click the
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palette button (or choose Simplify from the Manipulate menu) to
reduce the expression.
All matrices with constant, variable, and M-Linear elements are MLinear Operators. A matrix with one or more D-Linear Operators as an
element is a D-Linear Operator.
The following are all of class M-Linear Operator:

12

\xy
UO

34

D-Linear
Operators

0 y
\-:y 0

abc
d e fj

\2
+1

A D-Linear Operator is a derivative operator, or an operator that
behaves like one. Multiplication of a D-Linear Operator and any other
object (other than a constant) is not necessarily associative nor
commutative.
D-Linear Operators are multiplied onto the expression immediately
preceding them. The three most common D-Linear Operators are the
predefined name d, the partial derivative op ( d /dx) and the summation
op (X). These three all operate by varying the value of particular
variables in the expression immediately following them.

D-Linear Operators do not commute with variables, although they do
commute with constants. For example:
10

10

10

10

X 5xk = 5 kX
xk
k=o
=0
However:

X kxk* k kX
xk
k=0
=0
I f the right-most factor in a product is a D-Linear Operator, then the
expression as a whole is of that class.
The following are all of class D-Linear Operator:
X H——
dx

—_uv
dx

v d
y dx

However, the following are all of the same class as y:

(*+£)y

&
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I f you multiply a D-Linear Operator onto a constant, variable, or
matrix, then the class of the new expression is of class Constant,
Variable, or M-Linear Operator. That is, if the D-Linear Operator is on
the left-hand side of a product, the term as a whole is of the same class
as the partial term on the right.

Functions

Functions enclose one or more expressions as arguments. (Actually,
functions are just names of class Function. The function op, symbolized
by a pair of parentheses, encloses the arguments.) Each function maps
an input argument to an output argument. Theorist provides many
predefined functions. These are listed later in this section under
Predefined Names.
To create a function of your own design, write an equation that defines
its value with wildcard variables as arguments. Then choose M a k e
Working Stmt from the Notebook menu.
For example, you can define the function f[ss) to be:
o# , o -»
f<SS) = 2 e
You can also create functions with more than one argument:
N sin (ss) + sin ($ )
f(ss,&) = -------- 2 -------You can also pass a function a vector of elements as a single variable.
In the following example, jp is a two-element vector:

See the Special Functions directory in the Mathematics directory on
your Theorist disks for examples of functions and their definitions.
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N um bers
Theorist can display and manipulate numeric values in decimal or
scientific notation. Type a period for a decimal point, and “e” or “E” to
enter a number in scientific notation. You can precede the exponent
with a plus or minus sign. For example, to enter 1.23X108, type 1.23e8
or 1.23e+8. You can also raise any number to a power using the
circumflex (A) character.
Negative numbers are preceded by a minus sign that encloses the
number. I f you select the minus sign, you select both the number and
the sign. The negation op is perhaps the simplest op. A ll other ops
work in a similar fashion. Ops enclose one, two, or more expressions,
making those expressions a single object. To change the sign of a
number, select the whole number and type -, or insert the cursor before
the number and enter a minus sign.
Complex numbers (e.g., 4 + 3i ) are represented as a symbolic sum in
rectangular coordinates. Numeric matrices are represented as matrices
with numeric components. To create a matrix, type an opening
parenthesis and separate elements with commas, rows with semicolons.
Infinity (°°) and negative infinity (-°°) are also supported.
The largest number less than infinity that can be represented is about
1.7976xl0308. The smallest number greater than zero that can be
represented is about 1.9407xl0-324. Overflow and underflow yield
infinite and zero values, respectively.
An undefined number is displayed as a question mark (?). It is roughly
equivalent to “not a number” or N aN values as specified by the IEEE
floating point standard. For example, 0/0 = ?.
Theorist stores numeric values with fifteen digits of precision, enough
to measure the age of the known universe to within a second, or to
measure the radius of the sun to within one angstrom. You can set the
displayed precision of numeric values with the Display P r e c is io n
submenu of the N o t e b o o k menu; this setting has no effect on the
internally maintained precision.
I f you copy an expression out as text (with Copy from the Edit menu),
the numbers contain all fifteen digits of precision. I f you copy an ex
pression out as a picture (with Copy as Picture from the Edit menu),
you get a picture of the expression as it appears on screen.
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N ames
A name is one or more characters that represent a mathematical entity.
A name can represent an object of any class (Constant, Variable, M- or
D-Linear Operator, or Function).
Simple names can contain one or more of the following:
• Upper- and lowercase Roman letters
• Upper- and lowercase Greek letters
• The symbols <*>V ( ) 3 91 N ' h
Names can not contain digits or any other characters.
The first time you manipulate an expression containing a new name (or
create a graph from the expression), a dialog appears requesting a dec
laration. Once created, a name declaration appears as a proposition
with a flag icon:

Icon
A

Variable ^

Assigned
Class

Spelling
of Name
named y behaves as

defined by user

Assigned
Behavior

A name declaration specifies the spelling of the name, its class, and its
behavior. The class must be Constant, Variable, M- or D-Linear, or
Function. You define the behavior with a working statement or you can
select a predefined behavior.
By default, all new names are placed in the Declarations comment
proposition at the top of each notebook. I f you do not have a comment
proposition at the top of a notebook (named Declarations, or anything
else), newly declared names appear at the top of the current notebook.
The behavior of all names is either predefined or defined by you. The
predefined names and their associated behaviors are listed later in this
section.
Changing a name declaration instantly updates all occurrences of that
name throughout a notebook. Names can be spelled any way you want
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(as long as no two names are spelled the same way). Names are case
sensitive (e.g., Log * log).
To edit a name or change its behavior or class, select it and choose Get
I n fo from the Notebook menu. A dialog box appears. Click on M o r e
I n fo to see the name declaration. I f you click on the declaration in the
dialog box, the dialog box disappears, the Declarations comment is
opened (if necessary), and the selected name declaration is highlighted.
Edit the name declaration as you want. Or you can open the
Declarations comment directly and search for the name there.

Subscripted
Names

Use subscripts to create families of names. For example, instead of
using variables x, y, and z , you can use variables X i, X2 , and #3.
Subscripted names inherit the class of the un-subscripted name, but
they can be used in distinct working statements and independence
declarations.
Subscripts can be either integers in the range ±32,767 or names.
Names must be previously declared and user defined. The subscript’s
class is irrelevant; the name merely serves as a unique identifier. A
name can have more than one subscript. A name can have a list (row
vector) as a subscript, and a subscripted name can have a second
subscript, or a combination. For example, you can use the following
sets of variables (which are not equivalent):
* *( 1,1,1,1)’ *( 1,1,1,2)’ *( 1,1,1,3)
#

*

1A > * 1 B > * 1 C >

Xa(1,1,1,1/Xa(1,1,1,2?Xa(1,1,1,3y
Note: The name A q^) can refer to a component of a matrix or to a
unique name. I f A is a matrix, the value of the subscript (1, 2) de
termines the matrix element. (See the Index op, below.) I f A is not a
matrix, A^ 2>is a unique name.
I f the subscript is a name, and it has a defined value in the range
±32767, Theorist rounds this number to the nearest integer and in
terprets the subscript numerically.
For example, if x is of class Variable, working statements for x2 and xn
specify two different variables. I f you add another working statement
that n = 2, the two names become equivalent.
You can also use subscripted names with functions (e.g., Jo(*)> J\(x),
J2(x) , ...).
Note

Log and natural log (In) functions interpret subscripts as the base to
use for that function and not as unique names. The base can be any
real number or expression. Any name assigned the predefined behavior
of the log or natural log functions uses subscripts in this fashion.
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Predefined
Names

Theorist provides sixty-three (63) predefined names, each with an
associated behavior.
To use any one of the other predefined names, include it in an
expression and when asked to declare it (when you first manipulate the
expression or create a graph that uses the expression), accept the de
fault behavior presented in the dialog box.
Predefined names are not “reserved” words. You can associate any
name with any predefined behavior, and you can associate a predefined
name with a different behavior, either user defined or predefined
(although this last is not recommended).
To assign a predefined behavior to a name other than the associated
predefined name, proceed as follows. Use the predefined name in an
expression and manipulate the expression (or choose Clarify from the
Notebook menu). A dialog box appears, such as:

This name hasn’t been declared yet. Vou need to declare it to
continue. To do so, simply select one of the options below. (See
manual for more info.)

User Defined

Declare it as a typical
Uariable'*' |
with behauior defined by you.

PreDefined
Cancel

Declare it as a predefined name that
behaues as Tangent.
J There must be some mistake.

Accept the default, associating the predefined name tan with the
predefined behavior Tangent. Open the Declarations comment at the
top of the Notebook, and find the newly created name declaration:

A | Function

named tan behaves as

Tangent

!■

Select the name “tan” and change it to “Tan” or “trigtan” (or whatever)
by typing the new name. This change is immediately reflected through
out the notebook.
You can edit existing names in the same way (by opening the
Declarations comment), or you can select the name and choose Get
Info from the Notebook menu to find the name declaration.
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To change the behavior associated with an existing name, adjust the
pop-up menu at the end of the name declaration:
defined by user

<^\A |Function V] named COSbehaves as

Constants
Numeric Funcs
Calculus Funcs
Hyperbolic Funcs
Polar Funcs
Matrix Funcs
Graph Bounds
Bessel Funcs

Sine
Cosine
Tangent
Cosecant
Secant
Cotangent
Rrc Sine
Brc Cosine
Rrc Tangent
Rrc Cosecant
Rrc Secant
Rrc Cotangent

The following table lists all sixty-three predefined names and their
associated behaviors.

Predefined Name

Description

Constants
Infinity
n

Pi: 3.14159265358979
(actual value used)
Square root of negative one ( v^lT)
Base of natural logarithms,
2.71828182845905 (actual value used)

Numeric Functions
round()

Rounds argument up or down to nearest
integer

floor()

Rounds argument down to nearest
integer

ceiling()

Rounds argument up to nearest integer
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m od()

Modulus; mod takes two arguments, x
andy, and evaluates to the remainder
after dividing x byy. The result is al
ways between zero (inclusive) and y
(exclusive).

R e ()

Evaluates to the real part of a complex
argument

Calculus Functions
lo g ()

Common logarithm (base 10); defined
over (almost) entire complex plane; use
subscripts to specify other bases: type
log_ and the base

ln ()

Natural logarithm (base e); defined over
(almost) entire complex plane; use sub
scripts to specify other bases: type ln_
and the base

exp()

Value of e raised to a given power
(expOe) =ex ); defined over entire complex
plane

T ()

Gamma function (Tty+l) = x\); defined
over entire complex plane (infinite for
non-positive integers)

d

Differential operator that takes total
derivatives

Trig and
Arc Trig Functions
sin ()
tan ()
sec()

cos()
cot()
csc()

Trig functions that take radian argum
ents; to use degrees, divide argument by
n and multiply by 180; defined over (al
most) entire complex plane

arcsin()
arctan()
arcsec()

arccos()
arccot()
arccsc()

Anti-Trig functions that return radian
results; to get degrees, multiply ar
gument by n and divide by 180; defined
over (almost) entire complex plane
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H yperbolic Functions
sinh()
tan h ()
sech()

cosh()
coth()
csch()

arcsinh()
arccosh()
arctanh()
arccsch()
arcsech()
arccoth()

Hyperbolic functions that take real or
complex arguments; defined over (almost)
entire complex plane
Anti-Hyperbolic functions that take real
or complex arguments; defined over
(almost) entire complex plane

Bessel Functions
I()
JO
K ()

A i()
B i()
Y ()

Bessel, modified Bessel, and Airy
functions

Polar Functions
FromPolar()
ToPolar()

Functions that convert a 2-vector be
tween polar (r, 0) and rectangular co
ordinates; r is the radius; 0, the angle, is
zero at the positive x axis and increases
counter-clockwise

FromCylindrical()
ToCylindrical()

Functions that convert a 3-vector be
tween cylindrical (r, 0, z) and rectangular
coordinates; r and 0 are interpreted as in
FromPolar; z is the height and is un
changed by this function.

FromSpherical()
ToSpherical()

Functions that convert a 3-vector be
tween spherical (r, 0, cp) and rectangular
coordinates; r is the radius; 0 starts at
the top of a sphere (the “north pole”), in 
creases to 7i/2 at the equator, and equals
k at the bottom (“south pole”); cpstarts at
the positive x axis, increases to n/2 at the
positive y axis, equals k at the negative x
axis.

Matrix Functions
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RowsOf()

Returns the number of rows, given a
matrix argument

ColumnsOf()

Returns the number of columns, given a
matrix argument

Graph Bounds
left
right

Horizontal (first coordinate, usually * )
minimum and maximum for current 2-D
graph, for rectangular coordinates; valid
only in 2D graph theories

bottom
top

Vertical (last coordinate, usually y or z)
minimum and maximum for current 2-D
or 3-D graph, for rectangular coordinates;
valid only in graph theories

west
east

First coordinate (usually x) minimum and
maximum for the current 3-D graph, for
rectangular coordinates; valid only in 3-D
graph theories

south
north

Second coordinate (usually y) minimum
and maximum for the current 3-D graph,
for rectangular coordinates; valid only in
3-D graph theories

radius

Maximum radius in all directions; used
for polar, cylindrical and spherical plots;
valid only in 2-D and 3-D graph theories
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O ps
Ops connect expressions in an equation. I f expressions are nouns in
mathematical sentences, then ops are the verbs. In the expression
a + b, the Addition op connects the two expressions a and b to create a
new expression.
Ops enclose expressions. Unary ops enclose a single expression; binary
ops enclose two expressions. Two ops (+ and x) are n -ary: they can
enclose any number of expressions (e.g., 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5). When you
select an op, you also select the expression or expressions it encloses.
Ops do not perform calculations or manipulations. For example, there
is no op that expands a polynomial. To perform this function, select the
polynomial, then click P > on the palette (or choose Eupand from the
Manipulate menu). Manipulations (such as Expand and Calculate)
are actions, whereas ops describe the relationship between names and
quantities. Nothing happens spontaneously when you enter an expres
sion or equation; you have to invoke a particular manipulation.
A ll ops can be entered from the keyboard or the palette. For detailed
examples of entering and modifying expressions, see the Editing
section. In this section, keyboard examples are given for entering the
more complex ops.
The following table lists all twenty-three ops. After the table, each op is
described individually.
Op

Notation

Addition

+

Negation
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

/
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Op

Notation

Equals

=

Relational

*, <, >,

Power

X?

Index (Subscript)

x8

Absolute Value

\x\

Square Root

Jx

Adjoint

Xt

Matrix (Vector)

(S3

Dot Product

•

Cross Product

X

Partial Derivative

a

Integral

^

j x2dx
Jo

Summation

2

Pi Product

n
^ 3

Evaluate At

X=~1\1
v3
Q^

V Al

o o

Conditional

X=1Ld

Range

Addition

x +5

68

-1...1

The Addition op (+) can add together any number of terms from 2 to
32,000. Arguments can be any expressions of class Constant, Variable,
M- or D-Linear Operator.
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You can add a scalar and matrix only i f the matrix is square. Theorist
automatically Expands it to a diagonal matrix by multiplying it by an
identity matrix.
'X+ 1 2
f 123l
3 1
4 x +5
456 + x =
V7 8 9 J
8 x + 9J
7
6

I

Negation
-X

The Negation op (- ) is a unary operator that encloses its one operand.
Arguments can be any expressions of class Constant, Variable, M- or
D-Linear Operator.

Subtraction

x-y

The Subtraction op (- ) is actually a combination of the addition and
negation ops. Arguments can be any expressions of class Constant,
Variable, M- or D-Linear Operator.

Multiplicat
ion

The Multiplication op (*) can multiply together any number of factors
from 2 to 32,000. The Multiplication op performs different functions,
depending upon the class of its operands.

5x

Operand Class

Action

Constant

Ordinary multiplication

Variable

Ordinary multiplication

M-Linear Operator

Matrix multiplication (components must be
numeric for calculations); or any abstract
operation you define

D-Linear Operator

Derivative or summation; or any abstract
operation you define

Multiplication of two M-Linear Operators (e.g., matrices) is not
necessarily commutative (AB & B A). Multiplication of a D-Linear
Operator (e.g., d, d) and any other operator (other than a constant) is
not necessarily commutative or associative: (AB)C * A (B O •
To enter 5x - xy, type 5*x-x*y. You can also use spaces in place of the
asterisks. In some cases, simple concatenation indicates multiplication.
To enter 5x, type 5x. To enter x5, type x 5 .

Division

5

The Division op (/) is a binary op that can be used with integers, real
and complex numbers, and matrices. When you type a slash, Theorist
creates a fraction. In the case of matrices (or other M -Linear
Operators), A/B is interpreted as B~XA. Division by zero almost always
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yields infinity (<»). Indeterminate forms (e.g., 0/0, <»/<*>) yield a question
mark (?).

Equals

x=5

The Equals op (=) has three uses. Most often, it is used to create an
equation, algebraic statement, or working statement. You can also use
the Equals op to create relational expressions that can be embedded in
other expressions (see below). The Equals op is also used as part of the
Evaluate At op (see below).
Expressions can only contain one equals op (unless it is used as part of
a relational expression or Evaluate At op).
Note: Theorist is non-procedural. The equals op (like all ops) states a
relationship, and is not a command. You do not use the equals op to
calculate the right-hand side of an equation and store the value in a
variable on the left, as you would in many programming languages.

Relational
X
X
X
X
X

*
<
>
<
>

5
5
5
5
5

Five Relational ops are supported in addition to the equal sign: <, >, <,
>, and *. They evaluate to 1 or 0, depending on whether the proposition
is true or false, respectively. Arguments can be integers or real or
complex numbers.
Use Relational ops (except for * ) to set limits on the value of real
variables in working statements. For example, i f x should never
assume values outside the range -1 to + 1, enter the inequalities “x > - 1”
and “x < 1”, and make each of them working statements. These
restrictions are used to create graphs and for other purposes.
Relational ops can also be used as constraints during automatic case
generation. (See the Manipulations section.)
To enter the Relational ops, type < , and > from the keyboard. Enter
these with <>, >=, and <= (as is the convention in Pascal). (Macintosh
users can also press ll°p»°"irl, ll°p(HI >I, and lM°"lFl for >, and <.)

Function

sinOc)

The Function Call op is an invisible op that connects a function to its
argument. You create a Function Call op by entering a function name
and an opening parenthesis. A vector argument is treated as multiple
arguments; type commas between arguments.
Do not create a function with the same name as a variable (e.g.,
y = y(x)). I f a function always takes the same argument, state this as
an equation between variables instead. For example, i f you want to
express the relationship y(x) = sin(ic), and you never plan to use the
function with any other argument (e.g., y(z), or y (t) ),write this as an
equation in two variables: y = sin(x), rather than defining y as another
name for the sine function.
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I f you raise a function to a power, enclose the function in parentheses.
For example, write [sinOx;)]2rather than sin2*. The function as a whole
is raised to the power of the exponent. Similarly, use the function
arcsinO) rather than sin-1Or). I f you use a function of the form sin2* in
an expression, the function converts to the more literal form (sin M ) 2
the next time you execute the Simplify manipulation. Expressions of
the form sin-1Or) simplify to arcsin(x).

Power

x8

The Power op always has two operands, the base and the exponent. For
integer exponents, the base is multiplied by itself a number of times as
indicated by the exponent. The base can be any scalar or matrix (or any
other operator, for symbolic operations), or any sum of such ex
pressions.
I f the exponent is an integer, the base can be of class Constant,
Variable, or M- or D-Linear. I f the exponent is not an integer, the base
can only be of class Variable or Constant. I f the exponent is a fraction
or an irrational or complex number, the result can, in theory, have
several different values. However, Theorist returns only one, the prin
cipal value.
I f the base is positive, and the exponent is real, the result is always
positive. I f the base is negative or complex, the result may also be neg
ative or complex.
To enter nc8, type xA8 , or x** 8 .

Index or
Subscript

The Index or Subscript op can be applied to a name, a matrix, or a
vector. I f applied to a matrix or a vector, it indicates an element or row.
I f applied to a name, it creates another name of the same class.

X8
I f you create the indexed name P n, this name is independent of the
names P and n. However, if P n, has not been defined, Theorist uses any
available information about P , possibly selecting the ra-th element of P.
In most cases, the Index op is used for matrix and vector element
selection. For example, if M is a matrix, then M3 evaluates to the third
row of M , a vector. The name M (23) refers to the element of M in the
second row of the third column of M . I f V is a row or column vector,
then Vn selects the n-th element of V. I f S is a scalar, then
>equals
zero if m n, or is the value S if m = n. (An indexed scalar is multiplied
by an identity matrix.)
Index numbering starts at one. Indices that are non-positive, not real,
or greater than the number of elements in the row or column of the
matrix, yield either an error or the unknown value (?). Real-valued
indices are rounded off to the nearest integer.
To enter M3, type M_3. (Use II*hi|t IFI to enter the underbar.)
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Absolute
Value

\x
Factorial
•Y/X/ •I

The Absolute Value op returns the absolute value of scalar arguments,
the length of vector arguments, and the determinant of matrices.
To enter Ix I , type I x. Do not type the closing vertical bar. As an
alternative, type abs(x).

The Factorial op can be applied to all scalars. For positive integers, it
returns the product of all smaller integers down to 1. For other values
it uses the Gamma function.
To enter n\, type n!.

Square Root

Jx

The Square Root op can be applied to all scalars. It is equivalent to the
power op (see above) with an exponent of 1/2. I f the argument is real
and positive, it returns a positive result.
To enter fx , type \x. As an alternative, type sqrt(x).

Adjoint
x+

The Adjoint op creates the transpose of a real matrix, the conjugate of a
complex number, or the adjoint of a complex matrix (the transpose of
the matrix and the conjugate of all elements). It has no effect on selfadjoint entities. However, in symbolic manipulations, it may not be
apparent that a given entity is self-adjoint.
To declare that a given expression is real or self-adjoint, use a
transformation rule such as:

Upon Simplify-^ transform

into

X,

To enter x +, type Adjoint(x).

Matrix

The Matrix op can hold up to 32,000 rows and up to 32,000 columns. A
vector is a matrix with only one row or column, and can hold two to
32,000 elements. (In practice, the size is limited by available memory.)
A one-by-one matrix can not exist. Matrix and vector elements must be
scalars for numeric manipulations. For symbolic manipulations, matrix
and vector elements can be any object.
Matrix addition and multiplication work according to conventional
rules. When a scalar is added to a matrix, the scalar is multiplied by an
appropriate identity matrix. Scalars can only be added to square
matrices.
Taking the reciprocal of a matrix with the division or power op yields
the matrix inverse (only on square matrices). Taking the absolute
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value of a matrix yields the determinant of a square matrix, or the
“length” of a vector (the square root of the sum of the squares of the
components). Taking the adjoint of a matrix transposes it, and then
takes the adjoint of all of its elements.
For symbolic manipulations, matrices can contain other matrices or
other M- or D-Linear Operators as elements.
To enter:
I 12 A

456
\789j
...type (1,2,3;4,5,6;7,8,9). Use commas to separate elements in a row,
and semicolons to separate rows. To add rows to a matrix, insert the
cursor after an element and type a semicolon.

Dot Product

x»r

The Dot Product op returns the pairwise product of the elements of two
vectors. The two must have the same number of elements, but can be
either row or column vectors. For example:
(a, b, c) • (a, b, c) = a2+ b2 + c2
The dot product of two vectors is independent of their orientation;
either can be a row or column vector. The result is always a scalar.
In contrast, normal multiplication of two vectors is only allowed i f they
are of different types (one is a column vector, one is a row vector). I f the
first is a column vector, the result is the outer product of the two vec
tors (a matrix). I f the first is a row vector, the result is the inner prod
uct (a scalar).
To enter x • r, type x*@r.

Cross
Product

xxr

The Cross Product op takes two 2-vectors or two 3-vectors (whether row
or column) and returns the cross product. Vector elements can be of
class Constant, Variable, or M- or D-Linear. The result is a scalar for
2-vectors or a 3-vector for 3-vectors. For example:
(a, b, c) x (d, e, f ) = (—ce + bf, cd —a f, —bd + ae)
Click P > (or choose Expand from the Manipulate menu) to derive the
symbolic expansion.
To enter x x r, type x*#r.
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Partial
Derivative
_5_

dx

The Partial Derivative op is an abstract D-Linear Operator that takes a
single variable and is multiplied onto the expression that it acts upon.
The partial derivative of a variable with respect to itself is one. I f two
variables are declared independent, the partial derivative of one with
respect to the other is zero. (See the Independence Declaration in the
Propositions section.)
To calculate an expression containing a partial derivative, select it and
click (HD (or choose Calculate from the Man ipula te menu). An in
crement value of 0.0001 is used unless you specify another. To specify
an alternate increment value, create a working statement such as:
fin d x = o . o i
I f you click
(or choose Simplify from the Manipulate menu), deri
vatives are processed symbolically.
To take the full derivative of an expression, multiply the predefined
name d onto the expression. To do this, select an expression and type
an opening parenthesis. This encloses the expression. Then click on
the left most parenthesis and type d.
To enter

Integral
r-n

Jo

x 2dx

r)

5
, type Derivative(x) or click ^ and type x.

The Integral op takes one, two, or three arguments, depending on
whether it has no bounds, or one or two bounds. Bounds can be infinite.
Most integral expressions contain some differential expression. How
ever, i f the integrand is zero, no differential is required.
To perform a symbolic integration, select the expression and choose ei
ther Simplify or Enpand from the Manipulate menu.
To perform a numeric integration, select the expression and click ||]
(or choose Calculate from the Manipulate menu). An integral must
have upper and lower bounds to calculate its value.
To enter an integral with no limits, such as:

/xdx
...type $x*d*x.
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To enter an integral with limits, such as:
J xdx
...type Integral(x*d*x):(l):(2).
To enter an integral with only one limit, create an integral with two
limits and delete one of the limits.

Summation
100
X CLuXk

k=l

The Summation op takes as its three arguments a variable, and two
integers for lower and upper bounds. Summations are D-Linear
Operators. They are multiplied onto the expression that they act on.
The Summation op iteratively adds together instances of the expression
it is multiplied onto as the variable increments from its lower to upper
bound.
To numerically evaluate a summation, click jjjjj (or choose Calculate
from the Man ip ula te menu). To symbolically expand a summation,
click

(or choose Enpand from the Manipulate menu).

To enter:

100
X CLlX?

k = l *■

...type Summation(k):l:100)a_k*xAk. It may be easier to enter
summations from the palette.

Pi Product
100
i n

k=i

*

- a k)

The Pi Product op takes four arguments: an iteration variable, two
integers (for lower and upper bounds), and an expression as a main
argument. The main argument should include at least one instance of
the iteration variable. The Pi Product op iteratively multiplies together
instances of the main argument, as the variable increments from its
lower to upper bound.
The Pi Product op, unlike the Summation op, encloses its main
argument rather than being multiplied onto it.
To evaluate a Pi Product, click (jji) (or choose C a l c u l a t e from the
Manipulate menu). To symbolically expand a Pi Product, click
choose EHpand from the Manipulate menu).
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To enter:
100

n x -a k

k=l

...type #(x-a_k):k:l:100. It may be easier to enter Pi Products from the
palette.

Conditional

( 0 (x < 0)
yx2 (x > 0)

The Conditional op takes an even number of arguments (four or more)
arranged in a two-column matrix. It functions as a case statement in
Pascal or C. The first column of the matrix contains possible return
values and the second column contains conditional statements that
determine which value is returned (if any). Use the Conditional op for
constructing piece-wise continuous functions.
I f the first conditional statement evaluates to True (non-zero), the
operator returns the expression in the first column. I f the first
conditional statement evaluates to False (zero), the operator evaluates
the second conditional statement, and so on, for as many rows as there
are in the matrix.
I f none of the conditional statements evaluate to True, the undefined
value, a question mark, is returned.
To evaluate, click (jjlj or £ 0 (or choose Calculate or Simplify from
the Manipulate menu.
Ow

{
kjg or type C onditional(
and then in
sert a two-column matrix. Type semicolon ; to add a row to the matrix
and type comma , to add a column.

Evaluate At
* = - 1 U r*A3/
3

The Evaluate At op has two forms. The most common form contains
two limits that evaluate an enclosed expression, using two sub
stitutions, and subtracts the two results. It is used to evaluate definite
integrals.
I f you use only one limit, that value is substituted into the expression.
To evaluate, click (jjjj or ^ 0 (or choose Calculate or Simplify from
the Manipulate menu.
To enter:

type EvaluateAt((l/3)*xA3):x=l:x=-l.
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The Range op represents a range of values, from minimum to max
imum. Both limits must be integers or real numbers or names that
evaluate to real numbers. The range op is only used in graph theories.
To enter —1...1, type
ignored.

Enter at least two periods; extra periods are
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W il d c a r d V a ria bles
(U tO 8

Wildcard variables are special symbols that can represent any ex
pression. Each of the twenty-six letters of the alphabet can be used as a
wildcard variable. A range of letters is available to match different
types of expressions.
Wildcard Variables

Match

<31- Ih

Any constant expression, except matrices

8- m

Any non-negative literal integer

® - qj

Any expression, except functions

TP - 8

Any constant or variable expression

To enter ss, type ?x or use the variable palette’s pop-up menu of
wildcard variables.
There are three instances in which wildcard variables are used:
• The Substitute manipulation
• The Transform manipulation (and other transformation rules)
• Working statements of functions
With normal equations, you can Substitute expressions in one variable
into different expressions with the same variable. For example, you can
Substitute the equation sin(2* ) = cos(y) + cos(z) into any equation that
contains the target expression sin(2a;). However, sin(2z) does not match
the target expression sin(20).
You can use wildcard variables to match target expressions of a given
“pattern” or form regardless of the particular variables. I f you create
the trigonometry identity sin(2$>) = 2sin($>)cos($>), you can Substitute
this relationship into any equation which contains a target expression
of the form sin(2anything). For example, sin(2(A + B )) expands to
2sin(A + B)cos(A + B).
A pattern can contain more than one wildcard variable. I f they are the
same wildcard, they match only identical expressions. For example, the
pattern 2sin(^)cos(^) does not match the expression 2sin(0)cos(r), but
does match 2sin(0)cos(0).
Each wildcard variable matches only a particular set of expressions.
The expression sin(<2Ms) matches sin(5x) but not sin(xy). Wildcard vari-
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ables <
m through h only match constants, not variables. Nor does
sin(<2&$?) match sin(x) or sin(-jc). Neither of these expressions contain a
leading constant. In fact, sin(©a?) does not even match sin(-5jc) because
the negation op encloses the entire expression 5x.
Wildcard variables can be very particular or very indiscriminate. The
expression sin($>) matches the sine of any expression, positive or neg
ative, simple or complex (except for function names not used as
functions).
The wildcard variable
has no relationship to the variable x. Do not
use wildcard variables in name declarations.
For information on using wildcard variables with the Transform ma
nipulation, see the Manipulations section.
For information on using wildcard variables with function statements,
see the Propositions section.
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COLLAPSARS
Collapsars are used to abbreviate long, unwieldy expressions. Symbolic
algebra programs often produce huge, complicated equations that can
stretch to several meters. In Theorist, you can compress any ex
pression—large or small—to a “collapsar,” which appears as an ellipsis
To collapse an expression, select it, then choose Collapse from the
Notebook menu. To expand a collapsar, select it, then choose EHpose
from the Noteboo k menu. Choose EHpose Rll to expose all collapsars
in the current theory.
Addition and multiplication expressions, when collapsed, behave a bit
differently than other expressions. A collapsed string of terms (or
factors) is usually displayed as two ellipses surrounding one term (or
factor):
- 2 4 3 y 5+ ........
I f you select just an ellipsis, and choose Expose from the N o t e b o o k
menu, you can “page” through the expression term by term. I f the last
term is displayed (on the left or right) only one ellipsis is shown:

3 2 x s+ .......
To expand the entire expression, select both ellipses and the displayed
term. I f you scroll to the first (or last) term, the preceding (or trailing)
ellipsis is not shown.
I f you choose fluto Collapsar from the P r e f e r e n c e s submenu of the
Manipulate menu, all new expressions wider than five and a half
inches (14 cm) are displayed as collapsars.
To print out a large expression (without printing multiple pages side
ways and without printing a collapsar that shows little or none of the
underlying expression), Copy and Paste the expression into a comment
to see its complete textual representation.
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Pa r en th eses
Parentheses, brackets, and curly braces are used interchangeably in
expressions to mark conceptual groups. For example:

D ([{([{^ +7}^ + 2 i]x + 35)ar + 35}tt +2l\x + 7)tt +1
Theorist does not distinguish between the three sets of grouping
characters (( ), [ ], and { }). I f you type [x+1}, ( x + 1) is displayed.
Unnecessary parentheses are usually deleted from expressions. I f you
want a specific set of parentheses for final output, export the equation
into Expressionist and edit it there.
See Appendix B, Using
Expressionist with Theorist.
To group an expression in parentheses, select it and type an opening
parenthesis.

•I
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Q u estio n M ark
The question mark is used to signify a “blank space” when you are en
tering an equation. I f left in an expression during a manipulation, it
evaluates to an undefined value.
Each undefined value is independently undefined. For example, ? - ?
does not evaluate to zero, but to ?. Zero times an undefined value is
also undefined, rather than zero. Any arithmetic involving an unde
fined value results in the undefined value.
I f a calculation or manipulation returns a question mark, some item in
the manipulation is undefined or is dependent on an undefined value.
For example, the Taylor series of sin(je)/x returns a question mark be
cause the function has a removable singularity at x = 0. To get the
Taylor series of sin(x)/x, select sin(:c), take the Taylor series of that, and
then divide out the x by clicking
Manipulate menu).

(or choosing Expand from the
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When you work with Theorist, you enter equations, manipulate equa
tions, and graph equations. This section discusses the various ways
that you can manipulate your equations.
Some manipulations are very simple and are usually performed by
hand (by dragging, as opposed to using a menu item or palette button).
To perform more complicated manipulations, such as factoring a poly
nomial, you select an expression and then choose an operation from the
Manipulate menu or click a button from the functions palette.
This section presents:
• An
-

overview of manipulation options
Auto Simplify
Auto Casing
Arbitrary Constants
Manipulating in place

• Hand manipulations
- Isolate
- Move Over
- Commute
- Substitute
• Command manipulations
- Calculate
- UnCalculate
- Simplify
- Expand (and MiniExpand)
- Collect
- Factor
- Apply
- Transform
- Taylor Series
- Integrate by Parts
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M a n ip u l a t io n O p t io n s
When you manipulate an expression, you set off a chain reaction that
results in one or more new expressions logically derived from the origi
nal. Depending on different preferences that you set, new expressions
can appear in different forms. In particular, you should be aware of the
following ways you can affect the creation of new expressions:
•
•
•
•

Auto
Simplify

Auto Simplify
Auto Casing
Arbitrary Constants
Manipulating in place

Simplify is a powerful, multifaceted manipulation that reduces the
complexity of an expression. I f Auto Simplify is on, all other manipula
tions (except Commute and Apply) simplify an expression before
displaying it. Auto Simplify executes the Simplify manipulation re
peatedly (up to ten times) until the expression stops changing.
I f you want to follow every step of a manipulation, turn Auto Simplify
off. There are a few other instances when you will want Auto Simplify
off. For example, the Collect manipulation “spreads out” the factors of a
product, but Simplify groups them back together again. To rearrange
the factors, turn Auto Simplify off and use Collect:
4 4 = o 26V V 5
* v
Then use the Commute and Simplify manipulations to organize the
factors differently:
a2b3
x4y5

2 b3 1
y 5 x4

Collect also factors out negative one ( - 1) from expressions, whereas
Auto Simplify multiplies it back in.
A ll examples in this section assume that Auto Simplify is on, unless
stated otherwise.
To turn Auto Simplify on or off, choose M anip u la te ^ Pre fere nc e s ^
fluto Simplify.
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Auto Casing

Two manipulations, Isolate and Move Over, can produce more than one
possible result. For example, there are two different solutions to x2 = 4:
x = 2 and x = -2 . I f Auto Casing is on, both cases are displayed in sepa
rate case theories. I f not, only the primary case is displayed. I f Auto
Casing is on, up to sixteen separate case theories can be generated by a
single manipulation. All examples in this section assume that Auto
Casing is on, unless stated otherwise. (See Case Theories in the
Propositions section.)
Also, i f you integrate an expression (with Simplify, Expand, or
Integrate by Parts), and Auto Casing is on, the manipulation can gen
erate one or more arbitrary integer constants.
To turn Auto Casing on or off, choose Manipulated P r e f e r e n c e s ►
Ruto Casing.

Arbitrary
Constants

Some manipulations can generate one or more arbitrary constants.
Real numbers are represented by the letter c and a numeric subscript.
Integers are represented by the letter n and a numeric subscript. These
subscripts start at 100 and are incremented by one for each new arbi
trary constant. To change these defaults, choose M a n i p u l a t e d
P referen cesd R rb itrary Constants....
I f Auto Casing is on, Isolate, Move Over, Simplify, and Expand can all
produce arbitrary constants in the following situations.
Symbolically integrating an expression with Simplify or Expand can
produce a real arbitrary constant. Using the Integrate by Parts ma
nipulation can also produce a real arbitrary constant.
Isolating the argument of transcendental (e.g., trigonometric, exponen
tial, and hyperbolic) functions produces arbitrary constants i f Auto
Casing is on. For example, i f you use Isolate to find a solution in x for
the equation y = tan(jc), you create an arbitrary constant:

Q y = tanfa:)
Q x = arctan(y) + nB10The constant jiiqq indicates that any integer creates a valid statement.
That is, the following are possible solutions for x:
x = arctan(y) + 5n
x = arctan(y) + -371
But not:
x = arctan(y) +
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Manipulating
in Place

I f you hold down the GE) and ll°p|ionl keys on a Macintosh computer or PI
and UsE] keys on a Windows computer when you execute a manipulation,
the new expression (the conclusion) replaces the original. Otherwise,
the conclusion appears on a new line below the original expression.
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H a n d (M o u s e ) M a n ip u la t io n s
The following manipulations are most easily (and most often) performed
by hand:
•
•
•
•

Isolate
Move Over
Commute
Substitute

Simple manipulations, such as rearranging the terms of an expression,
or moving a term of an equation from one side of the equals sign to the
other, are easily performed by hand.
Three manipulations, Isolate, Move Over, and Commute, are very simi
lar. In fact, the difference between executing one or another of these
manipulations often depends on the exact spot where you release the
mouse; a small distance to the left or right is all that distinguishes an
Isolate manipulation from a Move Over manipulation.
To invoke any of these manipulations, select an expression (double-click
on the expression or click-and-drag over the expression), then hold
down the 00 key (Macintosh) or f§jj] key (Windows). The mouse pointer
arrow turns into a pointing hand. Using this hand, click on the selected
expression and drag it to a new location. Theorist highlights the differ
ent places where you can release the selection to perform a manipula
tion. Releasing the mouse performs the manipulation; which manipu
lation, if any, is determined by where you release the mouse.
The Commute manipulation highlights possible insertion points with a
small rectangle. The Move Over manipulation highlights one whole
side of an equation and displays a thin line between the selection rect
angle and the other side of the equation. The Isolate manipulation
displays a large, highlighted rectangle beyond and outside the equation
with a thin line connected to the selection rectangle.

Isolate

Use Isolate as a simple “solve for” manipulation. Select an expression
inside an equation, and drag it with the pointing hand.
To Isolate an expression to the left, drag it over the proposition icon. To
Isolate an expression to the right, drag it past the right-hand side of the
equation. I f you do not drag it far enough, you might execute a
Commute or Move Over manipulation rather than an Isolate manipula
tion.
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When you are in a position to make an Isolate manipulation, a thin bar
appears connecting the selected expression and the release point.
□

j

( = $ + Z

W

Selected x

h ~ % + z

Isolating x

Once you have selected an expression, you can also execute the Isolate
manipulation by choosing Isolate from the M a n i p u l a t e menu or
clicking
on the functions palette. The menu item and palette
button manipulations always isolate an expression to the left.

Selected Expression

After Isolate Manipulation

a y = 50+7

= %

w

Comment

-7 ]

□ y = 23+7

& 5 x = y -7

n v = 3 T O

&5x+7 = y

Oy=^X+7

- g _ y ~7

Auto Casing off

X
Isolate does not always “solve” an equation i f there is more than one
occurrence of the given expression in your equation.
The Isolate manipulation can solve quadratic polynomials i f you select
both occurrences of the variable or expression to Isolate, and drag them
left or right.
When the Auto Casing option is on, Isolate generates multiple case
theories (with additional equations, i f necessary) and equations with
arbitrary constants, if necessary.

Selected Expression

After Isolate Manipulation

O x 2- 3 0 = -2

& x = ^ (x 2+ 2)

□ 0 2- 3 0 = -2

P1

□ 06 = c

°T

3

= 2

□6*0

&a-

c

1^031=1

2 l O 6 -0
£, 0 = C
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Comment
Only one x
isolated
Two case
theories
generated
Two case
theories
generated
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□ ta n ® ) = y

f l x = arctan[^) + n n

107

'a b >
r 1 2 *i
c
0
=
34
& d = 4
□
LseJ
f j

i

0
H
II
1
«.

P

!►
*

i
A x = y*

IO

p

iH
|*4*
“K>
II
K
O

= mi

Isolating
matrix
element

ol

O y

Generates
arbitrary
constant

ax=
S i*
& x = e5

i 110 y S

Exponents
greater than
four produce
arbitrary
constants

I f Auto Casing is off in these situations, you only get the first answer,
with no case theories and no arbitrary constants.
The Isolate manipulation does not work with multiple selections, except
for solving quadratic equations as shown.

Move Over

Use the Move Over manipulation to relocate an expression from one
side of an equation to the other. As with Isolate, select an expression,
then press and hold the 00 key (Macintosh) or O key (Windows).
With the pointing hand, drag the expression to the other side of the
equation. Do not drag as far as you would to execute an Isolate ma
nipulation. Isolate and Move Over highlight in the same way: a bar is
displayed between the selection and possible release points.
Once you have selected an expression, you can also execute a Move
Over manipulation by choosing M anipulate^Other^Moue Ouer or
by choosing ^
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from the

pop-up subpalette.

Selected Expression

After Move Over
Manipulation

□ 5x+0= y

& 5 x = y -3

□ |x+3 = y

& X = l [ y -3 )

□ 33= >■ -3

£, 0 = - 5 x + y -3
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Comment

□ 50 = y -3

a5 = y

AutoCasingoff
x

□ J hQ J = 3x - [2 - x ]

A 0= 0

The Move Over manipulation does not work with multiple selections.

Commute

Use the Commute manipulation to rearrange terms in a sum or factdrs
in a product. Select one or more expressions, press and hold the 00 key
(Macintosh) or HO key (Windows), and drag the expressions to the left
or the right. I f you drag an expression across the equals sign in an
equation (or outside an equation), the manipulation is no longer a
Commute, but a Move Over or Isolate manipulation.
When you click and drag terms of an expression with the pointing hand,
all possible release points highlight. This is particularly useful when
you are working with algebra and non-commutative operators (e.g.,
derivatives, summations). Only valid Commute operations highlight a
release point. For example, i f you try to move the x 2 in the following
expression, only one other position is valid (to the left of k ), whereas the
4 can move to three valid locations (each of which is highlighted in
turn).

Isolate and Commute highlight differently. Isolate displays a bar be
tween the two highlighted rectangles, and Isolate is farther away from
the equation:.

□

0 +yf
Commute

□

+

yf

icy—

=

&

Isolate
To reverse the order of a series of terms or factors, select the series, and
choose Manipulate>Other>Commute or choose
from the
pop-up subpalette. I f you select only a single term (e.g., 5, x, jx + y ),
the menu manipulation has no effect.
Commute as a hand
manipulation allows you to rearrange individual terms and factors.
When you Commute an expression using the menu option, the order of
the terms is reversed.
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Selected Expression

After Commute Manipulation

Comment

O flx

<S3:k2 = x 2-3

By hand only

□

£ . . . = 5 - 2 k + k 2+ 3 j :2

By palette or
menu choice

x 2+ x 2 - 2 x + 5
5

□ 3 x 2-'

= 3 x 2+ f - 2 x + X ^ + 5

□ 5 x S g sin [x ]
50

3
O 5 X:=— sin [x ]
dx

□ 3 x ^ - s i n [x ]
dx

A ■• ■ = x?r—sin(x]-5
dx

By palette or
menu choice
Partial
derivatives do
not commute
with their
variables
Constants do
commute in
differential
expressions

The Commute manipulation works with multiple selections, but not by
hand—only if you use the menu command or palette.

Substitute

The Substitute manipulation is a powerful technique for replacing ex
pressions of a particular form with an equivalent expression of a differ
ent form. This manipulation utilizes a substitution equation and a tar
get expression. The substitution equation consists of a pattern expres
sion and a replacement expression.

Pattern

Replacement
Target

Result

You can invoke the Substitute manipulation in three ways:
O Select a substitution equation and drag it over a target
expression to replace a single expression.

□
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I f you drag a substitution equation over an equation with an ex
pression that matches the replacement expression (rather than
the pattern expression), Substitute works in reverse. That is, the
replacement expression is used as the pattern expression and vice
versa. This reversal only occurs with this form of the Substitute
manipulation.
© Select a substitution equation and drag it over the icon of another
equation to replace all occurrences of the target expression in that
equation.

□B
■ L
© Select one or more substitution equations and one or more (non
equation) target expressions. Then choose Manipulate►OthBI'^
Substitute or choose
from the
pop-up subpalette to
replace all occurrences of each target expression.

□B

o=y

Non-equations are always interpreted as targets, while equations
are always interpreted as substitutions. To make an equation a
target, select both sides of the equation individually, or select the
proposition icon.
Note: You do not need to select target expressions with total precision.
Selecting the square root of x will work as well as selecting just x.
To select a substitution equation, click on its equals sign. Use the
pointing hand (press and hold the 00 Macintosh key or HO Windows
key) to drag the substitution equation into place. Target expressions
highlight when they will accept a substitution. Release the mouse to
execute the substitution.
I f you use wildcard variables (e.g., a?, $>) in a substitution equation, they
match any expression of the type associated with that wildcard vari
able. Substitution expressions with regular variables only match those
explicit variables. To enter wildcard variables, type a question mark,
then the variable letter (e.g., ?x). For more information, see Wildcard
Variables in the Expressions section.
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The targets and substitution equations must be in the same theory, or
in nested theories. The result is displayed in the most deeply nested
theory.
I f you find you are performing certain substitution manipulations fre
quently, you may want to create Transform manipulations to handle
these replacements. The Transform manipulation is described later in
this section.
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C o m m a n d M a n ip u l a t io n s
Command manipulations are invoked by choosing an option from the
Manipulate menu or clicking a button on the functions palette. Other
command manipulations are invoked by choosing an option from the
Manipulate menu’s o t h e r submenu or choosing a button from the
functions palette’s
pop-up subpalette. Like hand manipulations,
the result is displayed below the selected expressions, unless the
manipulation is executed in place. To replace the selected expression
(with the new expression), hold down the 00 and ll°p|ionl Macintosh keys
or (El and (Eli Windows keys while executing the manipulation.
This section discusses the following manipulations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calculate
UnCalculate
Simplify
Expand (and MiniExpand)
Collect
Factor
Apply
Transform
Taylor Series
Integrate by Parts

Calculate generates a numeric evaluation of an expression, whereas
UnCalculate returns a numeric expression to its symbolic form.
Simplify and Expand reduce expressions to simpler, more fundamental
forms, whereas Collect and Factor tend to create more compact expres
sions. With Apply you can change an expression in many ways while
maintaining its logical integrity. Taylor Series approximates a
function. The Integrate by Parts manipulation is a useful technique for
integration.
All command manipulations, with the exception of Apply, can be used
on multiple selections.
A ll examples in this section assume that Auto Simplify is on, unless
stated otherwise.

Calculate

Calculate tries to evaluate an expression to a number, like a pocket cal
culator. It may also produce a matrix or vector of numbers. Calculate
uses working definitions of names (if necessary). I f an expression can
not be fully calculated, because of undefined names or for other reasons,
Calculate evaluates all possible subexpressions.
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The results of a Calculate manipulation are usually accurate to the full
fifteen digits of precision, if possible. You can control the number of
digits displayed by choosing the desired accuracy from the N o t e b o o k
menu’s Display Precision sub-menu. The full fifteen digits are main
tained internally.

Selected Expression
q_ 9

After Calculate
Manipulation

Comment

-1.5

2
4k

12.566

Reverse with UnCalculate

sin(l)

0.84147

JL „ . 7

0.125* +7

I f * is undefined

1 VJ_7
8

7.375

If* = 3

y

7.375

I f * = 3 and y = | * + 7

8

To calculate the partial derivative of an expression with respect to a
particular variable, that variable must have an assigned value. The in
crement value used for the independent variable is determined by a
working statement of the form dx = 0.001. In the absence of such a
definition, Theorist uses 1/10,000^ of the difference between a defined
minimum and maximum (e.g., * > 0 and * < 100). I f neither is avail
able, an increment value of 0.0001 is used, regardless of the value of the
variable.
Definite integrals (i.e., integrals with both upper and lower limits) are
calculated numerically. The limits can be any real values including in
finity and negative infinity. An integrand must contain a differential to
indicate the variable of integration. Integral calculation uses an inter
nally defined increment value. The variable of integration must be a
real number.

Selected Expression

After Calculate
Manipulation

3

3

JL

v
dxy

0.125

4 - sin(l)
dx

0

Comment
I f * and y are undefined

I f * = 3 and

y=§ +7
°
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f x3dx

0.25

Jo

J_«1
f

_dx_
+x2

3.1416

I f you want to integrate over a path in space, or over the complex plane,
parametrize the path over some real variable and calculate the integral
over that variable. For example, consider the spiral curve described by
the following working statements:

(T) x = cos(Sj)
(T)y = sin(Bf)

Using these statements you can create a Line plot in a three di
mensional graph theory:

Using the Pythagorean theorem, you can calculate the length, s, of the
curve:

□ (cfs)2 = ( d x f + { d y f + ( d z f
With the help of some of the rules in the New Notebook, you can cal
culate the integral for this path in space:

f 2Tl

ds =31.422
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For more information about creating graphs of this type, see the Graph
Proposition Elements section.
Before graphing a polynomial with algebraic coefficients (e.g.,
x3+ 3 42 x2 + 6x + 2 42 ), use Calculate to evaluate the terms. This im
proves graphing speed.
To calculate an expression, select it, and choose Ca lc ula te from the
Manipulate menu or click

UnCalculate

(jjljon the functions palette.

The UnCalculate manipulation attempts to undo the effects of the
Calculate manipulation. I f Calculate produces an integer such as 6 or
42, UnCalculate has no effect. However, UnCalculate can recreate sim
ple fractions and constants from decimals. UnCalculate reduces to zero
“very small” factors and terms ( 1012times smaller than other values in
an expression).
UnCalculate also returns square andcube roots of rational numbers,
products of n or n 2 and rationalnumbers, and e raised to rational
powers.

Selected Expression

After UnCalculate Manipulation

0.333333333333333

\

12.5663706143592

471

20.0855369231877

e3

Note: For UnCalculate to regenerate an original value, selected values
must be exact to approximately ten to thirteen digits of precision
(regardless of the selected display precision), depending on the CPU
and FPU.
To UnCalculate an expression, select it, and choose UnCalculate from
the Manipulate menu’s Other submenu or choose |0[) from the
functions palette’s

Simplify

pop-up subpalette.

Simplify executes a wide range of operations designed to reduce the
complexity of an expression. Simplify combines constants, terms, and
factors using rational arithmetic, cancels where possible, and arranges
expressions into canonical form.
Products are sorted in class order where possible (Constants, Variables,
M-Linear Operators, D-Linear Operators), with constants to the left.
Sums are sorted in class order, with constants to the right. Imaginary
components are sorted so they appear after real components. Powers
and subscripts are sorted in numerical order, to arrange polynomials by
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descending powers. In the absence of other criteria, Simplify sorts in
alphabetical order.
Constants are reduced to simple forms, if possible. Powers of powers
are distributed out. Derivatives are evaluated if possible, as are simple
integrals of linear functions, and linear functions of simple integrals.

After Simplify
Manipulation

Selected Expression
6 -1
J x J x -x~ +
*
2-3 + 0

4

2

(*

Comment

0

1 )

5 + * 2+ *3+ *- 2 + x
x3y + 2* 2y 2+ xy3

10

^ * 10+ x3+ x2+ 2 x + 5
xy3+ 2x2y2 + x3y

e2m+ log( 1000)

(*T

x 2n

J (*4+ sin[*])rf*

- cos(*) + i

A B
CD

Reverse with
Collect (if Auto
Simplify is off)
X 5 + C 106

Generates an
arbitrary constant
(c106)

B
(1, 2)

( - * - ! ) ( * - 2)
x +1

-x +2

The Simplify manipulation also:
Propagates negations through powers
(- *)5

—>

- x5

FH
-»
iJx
Removes negations within absolute values
l- *l
~>
1*1
Adjusts function notation to canonical form
sin2*
->
(sin[*])
sin-1*
-»
arcsin(*)
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• Invokes working order statements

0 (if jc5 = 0 is a working
statement)
• Compresses functions of anti-functions
sin(arcsinOe))
—»
x
• Interprets element of identity matrix
5
5(3,3)
5(3,2)

->

0

• Distributes the Adjoint op
(x sin[y])+
->
x + sin(yf )
• Moves fractional powers of integers out of denominators

• Evaluates the Evaluate At op
• Executes conditional ops if the conditional expression can be
calculated
I f the Auto Simplify option is on (choose Manipulate^Preferences^
flllto Simplify), a Simplify manipulation is executed after every ma
nipulation (except Commute and Apply). This is the default. Turn off
Auto Simplify if you want to proceed through a manipulation step-bystep, or i f you want to rearrange the parts of an un-simplified expres
sion.
Auto Simplify may cause problems when working with integrals. I f
Auto Simplify is on, the integrand is simplified before figuring the inte
gration. In most cases, this works fine. Occasionally, however, the
simplified expression is more difficult to integrate. For example, con
sider the following integral:

J

d sin(sin[x])

I f Auto Simplify is on, Simplify produces the following solution:
f cos(#)cos(sin [x])dx
I f Auto Simplify is off, you get:
sin(sinM)
Simplify also applies all transformation rules listed in the current
theory as “Upon Simplify.” (See the Transform manipulation later in
this section.)
To simplify an expression, select it and choose S i m p l i f y from the
Manipulate menu or click £ 0 on the functions palette. You can also
select an expression, hold down the 00 Macintosh key or 10 Windows
key, and double-click on the expression. To simplify an expression in
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place, select it, hold down the 00 and Ik1
™! Macintosh keys or EEI and 00
Windows keys, and double-click on the expression.

Expand and
MiniExpand

Expand executes a range of operations designed to increase the com
plexity of an expression. In many cases it reverses the Collect and
Factor manipulations. During its operation, Expand may execute one
or more Simplify manipulations.
MiniExpand only works on the outside layer of an expression. Expand
is recursive in that it applies a MiniExpand manipulation to all expres
sions nested within the selected expression. However, Expand is not
repetitive. Repeated Expand manipulations may further expand an ex
pression.
Expand:
MiniExpand:

([* + l ]2+ l )2

—»

* 4+ 4* 3+ 8*2+ 8* + 4

—>

(* + l )4+ 2(* + i f + 1

Expand symbolically distributes products, and multiplies out powers of
sums, matrices, and derivative and summation operators. It expands
matrix sums, inverses and determinants, dot products, and powers of
products.
I f applied to a rational function (one polynomial divided by another),
Expand divides polynomials or distributes a common divisor over a
sum. I f applied to a fraction with an expanded polynomial in the nu
merator and a product of polynomials in the denominator, Expand per
forms a partial-fraction decomposition.

Selected Expression

After Expand Manipulation Comment

2x(3y + 7)

14* + 6xy

* (* + 1)2(* - 1)2

x5- 2x3+ x

Reverse
with Collect
Reverse
with Factor
Needs
second
Expand (see
next)

4[5* + 6y] + 3[3* + 4y]
6[5* + 6y] + 5[3* + 4y]

29* + 36y
45* + 56y
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Selected Expression

After Expand Manipulation Comment

34]+ x y a
56/ 12 0 j 2

' ^a+jc + 3 y + 4

a xy
2\z0

^a + 6

z+5

V

Reverse with
Collect

^

( ^ajc
1
1

0

/

970200*97

A f x ioo
ox

2 jccos ( jc) + jc 2s in (jc )

10

x 10 + a;9 + jc8 +

Z **

x 1+ x6

k=6

n

k=i

X 10

op

16807 0
40841011 -4 1 4 1 y 243

'3 0V 5

a x -y z

xy
za

Determinant

x 3+ y 3+ z 3
Reverse with
Factor

x 10y15z40

( i V z 8)5
x4 + 2x3+ 5jc2 - x + 1
x2+ 1

J* + jc2 + 2jc + 4

jc +1

X 4* 7

7

+.

JC2—1

jc

jc + 7
( jc + 1 ) ( jc — 1 )

- 3 —^

—1

jc

+ 1

jc

Reverse with
Collect

jc

—1

+ 4- 1

jc —

Reverse with
Collect

1

Reverse with
Collect

The Expand manipulation also performs the following actions:
• Distributes powers over products and quotients
[ 4
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• Distributes the absolute value op
ab

v

M l^ l
|c|

• Distributes logs of products
log(abc)
->
log(a) + log(6) + log(c)
• Distributes an integral over matrix elements

J U&J

\.
--7

[m M
JJct] [/ 6] v

Expand also applies all transformation rules listed in the current
theory as “Upon Expand.” (See the Transform manipulation later in
this section.)
To Expand an expression, select it and choose Eupand from the
Manipulate menu or click
on the functions palette.
To
MiniExpand an expression, select it, and choose MiniEupand from the
Manipulate menu’s o t h e r submenu or choose
from the functions
palette’s

Collect

pop-up subpalette.

Collect separates out common terms of a sum and orders the remaining
terms as a polynomial in a given variable, grouping coefficients by pow
ers in the polynomial variable. Applied to a sum of fractions, Collect
adds the fractions together and collects all terms over a common de
nominator. Collect also separates out common factors of a matrix.

Selected Expression
jc5

After Collect
Manipulation
xxxxx

7 z 4+ 21x3 + 21x2 + 7x 7( x3+ 3x2 + 3x + l)x

Comment
Auto Simplify off;
Reverse with
Simplify
Reverse with
Expand

x y 3z + x 3y 2z 2 + x 2y 7z 3 (y + x y 5z 2 + x 2z )x y 2z Reverse with
Expand
x y 3z + x 3y 2z 2 + x 2y 7z 2(y + [x 2 + x y 5]z )x y 2z

Reverse with
Expand

1.1.1.
x y 2

Reverse with
Expand

xy + (x+ y)z
xyz
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-va»3^. _l x^y2 , ^2«.7«,3 (x 2+ x y 5z 5 + y z 3)x y 2 Reversewith
* y 2+ g2 + * y z
-2------------ Expand
3x f 4x

12x2 0

9a;6 6a;

{

Reverse with
Expand

0

3x5 2

Reverse with
Simplify

■£~y + -£-z

dx

dx

Collect “spreads out” factors in a product so you can rearrange and re
group them in a new order. (Turn Auto Simplify off, to use Collect in
this way.) For example, you can use the following manipulations to re
arrange a fractional product:

□ !V3 xi «zy*
A

Collect
Expression

1 ^ 5

=

Q2

A

3

| ~ 3
Q2
A

2

™ 3 *2

q

-2

Ua

= 3 -2 -

|

^
Q2

A

3*

< -3

2&

U _

4_ 3

V

1

-1

z

K 2Z

3* y
4 _ 3
Q2
a

3*

3-2 2 c/ q 1
_

y

Sim plify part
o f expression

3

Sim plify
again

_1

CL 2

a

Commute x 2
6y hand

3

X

2"
Sim plify
other part
Sim plify
again

-

w . 4 Q 23
Auto Simplify must also be off in order to use Collect to distribute
power sums (xa+b - » xax b) and integer powers (a;3 - » x xx ).
The polynomial variable determines the grouping of terms when you
invoke the Collect manipulation. You can specify the polynomial vari
able of an expression with more than one variable by arranging the
terms of the polynomial. The right-most variable of the first term is
used as the polynomial variable. The following two equations are
equivalent; in the first, x is the polynomial variable, in the second, y is
the polynomial variable:
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Q x 2+ x + x 2i / + x t / + t / + 1

^ x 2+x+x2t/+xc/+y+ 1 = (z/+ 1) x 2+(z/+ l)x + t/+ 1
0

x 2£/+ x 2 + x + x # + # + 1

/\j £ 2^+X2+X+XE/+t/+ 1 = X2+X + (x2+X+ l)*/ + 1
Collect also applies the inverse of all transformation rules listed in the
current theory as “Upon Expand.” (See the Transform manipulation,
later in this section.)
To Collect an expression, select it and choose C o l l e c t
Manipulate menu or click %

Factor

from the

on the functions palette.

Factor executes several operations designed to dismantle an expression
into its most fundamental terms. Integers are converted into their
prime factors, and sums are factored as polynomials, i f possible.
Products with common factors are joined together. In general, Factor
breaks down an expression more completely than Collect. For example,
Collect separates out the common terms of a polynomial whereas Factor
determines roots of a polynomial. In most cases, you can reverse the
effects of Factor with Expand.
Factor can manipulate all polynomials with numeric coefficients (one
variable), and some polynomials with symbolic coefficients (or polyno
mials with multiple variables). Quadratic polynomials are factored
symbolically using the quadratic equation.

Selected Expression

After Factor
Manipulation

-720

(- l)- 2 4-32-5

—xP

( - 1)*6

x 2- l

Oe + l ) 0e - 1)

Reverse with
Expand

x 2y 2

(xy )2

Reverse with
Expand

x 2- l l x —26

(* + 2) (* - 13)

Reverse with
Expand

Manipulations

Comment
Reverse with
Expand or
Simplify
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I f you select a cubic or quartic polynomial for factoring, a dialog asks
whether you want to proceed numerically or symbolically. Theorist
uses the Cubic formula and the Quartic formula to symbolically factor
third-order and fourth-order polynomials. These manipulations can be
extremely time consuming, especially if the intermediate expressions do
not cancel. On the other hand, numerically factoring such polynomials
is usually very fast.
Fifth order and higher polynomials are always factored numerically.
The roots are often real or complex numbers. These numbers are
usually accurate to thirteen digits.
You can specify the polynomial variable of an expression with more
than one variable by arranging the terms of the polynomial. The right
most variable of the first term is used as the polynomial variable. For
example, x2+ 2xy + y2 is factored in terms of x, whereas y2 + 2xy +x2 (or
2xy + y2 +x2) is factored in terms of y.
To Factor an expression, select it and choose Factor from the
Manipulate menu or click

Apply

on the functions palette.

Apply is a generic manipulation that provides a technique for doing al
most anything to both sides of an equation, or both the numerator and
denominator of a fraction. Apply can also be used to multiply an ex
pression by a term and its inverse (n and 1/n), or add and subtract the
same value from an expression (+n and -n). Apply never changes the
validity of an expression or equation, just the structure.
To use Apply, select an expression or equation and choose Rpply from
the Manipulate menu or click
on the functions palette. There are
four modes for using Apply, but in each instance, the manipulation
creates a conclusion with two selected empty expressions (indicated by
question marks).

Mode 1
Using Apply
with an
Equation

In this mode, you can add or subtract the same expression from both
sides of an equation. For example, to complete the square of a
polynomial, select the equation (click on the equals sign), invoke the
Apply manipulation, type +1, then use Simplify and Factor:

Q 0 = x 2 - A x +3
0 + i = ( e 2 - 4ac + 3 ) + i
Q

1 =
£

x

2- 4

x

+4

i = ( x - 2f

Applied & added 1
Simplified
right side Factored

As another example of using Apply with an equation, consider calculat
ing the integral of the following expressions. Select the equation, in-
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voke Apply, type $ (to enter an integral), then use the Simplify manipu
lation:

a/ y
—

Q

Mode 2
Using Apply
with a Single
Term

=

Applied & typed $

J

l n ( y ) = - COs(ar)

Simplified

In this mode, you can add and subtract the same expression from a
selected term. For example, you can turn -2 into two -Is :
(boxes show selections
prior to manipulations)

-

□ x2+y2EJ
3f2
Q

2- 2 =

2 + V 2I- 2 + l l " 1

Applied & typed 1

3C2 + y 2 - 2 = | y ^ l+ V 2 - 1 - 1
A

( \

-V2 _ u . ; 2 _ 9 - L

~

2 _

i | j « 2

Simplified
Commut
by hand

-i

1

^ 3 f 2 +^y2 - 2 = ( y 2 - i ) + l y 2 - l l
Q

Mode 3
Using Apply
with a Fraction

Simplified

x 2 + y^ - 2 = (y 2 - i ) + (^ 2 - l )

Simplified

In this mode you can multiply both the numerator and denominator of a
fraction by the same expression.

^

cos(x)
1+ s in (x )
c q s (x )

=

(1 - s i n [ x ] ) c Q s ( x )

l+ s in (x )
c o s (x )

(1 - s i n [ x ] ) ( l + s i n [ x ] )
_ (1 - s i n [ x ] ) c o s ( x )

1 + s in (x )
When you
Transform a dialog
offers two possible
transformations;
accept the simpler
form.

C O s(x)

_
=

1+ s in (x )

(sin[ * ] J2+

1

(1 - s i n [ x ] ) c o s ( x )
_ ( _ [c o s {x }]2+ 1 ) + 1

c o s (x )

= (1 - s i n [ x ] ) c o s ( x )

l+ s in (x )

(c o s [x ])^

aco s (x )
l+ s in (x )

_ - s in (x )+ 1
COs(x)

Manipulations

Applied & typed
(1-sin(x))
Expanded
denominator
Transformed
(sin[xl)2
simplified
denominator
Simplified
fraction
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Mode 4
Using Apply
with a Product

In this mode you can multiply a term by an expression and the inverse
of that expression.

□

2

( ^ - 1)

a 2

- 1)=2

Cvsr - i ) ( ^ r + 1 ) _ l _
*JX +1

* 2 ( J £ ' - 1 ) = 2 ( j : - 1 ) ----!---T
f P i j
**

f ^
H
Expanded
parenthetic
terms

A 2 i^X - l) = 2 ——------------------

Simplified

*Jx + 1
Apply does not work with multiple selections.

Transform

The transform manipulation is designed to be a flexible and extensible
way to invoke predefined or user-defined algebra rules. Transform
searches through your notebook for transformation rules that match a
given algebraic pattern, and then changes those situations to a different
expression based upon a replacement pattern.
To invoke Transform, simply select the expression you want to trans
form and choose Transform from the Manipulate menu or click MJjj
on the functions palette. For instance, if you transform the expression
c,ot[jy) Theorist gives you the result

A

= c° i@

T ra n s fo rm .

& A 4 y )

because your notebook contains the following rule,

CO
Upon I Transform w I transform cot/kjl into —

1------------- ^

" >

j.

sin(s)

The wildcard ss represents any expression of a given type. In this case,
ss represents sqrt(y). (See the Wildcard Variables section within the
Expressions section of this manual.)
In many cases, there will be more than one rule that matches a given
expression. For example, if you try to transform (cosfre])2 you will get
the following dialog because your notebook has more than one rule
which matches this pattern.
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This eKpression can transform into more than one possible result.
Please click on the desired result:
l-(sm [ar])P
i(cos[2x] + i)

When you are presented with this dialog, click on the alternative you
want to appear in your notebook.
By default, your notebook has several dozen transformation rules in it,
each describing some sort of algebraic identity. You can open the
Declarations section of your notebook and tinker with the insides i f you
feel brave enough to change your rules of algebra. For more power, you
can add more rules, or for greater speed, you can remove them. You can
derive rules yourself, or you can get them from notebooks in the
Mathematics directory, or from colleagues.
Transform seeks to identify expressions of particular forms and turn
them into different forms. For example, a transformation rule such as:

Upon | Transform ■yr|transform ( cos[ss]TP into 1—( si n
...turns any selected expression of the form (costs?])2 into an
expression of the form 1 - (sin [s?]) , where ss can represent almost any
expression.
Use wildcard variables (e.g., ss,
to represent expressions in trans
formation rules. Wildcard variables match any variable of a given type.
The type of variable is determined by the letter used. (See the Wildcard
Variables section in the Expressions section of this manual.)
A Transform manipulation works very much like a Substitute manipu
lation except the substitution equation is not an equation. The
substitution equation is contained in the transformation rule. You se
lect only the target expression, rather than the target and the substitu
tion equation.
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You can also make transformation rules execute during Simplify,
Expand, and Collect manipulations. Choose the desired manipulation
from the rule’s pop-up menu:

Upon

Simplify
Etipand
Transform

ran sfo rm (co s[$ fjf into 1 -^ s in M f -

Collect reverses the action of transformation rules that are set to
execute “Upon Expand.”
In some situations, more than one transformation rule that executes
with the Simplify or Expand manipulation will match a selected ex
pression. In these cases, rather than displaying a dialog box, the ma
nipulation executes the first matching rule. The manipulation searches
the current theory from top to bottom, then the parent theory from top
to bottom, and so on.
Transformation rules that execute “Upon Simplify” are carried out after
executing the Simplify manipulation, whereas transformation rules
that execute “Upon Expand” are carried out before executing the
Expand manipulation.
The Transform manipulation is not recursive. It executes only once on
the outermost layer of an expression. I f nested expressions can still be
transformed, repeat the manipulation. To make a Transform manipu
lation recursive, change the pop-up menu to Simplify or Expand. Both
of these manipulations execute recursively.

Taylor Series

The Taylor Series manipulation is specifically designed to generate the
Taylor series of a continuous function. A Taylor series is a polynomial
that approximates such a function. A single point of the function, usu
ally zero, is designated as the expansion point. At that point, the
Taylor series approximation is exact. The approximation deteriorates
as you move away from that point. The higher the order of the polyno
mial, the better the approximation.
A Taylor series can have terms up to the 99th order (e.g., * " ) . However,
computing a Taylor series of this complexity may be inordinately timeconsuming.
The expansion point for a Taylor series can be zero, another constant,
or a variable. I f you define it as a variable, you can generate distinct
Taylor expansions in alternate case theories.
To create a Taylor series, select a function and choose
from the
pop-up or choose Manipulate^Other^Taylor Series. A dialog box
asks you to verify the variable to use, the highest order term in the
expansion, and the point of expansion. You can create several Taylor
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expansions at the same time by selecting multiple functions and then
choosing Taylor Series.
The Taylor Series manipulation presents the following dialog:
taylor j^iigip
Taylor Expand:

sin(sin[ar])

expansion
point:

to be a polynomial in
uariable:
T
a
z

m

® zero
Q uariable:
X
K
C

b
a
z

y
Highest order term:

IIM
4
Cancel

Number of terms (including
uanished):

OK

A Taylor series is generated by taking repeated derivatives of an ex
pression, once for each order. Therefore, it is reasonable to generate an
arbitrarily large Taylor series for polynomials, certain trigonometric
functions (sin and cos), certain hyperbolic functions (sinh and cosh), and
some exponential expressions (ex). But most functions, including some
trigonometric functions (tan, sec, tanh, sech), rational functions (a frac
tion with polynomials in the numerator and denominator) algebraically
explode.
To create a multidimensional Taylor series, declare the variables inde
pendent, select an expression, and create a Taylor expansion once for
each variable.
For example, to create a Taylor series in two dimensions, use the follow
ing steps. Create an equation where one variable is a function of two
independent variables:

z = 1 .5 *sin (y )
Declare the variables x and y independent of each other:

> The variables (3 f,^ )a re independent of

each other *w |.

Taylor expand the right-hand side of the equation twice. For the first
one, select x as the polynomial variable (in the left-hand scroll box of
the dialog box). For the second, designate y as the polynomial variable.

Manipulations
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I f you choose third-order expansions (the default), the Taylor series
approximation of the expression is:
z = ^-dn [1.5])3( - i y 3+ yjx 3+^(ln [1.5])2| - i y 3+ y ) z 2
+ (- gO' 3+ y ) + In (1 .5 )jc (-iy 3+ y j

You will have let
Theorist know
about some
variables.

To graphically compare the original equation to the Taylor expansion,
set the approximation equal to z\ and create a graph with a Surface
plot for each equation. To create a graph as shown in the following
figure, create an Illuminated 3D graph from the original equation.
Then select the expansion equation and choose Graph^RdditionaU
Add Surface Plot. Finally, adjust the first plot proposition to display
a transparent surface, sand the second to display illuminated, so the
propositions appear as:

F~^Surface at (x,y,z\ where x = west... east and y = south... northj
Transparent ^| surface has mesh y^\and is shaded using Solid y|
coloring;
White V ] is the solid color.
Surface at [ x , y , z ) where x = west... east and y = south... north;
April Lighting -y |surface has mesh
and is shaded using Solid -y]
coloring;
White V ] is the solid color.
The graph itself, with two Surface plots, should appear as follows (after
you rotate it for a better view). Note how the Taylor series ap
proximation (shown in gray) is exact at ( 0,0), but veers away as x and y
increase.
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Integrate by
Parts

The Integrate by Parts manipulation is a useful technique for integra
tion. I f an integrand is the product of two expressions, one of which is
easy to integrate, and the other is easy to differentiate, integration by
parts can lead to a solution. The rule it uses is:

j udv = u v v d u j
When you integrate by parts, you always get another integral, but the
new integral may be easier to solve or may provide some leverage for
solving the original integral.
To use the Integrate by Parts manipulation, select the dv part of the ex
pression, and choose JadM from the
pop-up or choose
M a n ip u la te tO th e r H n t. by Parts.
Integrate by Parts is commonly used where you have a low power of x
multiplied by a transcendental function that is easy to integrate.
For example, consider the following integral.

Q Jarsin(ar)cfar
Select sin(x)dx and Integrate by Parts.

arsin(ar)cfa: = -arcos(a:) + sin(Df)
As another example of using Integrate by Parts, consider the following
integral.

Q J sin(3ar)sin(53f)cfar
To find a solution for this integral, select sin(5jc) dx, and Integrate by
Parts.

^|sin(3ar)sin(5ar)cf3f = -icos(bff)sin(3ff) + ||Jcos[&ff]cos[3ar]<£Df j
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Commute the two cosine terms of the integral on the right, so that you
can select cos(5je)cfcc, and Integrate by Parts again.
/\

...... -Icos(5»)sin(3x)+||J cos[3x]cos[5sf]cfx j
Q

- 1cos(5ar)sin(3») +

cos[3ar]sin[5ar] + ||J sin{5a:}sin{3x\dx 11

Expand the entire right side, and use the Move Over manipulation to
consolidate the integral on the left side.
^ cos(3ff) si n($x) - ± cos(5ar)si n(3ar) + ^

|J si n[5ar] si n[Sx] d x

1

^l|^sin[5ar]sin[3ar]rfar j = ^ cos(3:r)sin(5a;)- icos(5x)sin(3x)
Solve for the integral by selecting the entire integral expression (click
on the integral sign) and dragging it over the proposition icon. Expand
the right side one more time to see the relationship more clearly.

sin(5ar)sin(33c)cfar = ||^cos[3ar]sin[53f]-icos[5ar]sin[3ar]J
^ J sin(5af)sin(3ar)cf x = ^ cos(3ar)sin(5ar) - ^cos(5ar)sin(3x)
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Tables

I n t r o d u c t io n
A table is a model of a smooth, continuous function defined by function
values at regular intervals. It is the computerized equivalent of the
printed look-up tables of logarithms or trigonometric functions that
were in common use before pocket calculators incorporated these func
tions. With Theorist, a table for any kind of function can be easily gen
erated. Alternatively, you can create your own tables by importing data
from an external source or entering the numbers by hand.
With Theorist, tables are much more efficient at storing large quantities
of numbers than expressions. Whereas matrices of over 100 rows can
get unwieldy, tables can have tens of thousands of entries without
problems. Memory size is the only limit of table size.
You can create a table from an expression, a graph, or from external
data. Examples of how to create a table using each method are de
scribed in the next few sections.

Table Types

Theorist has two table types, Real-valued and Complex-valued.
Real tables contain a list of real values for the function. Complex tables
similarly contain a list of complex values. Both contain information
about the allowable domain, and the correspondence between the
domain and range values.

Table
Proposition
Elements

Theorist tables store numerical values in a convenient condensed for
mat. A table proposition in a Theorist notebook consists of a proposi
tion icon, table name, snapshot, and details icon.
Proposition icon
/

■■■III

||[|!| Tabulator with
Details icon

Name

Snapshot
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The snapshot depicts the numerical values stored in the table. In the
example above you can see the table looks like it contains values corre
sponding to a single cycle of a sine wave. The wider the snapshot is, the
more values are in the table. (It is a logarithmic relationship, so you
can see the snapshot no matter how large or small the table is.)
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You can make a table like the one above. Make a new notebook and en
ter the expression “sin(jc)”. Select it (the Select Out command helps),
choose M an ip u la te tT ab le^ G e n erate ....
New Table
■■■mi

■■■m
■■■■hii

Tabulate the

® Real
O CompleH
sin(x)

z‘
as a
function
of the
uariable:

*£)“■ as it assumes the ualues

k

6.3

a
z

y
X

with

64

separated by

points total,
0.1

The table creation dialog allows you to specify the type of table (real or
complex), the domain of x values, the number of points to calculate and
store, and the variable that advances over the domain of the table.
Notice your expression to be evaluated, sinOe) in this case, is shown in
the dialog. Do not change anything; just click OK or press ll^™! to accept
the default settings. A table proposition is created.

Name

Note the outlined question mark. Entering a letter or word allows you
to define a function using the table. Enter T as the name of the func
tion associated with the table. Clarify the Notebook and define T as a
function.
This table proposition acts like an equation that defines the function T,
just like a working statement.

Details Icon

The table details icon button at the right of the proposition allows you
to see the details (data) stored in the table. (It behaves in a manner
similar to the graph details button.) Because tables usually contain a
large number of points, the data is always hidden until you expose it
with the details button.
Click on the table details icon to see the data in the table.

Tables
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buttons to import or
export data files

highlighted details icon
indicates exposed data

HI Tabulate
Sacve

Load

Paste

p o in t s :

0 — starting and ending
qa x-values
znc

range:

-0.99992.

domain:

0.999

total number of
values in table
x-values
/ (equally
/ spaced)

Tt

o

T(
T{
T{

6.1 corresponding
6.2 y-values
6.3

buttons to
import or
export
clipboard data
spacing along
x axis between
x-values

-0.18216
-0.083089
0.016814

*minimum and
maximum y-values
present in the table

Data Transfer
Buttons

The four buttons immediately below the snapshot allow you to export or
import data to or from external files or the clipboard. Subsequent
sections explain in detail data transfer with these buttons.

Numbers

The domain numbers define the x value distribution of the data points.
The range numbers show the minimum and maximum y-values present
in the table. (In this discussion we use x and y to refer to the domain
and range; in practice you can use any variable.) The increment
number (labeled uinc ”) defines the spacing along the x axis between re
values. The points number shows the total number of data points in the
table.
Numbers in the table not shown in italics can be edited. This is de
scribed further in a following section, Editing Tables.
Click on the table details button to hide the table details.

Complex
Tables

Complex tables look very much like real tables. I f your computer dis
plays colors the table snapshot will be in color. The real part is shown
as the height, as with real tables. The colors tell you the complex
phase, using the same rules as Complex 3D graphs:
yellow = positive real (the lightest color)
blue = negative real (the darkest color)
strawberry red = positive imaginary
sea green = negative imaginary
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Creating
Other Tables

You can create a table from any expression anywhere in your notebook;
simply select the expression and choose Manipulate^Table^
Ge n e rate .... For example, you could select the number 5 and end up
with a table full of 5’s (because the value of 5 does not change as x
changes). I f you do not select anything, and there is no graph, then the
expression will be ? and you will generate a table of unknown ? values
(into which you can place values).

See the end of the
Installation section
for instructions on
how to in crease
the application
memory size.

Large tables require a great deal of memory. For instance, handling a
table of 100,000 points uses over one megabyte of RAM (not counting
overhead and everything else in your notebook and 1500K or more for
Theorist itself). You may need to double that because a copy of the
table may be stored in Theorist’s undo buffer if it is deleted. I f you plan
to use large tables, you must increase Theorist’s application memory size
on the Macintosh.

Tables
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E d it in g T ables
You can edit the values in a table by clicking, dragging, and typing.
Just click on an entry and start typing. Pressing HO moves the
selection to the next value. Note that you can not modify the numbers
displayed in italics; each is fixed by other numbers elsewhere.
The domain may also be changed by editing the values specified in the
table details. This is useful to remove extraneous data points or to map
data from one domain into another domain.

Type 1N for OO.

Only numbers, not arbitrary expressions, are allowed as table entries.
The numbers can be positive, negative, zero, or can be any of the three
special values
-°°, or ?. The numbers carry the full fifteen digits of
precision that regular real numbers in Theorist carry.
Multiple selections inside the same table are not allowed. I f you want
to generate many table values at once according to some mathematical
scheme, make a new table using the Manipulate^Table^Generate...
menu command.
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T a ble D a t a F o r m a ts
Exported
Data

The data exported for a real table is stored as in the following example:

0
0.0998334166468281523
0.1986693307950612155
0.2955202066613395751
0.3894183423086504917
There are no spaces or extraneous characters; numbers are separated
by return characters on lines by themselves. For the most part the
numbers have nineteen digits of precision, with any superfluous
trailing zeros or decimal points removed (as in the first value above).
The data exported for a complex table is stored as in the following
example:

1

0

0.9950041652780257661
0.9800665778412416311
0.9553364891256060196
0.9210609940028850828

0.0998334166468281523
0.1986693307950612155
0.2955202066613395751
0.3894183423086504917

One tab separates the real and imaginary parts, and the fines are sepa
rated by carriage returns again. You can paste this into a spreadsheet.
The x (domain) values are not stored in the data upon export.

Imported
Data

Data being read into a table can have more latitude. The data file must
have one, two or three columns of numbers, as explained above. The
columns can be separated by tabs, commas, semicolons, spaces or
almost any other non-numeric character. Other than that, Theorist
ignores non-numeric characters such as letters (except for E’s in
floating point numbers), dollar signs, punctuation, spaces, and the like.
I f you try to read in a two-column file into a real table, or a three-col
umn file into a complex table, the first column will be interpreted as
domain ( jc) values and should be (approximately) equally spaced.

Tables
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Graphs

Graphs
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Graphing mathematical relationships is a powerful technique for vi
sualizing and understanding the interactions of functions and vari
ables. In Theorist, a graph is a two-dimensional space (or a represen
tation of a three-dimensional space) for drawing plots. You can also
animate any graph and display a family of related plots in a short
movie.
This section discusses the fundamentals of two- and three-dimensional
graphs and their plots:
Graph theories
Two-Dimensional graph theories
Three-Dimensional graph theories
Graph proposition elements
Animation
Printing and Exporting
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G raph T h eo r ies
A graph theory provides a framework for displaying Plot propositions.
When you create a graph, you actually create a graph theory and a set
of associated plot propositions contained within the graph theory. A ll
definitions and settings within a graph theory (e.g., boundary values,
plot resolution) are true only for that graph. Graphs, like case theories,
often look outside for information when necessary, but i f a sufficient
definition is available internally, it takes precedence over an external
definition.
This section introduces two- and three-dimensional graph theories and
the different graphs that create them.
The following figure displays an equation and a two-dimensional graph
created from the equation.

Two-Dim ensional

Equation used

Editing

Each graph theory (displayed with an icon representing a two- or threedimensional graph) consists of a viewport, a set of editing buttons, a de
tails button, and a size box.
I f you click on the size box, the size of the viewport is displayed in
points, inches, and millimeters. I f you click and drag the size box, these
values change dynamically.

Graphs
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Click on the details button to open a box showing the graph details.
Each statement in the details box is a proposition describing some
element of the graph. You can alter the display of a graph with the
editing buttons, or by entering values directly into the details box.
Graph details can contain any kind and any number of propositions.
However, graph details usually contain information about the viewport,
declared definitions, plots, axes, and grids. I f you click on the details
button, a box opens displaying the graph details.
The details are like a fold-down control panel on a television. You can
quickly create a graph and easily adjust your view with the editing
buttons and the open hand pointer, but i f you want to fine tune a
graph’s appearance or make a unique or special graph, adjust the
details.
Following are the graph details for a simple two-dimensional graph
with a single line plot.

__________ Graph Bounds_______________ ___Viewport Controls
-3 ... 3= left...right

Stretch to Fi

-1 ... 1 = bottom...top

cropping Moderately

Declarations v
ty'-Line at (ar,y)whb«®

\

x = left... right with a

normal ▼ line, colored

Black'

Line Plot

Declarations

There are also axis and grid propositions collapsed under the
Declarations comment. Expose the Declarations to see them.
Two-dimensional and three-dimensional graph theories are very simi
lar. Three-dimensional graph theories include an orientation icon in
the lower left-hand corner, which indicates the side of the graph shown
in the viewport. Three-dimensional graph theories most often display
three-dimensional plots (e.g., surfaces), although they can also display
Line, Scatter, or Contour plots.
The following figure displays an equation and a three-dimensional
graph created from the equation.
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Equation used to
' generate graph

Three-Dim ensional
Graph Theory Icon

= 2sin(>c)-3cos(t/)

Editing Buttons

Viewport

Details Button

Plots in a graph theory are propositions. They are displayed in a
graph’s viewport. Plot propositions include Line, Scatter, Surface, and
Contour plots, as well as the Axes and Grid Lines.
When you point to the viewport with the mouse, the arrow becomes an
open hand. Use this pointer on two- and three-dimensional graphs to
click-and-drag the displayed image. This is the most direct way to
change your view of a graph. The editing buttons at the right of the
viewport also give you quick ways for changing your view. They per
form the following functions:

4

Knife

Cut out a small portion of a plot to view it in
greater detail.

Rocket

Zoom out (or in, using the Option key) by a
factor of two.

Higher
Resolution

Increase the number of data points (to create
a smoother plot).

Lower
Resolution

Decrease the number of data points (to create
a rougher but faster-drawn plot).

Details

Show (or hide) the graph details.

Graphs
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Plots, Axes, and Grid Lines are all graphic objects drawn into a graph’s
viewport. The details box contains the propositions for each of these ob
jects as well as a set of definitions used by the graph. These proposi
tions, like all Theorist propositions, are not programming commands;
their order does not affect their function. Each is an independent de
scription of a graphical object.
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Creating
Graph
Theories

To create a graph theory, select one or more equations or tables that
specify relationships between variables. Then choose the type of plot
you want to use to display this relationship. The submenus of the
Graph menu provide numerous ways of creating different types of plots.
It is important to determine which variables should be independent
(ranging freely between the boundary values) and which should be de
pendent (functions of the independent variables).
Items on the Graph submenus let you plot:
One dependent variable against one independent variable
One dependent variable against two independent variables
Other combinations of variables
Discrete points stored in a matrix or table

y = f(x)

1 Dependent
1 1ndependent

Use one of the items on the y = f(x) submenu to construct a graph that
displays the relationship between two variables where one is a function
of the other (one independent variable, and one dependent variable).
There are six such graphs: Linear, SemiLog, SemiLog-X, Log-Log,
Polar, and Complex 3D.

Graph

Graph
Theory

Linear;

2D

The independent variable is displayed on
the horizontal (#) axis and the dependent
variable is displayed on the vertical (y )
axis. Both scales are linear.

SemiLog

2D

The independent variable is displayed on
the horizontal (x) axis (linear) and the
dependent variable is displayed on the
vertical (y) axis (logarithmic).

SemiLog-X

2D

The independent variable is displayed on
the horizontal Ge) axis (logarithmic) and
the dependent variable is displayed on
the vertical (y) axis (linear).

Log-Log

2D

The independent variable is displayed on
the horizontal Oc) axis and the dependent
variable is displayed on the vertical (y)
axis. Both scales are logarithmic.

Description

Graphs
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z = f(x, y)
1 Dependent
2 Independent
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Polar

2 D

The independent variable is displayed
along the circumference ( 0) of a circle and
the dependent variable is displayed along
the radius (r) of the circle.

Complex 3D

3D

The real component of the independent
variable is displayed along the West-East
axis and the imaginary component is dis
played along the South-North axis. The
absolute value of the dependent variable
is displayed along the Bottom-Top axis
and the complex phase is displayed as
the surface color.

Use an item from the z = f(x, y) submenu to construct a graph that dis
plays the relationship between three variables where one is a function
of the other two (two independent variables, and one dependent vari
able). There are six such graphs: Density 2D, Contour 2D, Color 3D,
Illuminated 3D, Spherical 3D, and Cylindrical 3D.

Graph

Graph
Theory

Density 2D

2D

The independent variables are displayed
along the horizontal (ac) and vertical (y)
axes. The dependent variable is dis
played as a white-to-black shading
(white = 0, or less; black = 1, or more)

Contour 2D

2D

The independent variables are displayed
along the horizontal (x) and vertical (y)
axes. The dependent variable is dis
played as a collection of labeled contour
lines.

Color 3D

3D

Description

The independent variables are displayed
along the West-East and South-North
axes. The dependent variable is dis
played as a surface along the Bottom-Top
axis using a specified range of colors de
pending on the elevation.
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Illuminated
3D

3D

The independent variables are displayed
along the West-East and South-North
axes. The dependent variable is dis
played as a surface along the Bottom-Top
axis. The surface is solid white illumi
nated by a light source over your left
shoulder.

Spherical 3D

3D

The independent variables are displayed
as the latitude, measured from the top
rather than the equator ( 0), and longi
tude (<p). The dependent variable is dis
played as the distance from the center
origin.

Cylindrical
3D

3D

The independent variables are displayed
as the longitude (0) and height. The de
pendent variable is displayed as the ra
dius (r).

Other

Use one of the items on the Other submenu to construct a graph that
displays a special relationship between variables.

x = f(t), y = g(t)
Parametric

Use this item on the Other submenu to construct a graph that displays
the relationship between three variables where two are functions of a
third variable The result is a two-dimensional parametric graph.

2 Dependent
1 1ndependent

x = f(t), y = g(t).
z = h(t) Space
Curve

Graph

Graph
Theory

Parametric

2D

Description
The independent variable is not explicitly
displayed, but varies along the length of
the curve. The dependent variables are
displayed along the left-right (x ) and
bottom-top (y) axes.

Use this item on the Other submenu to construct a graph that displays
the relationship between four variables where three are functions of a
fourth variable. The result is a three-dimensional parametric graph.

3 Dependent
1 Independent

Graphs
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f(x, y) = g(x, y)
Implicit

2 Dependent
1 1ndependent

Graph

Graph
Theory

Space Curve

3D

Description
The independent variable is not explicitly
displayed, but varies along the length of
the curve. The dependent variables are
displayed along the west-east (x), north south (y), and bottom-top (z) axes.

Use this item on the Other submenu to construct a graph that displays
the relationship between two independent variables. The result is a
two-dimensional graph with an implicit plot showing a contour line
where the equation holds true.

Graph

Graph
Theory

Implicit

2D

Description
The independent variables are displayed
along the horizontal Or) and vertical (y)
axes. There are no dependent variables.

Because graphs theories are theories, they can contain other theories.
See the file “Spherical Family” on the Theorist distribution disks for an
example of using case theories within graph theories.

Adding Plots

You can move plots between graph theories without difficulty, using the
copy and paste commands. However, it’s often easier to select an equa
tion and choose the appropriate menu option on the Graph menu to add
plots, axes or grid lines to an existing graph theory.
To add a plot (or axis or set of grid lines) to an existing graph theory, se
lect an equation (and a graph theory i f there is more than one), and
choose Rdd Line Plot, Rdd Surface Plot, Rdd Contour Plot,orRdd
S c a t t e r P lot (or Rdd RHes or Rdd Grid L i n e s ) from the
GraphtRdditional submenu.
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T w o - D im e n s io n a l G ra ph s
Two-dimensional graphs consist of a two-dimensional graph theory (the
shell) with one or more two- or three-dimensional plots (Line, Scatter,
Surface, or Contour) and associated axes, grid lines, and name dec
larations. This section presents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graph Type

Submenu

Parametric
x = f(t), y = g(t)

Other

Linear
SemiLog
SemiLog-X
Log-Log
Polar

y
y
y
y
y

Density
Contour

N

II

X

II

X

Choose one of the following types o f graphs to generate a twodimensional graph theory.

N

Implicit
tfx,y) = g(x,y)

= f(x) or
= f(x) or
= f(x) or
= fix) or
= fix) or

Scatter
Scatter
Scatter
Scatter
Scatter

S 'S

Creating
2D Graphs

A list of graphs which create two-dimensional graph theories
Scrolling a two-dimensional graph for a better view
Icons for editing two-dimensional graph theories
Graph details of two-dimensional graph theories
Descriptions of plots
Techniques for finding roots of a line plot or two contour plots

Other

Parametric, Linear, SemiLog and Polar graphs all generate Line plots
from the selected function and are drawn with a Normal line. This line
can be adjusted with the proposition’s line style pop-up menu to be
normal, heavy, dotted, or dashed. Its color can be changed with the
other pop-up menu. Density graphs generate Surface plots, and
Implicit graphs and Contour graphs generate Contour plots.
Default bounds of -3 and 3 are often used when a graph is created. (In
many cases other default bounds are generated.) These bounds set the
domain of the independent variable(s). Before creating a graph, you
can explicitly set one or both boundary values with an inequality (e.g.,
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x > 0, x < 100). I f only one bound is set, the other bound is guessed by
Theorist. You can also edit these bounds in the details once the graph
is created.

Scrolling

The most direct way to change your view of a two-dimensional graph
theory is to use the mouse. When the pointer is over the viewport, it
turns into an open hand icon. Click, drag, and release the image as if it
were a piece of paper and the image redraws with new boundary values.
The manner in which it scrolls depends upon the graph’s resolution set
ting (see below) and the redraw setting in the Graph Preferences
(explained later). I f the graph resolution is low, it redraws as you drag
and always looks right. I f the graph resolution is high, you will drag an
image of the middle of the graph around, crudely imitating the way in
which it finally looks when you release the mouse button.
You can also use the editing icons or change values in the graph details
box to change the view on your graph.

Editing Icons

Each 2-D graph proposition is bordered by its own set of editing icons
for changing various characteristics of the graph.

Knife

Click on the Knife icon to pick up the knife (the cursor becomes a knife).
Click and drag across a rectangular portion of the graph to look at just
that part. The portion of the graph you select can be most of the plot or
just a tiny portion. Using the Knife changes the values of the graphs
bounds.

Knife Cursor
Super Knife Cursor

Double-click the Knife icon to activate the Super Knife, which stays “in
your hand” for repeated knife-zooming until you click the Knife icon to
make it go away. While active, Undo undoes all of your slices and re
turns the graph to its original view.
If, while slicing with either knife, you change your mind or make a
mistake, you can abort the slice by dragging the knife back to its
original “incision” location and release the mouse button. (Even if you
do not do it perfectly, Theorist assumes your very small slice means you
want to abort the operation.)
Note that you can also use the knife to zoom outward. Start by clicking
inside the graph viewport near one corner then drag toward the
opposite corner. Keep dragging past the corner until you think you
have enclosed what you want to see.

Rocket

4

Click on the Rocketship icon to zoom out (from the center of the
viewport) by a factor of two. After a moment, the graph redraws. To
zoom by more than a factor of two, click the icon repeatedly and quickly.
To zoom by a factor of 1000, click ten times.
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V

Be sure the keys
are held when you
click and release
the mouse button.

Hold the ll°p"°nl key (Macintosh) or 0 and H ] keys (Windows) and click
on the Rocketship to zoom in by a factor of two. To view a small portion
of the graph, it is faster to use the Knife. Zooming in and out is
reflected in the values of the graph bounds.

Resolution Icons Click on the dense grid icon to increase the data points used to create
the plots in the graph by (approximately) a factor of two. Click on the
open grid icon to (approximately) halve the number of data points. The
more data points used, the smoother the curved line(s), and the longer
it takes to generate the image. Plot resolution is not reflected in the
graph details.
Note: higher reso
lution settings eat
memory!

When you click on a resolution icon, the current value and the destina
tion value appear briefly to the left of the icon (e.g., “8 -> 16”).
Resolution values are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024.
(The default is eight.) For Line Plots, Axes, and Grid Lines, the value
indicates the approximate number of line segments used to create a 90degree curve. For Surface Plots and Contour Plots, the value indicates
the number of panels on each side of the displayed plot.

Details Box

Click on the details box to open or close the graph details. The graph
details section contains information about all graphical elements in a
graph theory, and how they are displayed in the graph viewport.
(Graph details are explained in depth below.)

Size Box

Click and drag on the size box to change the size and shape of the view
port. Larger graphs consume more memory; more pixels are required to
record and display the image. Graph theories with larger viewports
take slightly longer to display than smaller theories with the same im
age. As you drag the size box, the new dimensions are displayed. The
size of the viewport is not reflected in the graph details.

0

Graph
Details

The details box allows you to fine tune (and significantly alter) the ap
pearance of a graph theory. The graph details section contains infor
mation about all graphical elements in a graph theory, and how they
are displayed in the graph viewport.

Graph Bounds_______________
- 3 ... 3= left...right

Stretch to Fi

-1 ... 1 = bottom...top

cropping Moderately

^Viewport Controls

S ) Declarations i
ty^Line at (jf,y )w l
\

Black ▼ 'I.
mLine Plot
01^4-

Plots

X = l e f t ... right with a n orm als] line, colored

Declarations

Each plot (and every other graphical item) is displayed with an icon
followed by a sentence describing the plot’s attributes. These sentences
contain pop-up menus and expressions that you can use to change the
plot. For example, Line plots can have different styles and colors;
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Surface plots can have various optical properties and coloring schemes.
Line, Contour, and Scatter plots are described in detail later in this
section.
Once created, plot propositions can be adjusted, edited, and moved
around like any other propositions. To move a plot, select it by its
proposition icon and cut (or copy) and paste it into another graph the
ory. Plot propositions are meaningless outside graph theories.
If you don't select
an equation you
must choose
graph axis vari ables from a dia
log.

To add a line plot to a graph, select a graph and an equation (if there
are more than one in the notebook), and choose Graph>Rdditional>
Add Line P l o t . A line plot is generated and added to the graph details.
Added lines use different colors or styles, depending on whether the
computer is using colors or black and white.

Graph Bounds

The graph bounds determine the logical height and width (in the units
your data is in) of the graphing area. These data values are scaled to fit
within the viewport. The actual graphing area (i.e., the on-screen
rectangle defined by the left, right, bottom, and top values) is somewhat
smaller than the viewport, and depends upon the two viewport controls
(see below). Edit the boundary values as you would any other expres
sion. Set the values to different numbers or to names or expressions
that evaluate to numerical values.
The values displayed in the graph bounds change when you use the
open hand pointer or any of the editing icons (except when you change
the resolution). For example, zooming out using the Rocketship icon is
the same as increasing the boundary values. (Strictly speaking, one
click of the Rocketship icon is equivalent to doubling the difference
between each pair of boundary values.) Similarly, selecting part of a
graph with the Knife icon also changes the boundary values.

Viewport
Controls

To the right of the boundary values are two pop-up menus. The first
determines the aspect ratio and the second the degree to which the dis
play is cropped.
The aspect ratio is either “True Proportions” or “Stretch to Fit.” True
Proportions indicates that both axes display the same unit measure.
For example, if one horizontal unit equals 1.3cm, the same is true for a
vertical unit.) Stretch to Fit adjusts the scale of the axes to fit them
into the height and width of the viewport. For example, this lets you
graph megahertz against microkelvins without having a long, thin
graph. The default display is Stretch to Fit, unless True Proportions is
more appropriate for the values derived from generating the graph.
Polar graphs always default to True Proportions.
The more tightly cropped the display the closer the graph bounds are to
the edges of the viewport. The default is Moderately cropped. The pos
sible settings are: Very Tightly, Tightly, Moderately Tightly,
Moderately, Moderately Wide, Wide, and Very Wide. I f the display is
Very Tightly cropped, the graph bounds are at the same location as the
viewport bounding box.
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Declarations

“Declarations” is a comment proposition (collapsed by default)
containing plots and definitions used to construct the graph. These
include the constants bottom, top, left, and right (and sometimes north,
south, east, and west). These names define the bounds of the graphing
area in the viewport. Most plots use some or all of these names. The
following exposed Declarations has names created by default for a
Linear graph:
(^) Declarations
::::! Grid lines at (x ,y ) where y —b ottom ... top for each value
X = l e f t ... right separated by 0 cobred Lilac
Grid lines at (x ,y ) where x = l e f t ... right for each value
y —bottom ... top separated by 0 cobred L ila cs |.
Axis at (le ft ,y ) where y = bottom ... top labeled y on other side^ |
cobred |L ilacs |.
Axis at (x, bottom) where x = l e f t ... rightlabeled xon this side
cobred L ilacs
<&A Constant"

named left behaves as Horizontal Minimum

<&A Constant"

named right behaves as Horizontal Maximum^ J.

<&A Constant"

named bottombehaves as Vertbal Minimum^ |.

<&A Constant"

named top behaves as Vertbal Maximum^ |.

As you can see, the exposed Declarations also show Grid and Axis plot
propositions, explained below.

Axes

Each Axis is displayed with an icon and a sentence describing its
placement and labeling. Axes (and Grid Lines) are actually simple
plots. They calculate the location of a series of points and generate a
line connecting those points. This set of points is defined by a location
vector. A ll other plots work on the same principle. By default, each
two-dimensional graph theory contains a pair of axes:
Plot Icon

Plot Type

Label Expression

Label Side

jj Axis a t(left,y)w h ere y = b o tto m ... top labeled y on other side"
cobred|L ila c s ],
Axis at (x , bottom ) where x = l e f t ... rightlabeled x on this side"
cobred LillaS^P
Location Vector

“Domain of Variable

The location vector for a default axis usually consists of one of the
equation variables, and a constant defined for that particular graph
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theory. The value of the constants “bottom” and “left” (which are
assigned values in the graph bounds) are independent of the equation
variables. In this example, the variable x takes on a series of values
(between the graph bounds: left ... right). Each of these values is
paired with the constant value for bottom. In this way a line is
generated along the lower edge of the graphing area. Another line is
generated on the far left of this area by the second Axis plot proposition.
Axes are generated with a set of tick marks that display a set of values
of the label expression. The label expression is displayed on one side or
the other of the axis between the first and second tick marks. By de
fault, labels are taken from the equation. You can change this name to
a simple expression containing the named variable (e.g., 3x, x/2). I f you
want to display a different name ( e.g., Speed), make a variable of the
name and use it.
You can move axes from one side of the graph to the other (by changing
the location vector), add axes to the right or top of the graphing area,
and even change the location vector to be dependent on an equation.
To add a pair of Axes to a graph, select a graph (if there is more than
one in the notebook), and choose Graph^Rdditional^Hdd fines. A
duplicate set of Axes are generated and added to the graph details. To
make a box of axes, change the two constants bottom and left to top and
right:

i; Axis at (rig h t,y )
jj Axis at (jf, top)
Axis and grid line propositions are like plots, and can be copied, moved,
and edited in the same way.

Grid Lines

Each set of (usually parallel) Grid Lines is displayed with an icon and a
sentence describing its placement. Grid Lines are also simple plot
propositions. Each two-dimensional graph theory usually contains two
Grid Line plot propositions:
Plot Icon

Location Vector

Domain o f Variable

/

Grid lines at (tt3;y) where y - b o t t o m ... top for each value

X = l e f t ... righ t separated by 0 colored L ilacs
where x = l e f t ... righ t for each value

eeeeGrid lines at

/

y = b o t t o m ... top separated by 0 cobred L ila c s .
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Spacing value

As with Axes propositions, Grid Lines utilize a location vector to deter
mine where the lines are drawn. The first proposition of this pair cre
ates a set of vertical lines; the second creates the horizontal lines.
The spacing value determines the distance between grid lines. I f the
spacing value is zero (the default), one grid line is drawn to match each
tick mark on the axis (if you are using default Axes). To draw a grid
line at every unit, change this value to 1. For lines every half unit, set
the spacing value to 1.
Grid lines for major increments are thicker or darker than other grid
lines. Major increments are at zero and at other large, round numbers.
Zero is always a major increment.
To add a set of grid lines to a graph, select a graph (if there is more
than one in the current notebook), and choose G rap h ^ R d d ition a l^
Add Grid Lines. A pair of grid lines are generated and added to the
graph details.
Grid Line propositions are like plots, and can be copied, moved, and
edited in the same way..

Plot Types

Theorist can put any plot in a two-dimensional graph, but only Line,
Contour, Density, and Scatter plots use 2-D graphs by default.

Line Plots

Line plot propositions contain the following information:
Plot Icon

Plot Type

Line Style

ty-Line at ( 3C,y) where x = l e f t ... righ t with a normal ^

line, colored

~BIack -y |.

Plot Color

Domain of Independent
Variable

Location Vector

The location vector and the domain of the independent variable deter
mine the point-by-point location of the plot. The first value in the
location vector determines the horizontal (le ft ... right) location of each
point, and the second value determines the vertical (bottom ... top) lo
cation. In this example, the boundary values (as set in the first line of
the graph details) are used to generate a series of x values. The y val
ues for each point are generated by plugging successive x values into
the original equation.
You can replace the location vector with any expression that evaluates
to a two-element vector with real values. For instance, in polar graphs
the vector usually looks like “FromPolar(r, 0).”
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Parametric plots work slightly differently in that the domain is set to
specific numerical values not affected by the graph’s boundary values:
Line at(;c,y) whereZ = - 3 ... 3 with a nomial'w line* colored Blackw' |.

I f you selected a table to make the graph, Theorist automatically picks
up its domain.

Contour Plots

Contour plots contain the following information:
Domains of
Plot Icon

Plot Type

Contours at
normally

\Location
I Vector

Variables60*

where x = left... right and y = bottom... top;
|spaced contours of Z.

Contour Density

Altitude

Contour plots work somewhat like Line plots. The first value in the lo
cation vector determines the horizontal location of a point and the sec
ond determines the vertical location, and each domain specifies a series
of values to use for each. A standard Contour plot generates several
lines as determined by the original equation, the density pop-up menu
and the altitude value. Each contour is generated by plugging succes
sive values of the location vector into the original equation, calculating
a value for the altitude.
The altitude value (in this case z), can be any expression dependent on
one or both of the domain variables. I f the expression is not dependent
on these values, no plot lines are drawn. With the pop-up menu set to
“normally,” between eight and twenty lines are generated between the
minimum and maximum altitude values. The other menu settings
halve or double the number of contour lines drawn. The menu choices
are: at zero only (which specifies a single line), very sparsely, sparsely,
normally, densely, very densely.
The spacing of contours is always some power of ten times two, five, or
ten. For example, contours may be placed every 0.02 units, 0.05 units,
0.1 units, 0.2 units, or 0.5 units, and so on.
For predictable contour spacing, you must explicitly set a range of val
ues for the altitude. Edit the altitude expression so it reads,
z = minimum ... maximum. This is essential if you intend to animate a
graph with a Contour plot. I f the range is not specified, the minimum
and maximum are taken from the altitude values themselves so
Theorist may choose different contour spacings for each frame. I f you
specify explicit minimum and maximum this way, and the calculated
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altitude value is above or below the specified range, a few contour lines
are drawn, but most are not.
Because the ratio between two and five is greater than two, choosing
the next menu setting might not change the number of contour lines.
For example, if the range of altitude values is z - 0 ... 1, the two
settings “sparsely %and “very sparsely” draw the same number of lines.
Contour lines are labeled with their altitude values. No more than one
label is generated for each altitude value. I f there are multiple hills in
different parts of a Contour plot, and each hill passes through the same
altitude contours, no more than one of each contour is labeled. Some
altitude values are not labeled at all i f the labels are too close to each
other. For these reasons, there may be contours whose altitude values
are not immediately apparent.
Contour plots are drawn in panels, like Surface plots. Each panel con
tains a set of straight lines that connect with other lines from neighbor
ing panels at the edges. The graph’s resolution determines the number
of panels, as with Surface plots. The resolution value indicates the
number of panels in each direction. Therefore, the default display of a
Contour plot generated from a particular equation is not as smooth as a
Line plot generated from a similar equation, even though the resolution
values are the same.
The following Contour plot has a resolution value of four (four panels on
each side for a total of sixteen panels). A set of Grid Lines has been
added to the graph delimiting each panel. Within each panel the lines
of the plot are straight.

This shows you how a contour plot works. I f you increase the
resolution, the lines usually smooth out and look the way you would
expect.
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Density Plots

Density plots contain the following information:
Plot Icon

Plot Type

Location
Vector

|Surface at (:c, y ) where x =

Domains o f
Independent Variables

left... right and y

=

bottom... top;

Opaque ▼ ]surface has no mesh"y and is shaded using Gradient▼ |
coloring;
z selects a color from Black'
VKfrite^
V
Mesh or No Mesh

Optical Characteristics

Color Scheme

A two-dimensional density graph uses a Surface plot, which is normally
displayed in three-dimensional graph theories. The plot is displayed
with an opaque surface, with no mesh. The z values are displayed as a
range of grays from black-to-white. All pop-up menus can be adjusted.
See the section on three-dimensional graphs, later in this section, for
more details about Surface plots.

Scatter Plots

Scatter plots contain the following information:
Location
Vector

Domain

Marker Size

jp;Scatter plot of |^0+ 0. 1^ 00,2^0 + 0.

where

= 0 ... 63 using 5

Plot Icon

Plot Type

point triangles"

Marker Style

When creating
scatter plots
Theorist generates
arbitrary variables.
There are 72
points per inch.

colored Blue

Marker Color

A scatter plot is a set of dots or markers that show individual data
points. It is best for situations where you have to display individual
data values instead of a continuous curve or surface.
To change the style of the markers in the scatter plot, select the desired
shape from the marker style pop-up menu in the graph details. The
color of the markers can be changed in a similar manner. By typing in
a number to replace the “5” on the second line of the scatter plot
proposition, you can alter the size of the marker’s diameter, in points.
I f you enter 0, the markers disappear. I f you enter 1, the markers
change to single dots, regardless of the marker style. I f you enter any
other expression, its numerical value is interpreted as the size. The
expression can be a simple number or it can be an expression that
depends upon the variable so that it changes size from one marker to
the next.
Use matrices to make a scatter plot whenever the points do not come at
regularly spaced intervals along the independent axis.
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You can make other kinds of graphs by modifying the scatter plot di
rectly. The range variable assumes integer values from the range
expression; for each integer value, a marker is drawn. To draw a single
marker you can delete the range expression and leave it as the ?
character. The vector is the two-dimensional or three-dimensional loca
tion of the center of the marker. The vector can be any expression.
This is useful for some animations.

2D Graph
Types

This section describes each type of graph that generates a two-dimen
sional graph theory. To create any one of these graphs, choose a com
mand from one of the Graph menu’s submenus. There are fourteen
two-dimensional graphs: Parametric, Implicit, Density, and Contour,
and line and scatter versions of Linear, SemiLog, SemiLog-X, Log-Log,
and Polar.

Linear

To create a Linear graph, select an equation of the form y = fix) and
choose Graphty = f(H)>Linear:

Alternately, you
can select a table
named in the form

Q y = ar2-3 sin (7 tx2J

The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
/J^Line at (ar,y) where a: = l e f t ... right with a normal

line^ colored

Black
The bounds of this graph were edited to be -2.3 ... 2.5 = le f t ... right and
-4 ... 12 = bottom ... top.
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SemiLog

Alternately, you
can select a table
named in the form
y(x).

To create a SemiLog graph, select an equation of the form y = fix) and
choose Graphty = f(w) ►SemiLog:

= log(a:3)

The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
tyv^Line at (ar, log[j/]) where X = l e f t ... righ tw ith a| normal
line, colored | Black ^|.
SemiLog-X
Alternately, you
can select a table
named in the form
y(x).

To create a SemiLog-X graph, select an equation of the form y = fix) and
choose Graphty = f(H)>SemiLog-H:
i

{m}y = 20 log

. CO
* CO
1+ 2 $ z— + z—
I

CO
"J

2

CO
h

The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
ty'w-Line at (log[co],>>)where CO= lO ^ ... 10ri*hfc'with a normalw]
line, colored |Blackw~|.
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Log-Log
Alternately, you
can select a table
named in the form
y(x).

To create a Log-Log graph, select an equation of the form y = f(x ) and
choose Graphty = f(H )^ Log-L og:
= log(*3)

The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
/j/^-Line at (log[ar],log[y])where x = iO1*4 ... lO^^with a normal
line, colored |Black V~|.

Polar
Alternately, you
can select a table
named in the form
y(x).

To create a Polar graph, select an equation of the form y = f (x ) and
choose Graph►y = f(n )^ P o la r:

©

r

= COS
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The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
tyv/-Line at FY om Polai(r, 0 )where 0 = 0... 4 u with a normal
line, colored Black
For this graph, the domain of the independent variable (0) was in
creased from the default of 0 ... 2n to 0 ... 4k .
Polar plots use the predefined function FromPolar to translate datapoint values from polar to rectangular coordinates. The first time you
create a polar graph, a dialog box asks you to confirm the inclusion of
this function in the current notebook. The name declaration for
FromPolar is placed in the Declarations comment at the top of the cur
rent notebook and is used by all subsequent Polar graphs. See the
Expressions section for more information about predefined names and
behaviors..

Density

To create a Density graph, select an equation of the form z = fix, y) and
choose Graphtz = f(H, y)^ Density 2D:

= arsin(y)

The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
^Surface at (at,y)where x = le f t ... rightandy = bottom... top;
Opaque▼*] surface has no mesh’T' and is shaded using G radients |
coloring;
Z selects a color from Black ▼ I ■.. White

A density graph consists of a two-dimensional graph theory, a Surface
plot, and a pair of Axes. Surface plots are usually displayed in threedimensional graph theories but density plots are an exception. The plot
is displayed with an opaque surface, with no mesh. The z values are
displayed as a range of grays from black-to-white. All pop-up menus
can be adjusted.
For this graph, the resolution was increased from the default of eight to
128 by clicking on the higher-resolution icon.
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See the section on three-dimensional graphs, later in this section, for
more details about Surface plots.

Contour

To create a Contour graph, select an equation of the form z = f(x, y) and
choose G raphtz = f(H, y)►Contour 2D:
= sin(ar) + 2;>'

The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
^Contours at (af,y) where x = le ft... right and y = bottom... top;
normally^ |spaced contours of
Contour plots display the relationship between three variables in two
dimensions. The dependent variable (z ) is displayed as contour lines of
equal value as on a topographical map. Using the pop-up menu, con
tours can be placed at zero only, very sparsely, sparsely, normally (the
default), densely, or very densely.

Scatter
Alternately, you
can select a table
named in the form

y(x).

To create a Scatter plot select a matrix or table and choose an item from
the Graph menu’s Scatter submenu.
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The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
^ S c a t te r plot of(0 + 0. la^TfO + O. la:]) where x = 0... 63 using &point
triangles▼ j cobred |Blueir
The items on the Scatter submenu let you choose from different coordi
nate systems.

Parametric
Alternately, you
can select a table
in place of either
or both equations;
they should be
named in the form
x(t) and y(t) as
appropriate.

To create a Parametric graph, select two equations of the form x = f(t),
y = g it) and choose GraphtOthertx = f ( t ) , y = g ( t ) P a r a m e t r i c .

(TJ x = sin(ji£)

The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
/j/c-Line at (ar,y) where t = -3 ... 3with a normal

line, colored

| Black ^|.
In this graph, x and y are both dependent variables; t is the in
dependent variable. No boundary values were explicitly indicated for t\
defaults of -3 and 3 were used to generate the graph.
The dependent variable in the first selected equation becomes the first
variable in the location vector and is displayed along the horizontal
axis.
Parametric graphs are displayed after the second selected equation.
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Implicit graphs are used for equations in two variables which can not
be resolved into the standard explicit form. To create an Implicit
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graph, select an equation of the form f(x,y) = g(x,y) and choose
Graph>Othei>f(H,y) = g(H,y) Implicit:
2

□

2

2L + Z — i

LJ 9

4

This graph’s aspect ratio was changed to true proportions.
The description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
Contours at (x , 3/) where x = l e f t ... righ t and y = bottom ... top;
at aero only ^ |spaced contours of I m plicitDifference.

Notice the graph is not as smooth as with a typical graph, such as a
graph of sinGr). This is because implicit equations are much more diffi
cult to calculate.
With explicit equations, Theorist chooses different values for x and
calculates the value of y to draw a line. The result is an (x, y) pair
guaranteed to be on the line exactly. It is a one-step operation where
forty to seventy evaluations generally get as much smoothness as is
necessary.
With implicit equations, Theorist chooses pairs of values (x, y). It eval
uates both sides of the equation for each data point (x , y) to see how
close to zero the result is. Rarely scoring a direct hit, Theorist then
does linear interpolation to estimate where the line lies. The resulting
line segments are merely rough sketches of where the equation is true.
By default, eighty-one (x, y) pairs are evaluated, yielding the equivalent
of nine data points vertically and nine horizontally. To get a resolution
approaching that of typical line plots at normal resolution, you must
increase the implicit graph to a much higher resolution, which is timeconsuming to calculate.
Implicit graphs do not guess the domain and range as well as some of
the other kinds of graphs. This may require you to manipulate the
graph using the Rocketship or the Knife (or editing the bounds values
in the graph details).
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Finding Roots

To find the root of a Line plot displayed in a two-dimensional graph
theory, zoom in (with the Rocketship or the Knife) on a portion of the
graph that contains only one crossing of the horizontal (jc) axis. Then
select Find Graph Root from the Manipulate menu. A new case
theory appears immediately following the graph theory displaying
values for the two variables:

(closest value to zero)
I f there is more than one root (value for x) visible in the viewport, one is
selected arbitrarily, or you receive an error message.
You can evaluate several roots by focusing on different portions of the
graph in succession. You generate a new case theory each time you
choose Find Graph Root.
Simultaneous
Equations

You can also use Find Graph Root for simultaneous numerical equation
solving. By creating two zero Contour plots, and finding a crossing of
the two plots, you can solve two equations in two unknowns. For ex
ample, consider finding solutions for the two equations:
= 2ysin(3c)
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exy = 2x2

Use the Move Over manipulation on the first equation to create an
equation that equals zero. Then rename the zero “zero”:

QtogOO =2ysin(3f)
^ 0= -

+ 2y sin(ar) MmOver

Q zero = Make zero userdefined.

+ 2^sin(ff)

Create an Implicit graph from the exy = 2x2 equation. Declare x and y
to be the graph variables. Then select the equation for zero and choose
the Add Contour Plot item from the GraphFRdditional submenu.
Match up the x and y graph variables and make zero the Contour
variable. Open the graph details and adjust the second Contour plot’s
pop-up menu to “at zero only” (like the first Contour plot). Then use the
Rocket, the open hand pointer, and the Knife to close in on a point
where the two plots cross.

When a single crossing point is in view, choose Find Graph Root from
the Manipulate menu. A case theory is generated with values for x
and y.

O | | x = 3.1549
Q y =0.84889
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T h r ee - D im en sio n a l G raphs
Three-dimensional graphs consist of a three-dimensional graph theory
(the shell) and one or more two- or three-dimensional plots (Line,
Scatter, Surface, or Contour) and associated Axes and Grid Lines. This
section presents:
• A list of graphs which generate three-dimensional graph theories
• Rotating a three-dimensional graph for a better view
• Icons for editing three-dimensional graph theories
• Graph details of three-dimensional graph theories
• A description of the Surface plot proposition and its variations

Creating
3D Graphs

Choose one of the seven following types of graphs to generate a threedimensional graph theory.

Graph Type

Submenu

Complex 3D
Color 3D
Illuminated 3D
Spherical 3D
Cylindrical 3D
Space Curve
Scatter 3D

y = fix)
z = fix, y)
z = fix, y)
z = fix, y)
z = fix, y)
Other
Scatter

Complex 3D, Color 3D, Illuminated 3D, Spherical 3D, and Cylindrical
3D graphs all create Surface plots generated from the selected function.
Space Curve creates a line plot. Scatter 3D creates a scatter plot.
You can specify the domain of the independent variables before creating
a graph (e.g., x > 0, x < 10), or let the program generate default values.
These values are displayed at the top of the details box and can be edit
ed easily after creating a graph.

Overview
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Most three-dimensional graph controls are similar to the two-dimen
sional graph controls. However, the open hand pointer works quite dif
ferently, and an extra icon, the “orientation icon,” is displayed in the
lower left-hand corner of the graph theory.
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Equation used to
generate graph

Three-Dimensional
Graph Theory Icon

Editing
Buttons

/

= 2 s in (3 f)-3 c o s (y )

Details
Button

Orientation Icon

Rotating

Size Box

To rotate (rather than slide) a three-dimensional graph, click in the
viewport with the open hand pointer, and drag the image left, right, up,
or down. The portion of three-dimensional space displayed in the view
port rotates as if you had your hand on a globe. As you drag, the graph
either redraws smoothly with the new orientation, or a cube or
rectangular box shows the bounds of the graph as you drag, and the
graph redraws with the new orientation when you release the mouse.
Whether Theorist smoothly redraws the graph or just draws an outline
depends on the current resolution and the resolution setting in the
graph preferences dialog. After a rotation, unlike clicking and dragging
in a two-dimensional graph theory, the graph’s boundary values do not
change.
The outline box line thickness increases at each multiple of 15 degrees
of rotation (in latitude and longitude). I f you rotate the box to a
position that is a multiple of 15 degrees longitude and 15 degrees
latitude, the line thickness increases even more.
Rotational freedom is limited to rotating the display around its vertical
axis, and rotating the vertical axis towards and away from you. Hold
down the Ifc1™! key (Macintosh) or 0 and O keys (Windows) to tilt the
vertical axis sideways and rotate the graph more freely. In this mode,
you can rotate the display in the line of sight by dragging in a wide
circle. Do this in a direction opposite to the direction you want to rotate
the model. (This technique works on the same principal as rolling a
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tennis ball on a table top with the palm of your hand. The direction of
rotation is the opposite of the effected rotation.) Click on the
Orientation icon to return the display to its original orientation.
Momentum
occurs in the
background when
you have left
Theorist to use
other prog rams.
You may want to
stop a rotation by
clicking on the
graph before
putting Theorist in
the background.

I f you click to grab a graph, move the hand, and release the mouse but
ton while the hand is still, the graph redraws in the new orientation.
However, i f you click and grab a graph, move the hand, and release the
mouse button before you have stopped moving the mouse, the graph is
continually redrawn along the desired rotation path. The grab-and-stop
method is like slowly moving a globe to position it at a specific location,
whereas the grab-and-swipe method is like giving the globe a good
swipe to watch it spin. The amount of momentum is determined by
how short or long the “swipe” is—grab a corner and swipe to the
opposite corner for lots of momentum or grab in the middle with a short
swipe for a less radical rotation. (The grab-and-spin method may be
more entertaining, the grab-and-stop method more enlightening.)
Rotational momentum described here occurs only when the graph
resolution is set at or lower than the setting in the Graph Prefs. To
change the graph bounds of a three-dimensional graph, use the Knife or
Rocketship icons as you would for a two-dimensional graph, or edit the
boundary values in the graph details.

Editing
Icons

Each 3-D graph proposition is bordered by its own set of editing icons
for changing various characteristics of the graph.

Knife

Click on the Knife icon to pick up the Knife (the cursor becomes a
knife). Click and drag across a selection of surface panels to look at just
that part of a plot. The portion of the graph you select can be most of
the surface or just a tiny portion, but it must be at least two panels. It
is easiest to use the knife if your view is of the top (or bottom) of a plot,
or perpendicular to the portion of the surface you want to select. Using
the Knife changes the values of the graph bounds.

Knife Cursor

Super Knife Cursor

As with 2-D graphs, you can double-click the Knife icon to activate the
Super Knife, which stays “in your hand” for repeated knife-zooming
until you click the Knife icon to make it go away. While active, Undo
undoes all of your slices and returns the graph to its original view.
If, while slicing with either knife, you change your mind or make a
mistake, you can abort the slice by dragging the knife back to its
original “incision” panel and release the mouse button. (I f only one
panel is selected, Theorist assumes your very small slice means you
want to abort the operation.)
In higher resolutions, the knife may select more than one panel at a
time. That is, it selects in squares of four, sixteen, sixty-four, or more.
For this reason, use a lower graph resolution to make an exact knife
selection.
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Rocket
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Click on the Rocketship icon to zoom out (from the center of the
viewport) by a factor of two. Hold down the Ifc11™! key (Macintosh) or PI
and HU keys (Windows) and click on the Rocketship to zoom in by a
factor of two. After a moment, the graph redraws. To zoom in or out by
more than a factor of two, click the icon repeatedly. To zoom out by a
factor of 1000, click on the icon ten times. Zooming in and out is re
flected in the values of the graph bounds.

Resolution Icons Click on the dense grid to increase the data points used to create the
plots in the graph. Click on the open grid to reduce the number of data
points. The more data points used, the smoother the plot surface(s), but
the greater the memory consumption, and the longer it takes to
generate the image.
Note: higher reso
lution settings eat
memory!

When you click on a resolution icon, the current value and the destina
tion value appear briefly to the left of the icon (e.g., 8 -> 16). Resolution
values are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. (The default is
8.) For Surface Plots and Contour Plots, the value indicates the
number of panels on each side of the displayed plot. For Line Plots,
Axes, and Grid Lines, the value indicates the approximate number of
line segments used to create a 90 degree curve. Plot resolution is not
reflected in the graph details. Therefore, with a typical threedimensional surface plot, increasing resolution quadruples the number
of panels and reducing resolution quarters the number of panels.

Details Box

Click on the details box to open or close the graph details. The graph
details section contains information about all graphical elements in a
graph theory, and how they are displayed in the graph viewport.

Size Box

0

Click and drag on the size box to change the shape of the viewport.
Larger graphs require more memory (especially when animated), and
take slightly longer to generate. Changing the size of the viewport is
not reflected in the graph details.

Orientation
Icon

Click on the orientation icon at any time to return to the original orien
tation and sizing of a display.

eT

These appear dif
ferent in smaller
Notebook Font
sizes.

The orientation icon displays the side of the boundary volume shown in
the viewport:

front

back
0

right

top
0

left

bottom
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Graph
Details

The details box allows you to fine tune (and significantly alter) the ap
pearance of a graph theory. The graph details section contains infor
mation about all graphical elements in a graph theory, and how they
are displayed in the graph viewport:

Graph Bounds

Viewport Controls

\

-3... 3= west...east

True Proportions'1

■3... 3 = south...north
-3... 2.6= bottom...top

cropped Moderately
as seen through a Normal

lens

K ) Declarations <
Surface at (ar,j^2r)where x - west... east and y = south... north;
Opaque’ Isttfface has |mesh’ and is shaded using Customw |coloring;

z = bottom... tdp selects from the cobr scheme Oregon ▼]■

Plot
Plots

declarations (collapsed)

Each plot (and every other graphical item) is displayed with an icon
followed by a sentence describing the attributes of the plot. These sen
tences contain pop-up menus that you can use to change the plot’s at
tributes.
Once created, plot propositions can be adjusted, edited, and moved
around like any other proposition. To move a graph element, select a
plot and Cut (or Copy) and Paste it into another graph theory. Plot
propositions are meaningless outside graph theories.
You can move plots among three-dimensional graph theories without
difficulty. However, it is often easier to select an equation and choose
the appropriate menu item from the Additional submenu to add Line,
Scatter, or Contour plots, Axes or Grid Lines, or even additional Surface
plots.
To add a plot (or axis or set of grid lines) to a graph theory, select an
equation (and a graph theory if there is more than one), and choose an
item from the Graph^Rdditional submenu.

Graph Bounds

The graph bounds determine the logical height, width, and depth of the
graphing area. Edit the boundary values as you would any other ex
pression. Set the values to different numbers or to names or expres
sions that evaluate to numerical values. Using the Rocketship or Knife
icon adjusts the boundary values. Rotating a three-dimensional graph
does not change the boundary values and is not reflected in the graph
details.

Viewport
Controls

To the right of the boundary values are three pop-up menus. The first
determines the aspect ratio, the second the degree to which the display
is cropped, and the third the type of lens used to view the graph.
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The aspect ratio is either “True Proportions” or “Stretch to Fit.” True
Proportions indicates that all three axes display the same unit mea
sure. This would not work well i f you were plotting different units on
the different axes. For example, if you drew a graph of a person’s
height (in millimeters) versus her age (in years), it would be consider
ably taller than wide and the plot would be hard to see. Stretch to Fit
adjusts the scale of the axes to fit an exact cube. This does not work
well i f the three dimensions all have the same units (e.g., centimeters)
or i f a graph uses spherical coordinates. For example, a sphere might
end up flattened like a pancake or narrowed into a rod, unless all three
sets of bounds are separated by the same distance. The default display
is Stretch to Fit except for Spherical 3D, Cylindrical 3D, and Complex
3D graphs, which are always created using True Proportions.
To adjust how tightly a graph is displayed, choose an item from the
cropping pop-up menu. A tightly cropped view displays a close up of a
three-dimensional graph which fills the viewport and “crops” off parts
which are not in view. A loosely cropped view shows the entire graph,
all axis labels, and a great deal of white space. The default is
Mpderately cropped (a small portion of the graph is usually outside the
viewport). The possible settings are: Very Tightly, Tightly, Moderately
Tightly, Moderately, Moderately Wide, Wide, and Very Wide.
The lens setting specifies the amount of foreshortening or perspective.
A Wide Angle lens exaggerates the three-dimensional effect. The
Telephoto setting reduces this effect, and Infinitely Distant creates an
isometric projection (no foreshortening). The possible settings are:
Very Wide Angle, Wide Angle, Slight Wide Angle, Normal, Slight
Telephoto, Telephoto, and Infinitely Distant. The wider angle lenses
usually work best with wider cropping.

Declarations

“Declarations” is a comment proposition (collapsed by default)
containing plots and definitions used to construct the graph. These
include the constants bottom, top, north, south, east, and west (and
sometimes others). These names define the bounds of the graphing
area in the viewport. Most plots use some or all of these names. The
following exposed Declarations has names created by default for a Color
3D graph:
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Declarations

::::: Grid lines at ( x , y , bottom) where y =
X =

south... north for each value

west... east separated by 0 cobred

Lilac t |.

Grid lines at (:r,y, bottom) where x = w e s t... east for each value
y = sou th ... north separated by 0 cobred Lilacs |.

Axis at (west,south,2r)where z = bottom...
thisside^r]cobred Lilac▼ |.
Axis at (west, y, bottom)where y =
this side^r| cobred |Lilacs |.

top labeled z on

south... north labeled y on

Axis at (ar, south, bottom) where X =
this side^~| cobred| Lilacs

west... east labeled X

west behaves as

on

<&A Constant’
<&A Constant’

named

3D X-Minimum

^ A Constant’
<&A Constant’

named southbehaves as 3D Y-Minimumiy |.
named north behaves as 3D Y-MaximumV~|.

<&A Constant’

named bottombehaves as Vertbal Minimum

<&A Constant’

named top behaves as Vertbal Maximum^ |.

named east behaves as 3D X-Maximum

As you can see, the exposed Declarations also show Grid and Axis plot
propositions, explained below.

Axes

Each Axis is displayed with an icon and a sentence describing its
placement and labeling. Axes are simple plot propositions that use cer
tain constants to generate a frame of reference for the section of three
space shown in the viewport. They calculate the location of a series of
points and generate a line connecting those points. This set of points is
defined by a location vector. By default, each three-dimensional graph
contains three axes.

Plot Icon

Plot Type

Location Vector

Label Expression

Axis at (at, south, bottom) where x = w e st... east labeled x on
this side -yr I cobred | Lilac

\

*Label Side Axis Color Domain or Range
of Variable
Axes for three-dimensional graphs are generated the same way as twodimensional axes. Two constants are grouped with one of the equation
variables in a location vector to generate a series of points that form a
straight line. Spherical graphs generate two curved axes and one
straight axis, whereas Cylindrical graphs generate one curved axis and
two straight ones.
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Axes are generated with a set of tick marks that display a set of values
of the equation variable. This expression is displayed on one side or the
other of the axis between the first and second tick marks.
You can move Axes from one edge of the graphing area to another (by
changing the location vector), add Axes to the other edges of the
graphing area, and even change the location vector to be dependent on
an equation.
As you zoom in and out with a graph (using the Rocketship or Knife or
by typing new bounds), the axes and grids follow to demarcate the space
being viewed. You can change this behavior by changing these expres
sions.
Axis propositions can be copied, moved, and edited like other propo
sitions.

Grid Lines

Each set of (usually parallel) grid lines is displayed with an icon and a
sentence describing its placement. Grid Lines are also simple plot
propositions. By default, all three-dimensional graphs, other than
spherical and cylindrical graphs, contain two Grid Line plot proposi
tions. Spherical and Cylindrical graphs do not generate Grid Lines.

Plot Icon

Location Vector

Domain of Variable

/

Grid lines at (x ,y , b o tt om) where x —w e s t ... east for each value
y —south... north separated byO cobred Lilac ▼ |.

Plot Type

Separation Value

Line Color

Grid Lines for rectangular three-dimensional graphs are displayed at
the bottom of the segment of three space displayed in the viewport. As
with axis plot propositions, Grid Lines can be moved any where in this
space, added, or deleted.
Grid Lines utilize a location vector to determine where the lines are
drawn. By default, the graph bounds are used to determine the location
of the grid lines. The above example makes a set of grid lines parallel
to the x axis, but each at a different y value.
You can also set the range of x values to any expression that evaluates
to a range of two real numbers. For example, if you set the range for
the first of these plots to x =west +1 ... east - 1, the proposition gener
ates a set of lines parallel to the x axis that start one unit in from each
side.
The spacing value determines the distance between grid lines. I f the
spacing value is zero (the default), one grid line is drawn to match each
tick mark on the axis (if you are using default Axes). To draw a grid
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line at every unit, change this value to 1. For lines every five units, set
the spacing value to 5.
On color monitors, grid lines appear as light purple. On black and
white monitors (and when printed on PostScript printers), grid lines are
drawn as thin and/or dotted lines. Grid lines for major increments are
thicker or darker than other grid lines. Major increments are at zero
and at other large, round numbers. Zero is always a major increment.
Grid propositions can be copied, moved, and edited like other propo
sitions.

Plot Types

Theorist can put any plot in a three-dimensional graph. Complex 3D,
Color 3D, Illuminated 3D, Spherical 3D, and Cylindrical 3D generate
Surface plots. Space Curve graphs generate line plots. Scatter 3D
graphs generate scatter plots. Though there is no command to generate
a three-dimensional Contour graph, you can add a Contour plot to a
three-dimensional graph.
These plots work as described previously in the Two-Dimensional
Graphing section, the main difference being the three-element location
vector. Because of their significance in 3-D graphs, Surface plots are
described in detail in the following Surface Plot Propositions section.

3D Graph
Types
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Each graph initially generates a specific variant of Surface plot as de
scribed in the following sections.
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Com plex 3 D

To create a Complex 3D graph, select an equation of the form y = fix)
and choose G r a p h = fln U C o m p le H 3D:

The default description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
Surface at (real, imaginary, |y|) where real = w est... east and
imaginary = south... north;|~bpaque V ] surface has mesh V ]
and is shaded using Complex ^ |coloring;

y determines brightness and hue (from magnitude and phase).
Complex 3D graphs generate a Surface plot specifically designed to
display complex numbers, using the color scheme Complex. The loca
tion vector consists of the two variables real and imaginary, and the ab
solute value of the dependent variable, y. A Complex 3D graph splits
the independent variable into its real and imaginary components and
treats each of these as independent variables. The two variables, real
and imaginary, are defined for this graph only and contained in the
graph details under the Declarations proposition:
<&A| Variable

named real behaves as defined by user -y]

< & A | Variable -y| named im aginary behaves as defined by user V ] .
= real + imaginary®
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Color 3D

To create a Color 3D graph, select an equation of the form z - fix, y ) and
choose Graph^z = f(n, y)>Color 3D:

The default description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
|Surface at (#,;)/,2f) where x = west... east and y = south... north;
Opaque ^jr] surface has | mesh -w and is shaded using Custom
cobring;
z = b o tto m ... top selects from the cobr scheme Oregon
Color 3D graphs create Surface plots with Opaque optical char
acteristics, and use the Custom color interpretation.
Custom coloring is described in detail in the following Surface Plot
Propositions section.
For this graph, the resolution was increased from the default of eight to
16, so there are seventeen vertices from west to east and from south to
north.
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Illuminated 3D

To create an Illuminated 3D graph, select an equation of the form
z = f ( x , y ) and choose Graph►z = f(« , y )^ Iliu m . 3D:

® z = xs\r{y)
%
A
m
#

S IIS h L

a

/

V z<C
4“ -2 A c \
K iV
2 \
fl

fp K
\

J atY y

A /
:.ll

v

V

0

The default description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
Surface at (sc, y , z)where x = west... east and y —south... north;
Illuminated ^ |surface has mesh V ] and is shaded using Solid V ]
coloring;
White 'w-1is the solid color.
Illuminated 3D graphs generate a Surface plot with Illuminated optical
characteristics and uses the Solid color scheme (a single color is used
for all panels). White is the default color. The surface is displayed with
a mesh. The illumination for an Illuminated Surface plot comes from
over your left shoulder.
Solid coloring is described in detail in the following Surface Plot
Propositions section.
This graph’s resolution was increased from eight to sixteen.
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Spherical 3D

To create a Spherical 3D graph, select an equation of the form z = fix, y )
and choose Graph^z = f(K, y)^Spherical 3D:

(•) r = sin(<J>) 0.8^

The default description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
^Surfaceat FYomSpherical(r,<j>, 0)where <}>= 0... Hand 0 = 0... 2ti;
Illuminated |surface has | mesh V ] and is shaded using Solid t ]
coloring;
White V ] is the solid color.

Spherical graphs generate a Surface plot with Illuminated optical char
acteristics similar to an Illuminated 3D graph except that the data
points generated from the location vector are mapped through the
function FromSpherical to create a spherical coordinate system. All
characteristics can adjusted as in the Surface plot created for an
Illuminated 3D graph.
For this graph, the domain for the third element in the location vector,
0, is from zero to 2n. The surface stops after completing one rotation
“around the equator.” To extend the surface deeper into the shell, in
crease this range (e.g., 0 ... 3k).
This graph’s resolution was increased from eight to sixteen.
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Cylindrical 3D

To create a Cylindrical graph, select an equation of the form z = f(x, y )
and choose G ra p h tz = f(H, yl^C ylindrical 3D:

® r = i + cos(20)cos(^)

The default description of this plot is shown in the graph details:

3 Surface at FromCylindricalfr, 0,2r)w here 0 = 0 . . . 2ttand
Z — bottom ... top;| Illuminated ^ | surface has mesh V |
and is shaded using

Solid ^r~| coloring;

White V| is the solid color.
Cylindrical graphs generate a Surface plot with Illuminated optical
characteristics similar to an Illuminated 3D graph except that the data
points are mapped through the function FromCylindrical to create a
cylindrical coordinate system. All characteristics can be adjusted as on
an Illuminated 3D plot.
For this graph, the resolution was increased from the default of eight to
thirty-two.
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Space Curve

To create a Cylindrical graph, select three equations of the forms
x=f t t ) , y = g(t), and z = hit) then choose Graph^Other^H = f ( t ) ,
y = g (t), z = h(t) Space Curue:

The default description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
ty^Line at (ar,;y,2r) where t = - 3 . . . 3w ith a n o rm a ls ]lin e , colored

Blacks],
Space Curve graphs simply generate a line plot in three-dimensional
space. Unlike 2D graph line plots, the Knife does not work on Space
Curve graphs.
For this graph, the aspect ratio was changed to Stretch to Fit.
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Scatter 3D

To create a Scatter 3D graph, select a three-column matrix and choose
Graph>Scatter>3D:

The default description of this plot is shown in the graph details:
Scatter plot of f A r,

[ P W n1] ,A r,P W 2] [

mWhere
103
^103 ” ^ ' R ow sO i(A ) using 5 point |triangles^ |colored B lu e^ |.

]J

Scatter 3D graphs generate a scatter plot in 3D space. Unlike 2D graph
scatter plots, the Knife does not work on Scatter 3D graphs and the
accuracy buttons have no useful effect.
For this graph, the marker style was changed to spots.

Surface Plot
Propositions

Surface plots are naturally more complex than other kinds of plots.
These propositions contain several pop-up menus and values that can
be easily adjusted to change many of the surface’s characteristics. This
section describes these characteristics and color schemes in detail.

Surface Plot
Graphs

Surface plots are created for Density, Complex 3D, Color 3D,
Illuminated 3D, Spherical 3D, and Cylindrical 3D graphs. Each of
these graphs generate a particular type of Surface plot. By default,
these graphs generate the following plots.
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Proposition

Graph Tvpe

Optical
Characteristics

Mesh

Color
Scheme

Color
Setting

Color 3D

Opaque

Mesh

Custom

Oregon

Illuminated 3D

Illuminated

Mesh

Solid

White

Spherical 3D

Illuminated

Mesh

Solid

White

Cylindrical 3D

Illuminated

Mesh

Solid

White

Density

Opaque

No
mesh

Gradient

Black to
white

Complex 3D

Opaque

Mesh

Complex

N/A

Surface plot propositions display the following information:
Plot Icon

Plot Type

Location
Vector

Domains o f
Independent Variables

3 Surface at (x ,y fz ) where x = w est... east and y —south... north;
Illuminated'w |surface has m esh^] and is shaded using Solid ▼ ]
coloring;
White1 is the solid color.
Optical Characteristics

Mesh or N o Mesh

Color Scheme

Location Vector A Surface plot proposition contains the location vector and the domains
of the independent variables. These are used to generate the vertices of
and Domains
the surface panels. The first value in the location vector determines the
west ... east location for each vertex and the second value determines
the south ... north location. Value ranges for the domains are set in the
first lines of the graph details (the graph bounds). Values for the third
element in the location vector (used to establish the bottom ... top loca
tion of each vertex) are generated by plugging a series of values for the
independent variables into the original equation.
Other types of graphs have other types of vectors. For instance,
Spherical and Cylindrical use the functions FromSpherical and
FromCylindrical to convert their coordinates. The only requirement is
that it calculates to a three vector (in a three-dimensional graph).

Optical
Characteristics
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The first pop-up menu of a Surface plot proposition sets the fun
damental graphic qualities of the plot. The optical characteristics can
be set to one of four options:
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Optical
Characteristics

Appearance

Transparent
(Macintosh only)

As viewed through colored cellophane

Translucent
(Macintosh only)

As viewed through colored wax paper

Opaque

Made of solid matte colors with uniform diffuse
illumination

Illuminated

Made of solid matte colors illuminated by a light
source over your left shoulder

April Lighting

More subtle colors due to individually positioned
red, green, and blue light sources

July Lighting

Richer colors due to individually positioned red,
green, and blue light sources

Transparent and Translucent are only supported on Macintosh screens;
they are not supported when printed or with MS Windows computers.

Red

A p r il L ig h tin g
light sources

Ju ly L igh tin g
light sources

Mesh

The second pop-up menu of a Surface plot proposition determines
whether it is displayed with a mesh (a rectangular grid connecting the
vertices generated from the location vector).

Color Schemes

The third pop-up menu of a Surface plot proposition specifies the color
scheme and creates unique additional information for each of its five
settings: Solid, Gradient, Custom, Complex, and Direct. The color
scheme setting determines what appears in the rest of the proposition
sentence. Each of these color schemes is discussed below.
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Solid

Solid is the most simple color scheme. The last part of a surface plot
proposition using Solid coloring contains a single pop-up menu that can
be set to any color.

F~1Surface at (y . y ,z) where x = w e s t ... east and y = south... north;
Opaque

surface has | mesh V ] and is shaded using Solid ^~| coloring;

White i r ] is the solid oolor.

In all cases, this menu defaults to white, but it can be set to one of fif
teen named colors:
mmm
Li gh t Bray

D ark B ra y
B la c k
Red
O ran ge
Vellow

B re e n
Cyan
B lu e
P u rp le
M a g e n ta
Cam el
B ro w n
L ila c
Other...
...or, using the last option, to any of millions of colors. The last option,
Other..., brings up your computer’s standard color selection dialog.
With this dialog, you can select from up to 16 million colors, depending
on your computer and display device.
I f the optical characteristics pop-up menu is set to Transparent,
Translucent, or Opaque, all panels in the plot show the same selected
color. Illuminated plots combine the lighting effects and the surface
color; some panels appear darker than others, and the colors can change
for April and July lighting. Solid white is usually best for these.
Illuminated 3D, Spherical 3D, and Cylindrical 3D graphs generate plots
with a Solid color scheme.
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The Gradient scheme uses colors which vary depending upon an
expression. The last part of a plot proposition using the Gradient color
scheme contains a “shade value,” and two pop-up menus used to define
a limited color spectrum.
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Surface at (ff,y) where x = left... right and y = bottom... top;
Opaque |surface has no mesh ^r| and is shaded using Gradient
cobring;
Z selects a color from Black V ] .„ White

Shade value

t

1

Color spectrum

For the Gradient color scheme, a value is derived for each panel and
that value specifies the color for that panel; the color of each panel is
calculated independently.
After the semicolon, the shade value expression (in this case, z) speci
fies a color selected from the continuum ranging between the two colors.
The default shade value for a Density 2D graph (the only graph that
creates a gradient plot by default) is the dependent variable.
The default range for the shade value is 0...1. Where the value of that
variable is less than or equal to zero, the first of the two colors is shown.
Where the value of that variable is greater than or equal to one, the
second color is shown. For surface panels that have values between
zero and one, some mix of the two selected colors is shown.
You can replace the shade value with any expression. But only expres
sions that evaluate to real numbers between zero and one produce a
shade between the two colors (unless you specify another range of val
ues as explained below). I f the expression evaluates to a number out
side the range 0...1, one of the two defining colors is used. I f the ex
pression evaluates to an unknown value (the question mark), or a com
plex number, the panel is shown as white transparent. I f the expres
sion evaluates to a matrix (or vector) an error is reported.
To specify a range of shade values other than 0...1, edit the proposition
and insert a different shade value range.
Surface at (a:,y) where x = le ft ... right and y = bottom... top;
Opaque y ] surface has no mesh |and is shaded using Gradient ^ |
Z

cobring;
_________
__________
— —10.... 10 selects a color from Black V ] ... White -y|.

In this case, —10 corresponds to the first color in the color spectrum and
10 corresponds to the second. All values within the given range are dis
played in a shade between the two colors. In this example, any value
greater than 10 is white and any value less than -10 is blue.
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You can also set the range values to named variables or constants, such
as bottom and top.

Surface at (x,y)where x = left... rightandy = bottom... topj
Opaque

surface has no mesh ^|and is shaded using| Gradient yr I

________ _________
cobring;
z = bottom ... top selects a color from Blue
... White V }
Values for the constants bottom and top are given in the graph bounds
at the top of the graph details. With this set up, the panels at the top of
a plot are white. Those at the bottom are blue, and those in between
range from solid blue, through light blue, to white.
I f the graph bounds are changed (e.g., with the Knife) the colors
automatically track the top and bottom.
The following table presents a set of possible shade values for the de
fault range (0...1) and a description of the resulting colors. This table
assumes that the first pop-up menu is set to red and the second to
white.

Shade value

Resulting color

- 2.00

Solid red
Solid red
Dark pink
Light pink
White
White
Holiow (clear panel)
Hollow (clear panel)
Error (a vector)

0.00
0.30
0.80

1.00
7.00
3+4i
?
( 0.1, 0.2)

Density 2D graphs are the only graphs that generate plots with
Gradient color schemes by default. However, you can easily change
some other scheme to Gradient.
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The last part of a plot proposition that uses the Custom color scheme
contains a “shade value,” and a single pop-up menu that can be set to
one of seven United States names: Arizona, Kansas, Louisiana, New
York, Oregon, Wyoming, and Virginia. Each state name designates a
particular group of colors. Kansas uses five colors, all other state
names use three colors and black and white.
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Surface a t(x ,y ,z ) where X - w e s t ... east and y = south... north;
Opaque
surface has | mesh V ] and is shaded using Custom 'y
cobring;
Z —b o tto m ... top selects from the cobr scheme Oregon 'y |.

Shade value

Color spectrum

The Custom color scheme use a principle similar to Gradient color
scheme. A value is derived from an expression for each panel and that
value specifies the color for that panel. The color of each panel is calcu
lated independently.
I f the shade value expression is between the specified minimum and
maximum (in this case, bottom ... top), colors from the named group are
used to color a particular panel. I f the expression evaluates to a num
ber outside that range, one of the extreme colors is used. (Except for
the Kansas color group, the extreme colors are white and black.) I f the
expression evaluates to an unknown value (the question mark), or a
complex number, the panel is shown as white transparent. I f the ex
pression evaluates to a matrix (or vector) an error is reported.
By default the range expression bottom ... top is the range of the shade
value. But, as with the Gradient color scheme, this can be edited freely.
The following table assumes that the range expression is set to
0 ... 1.

Value Arizona

Kansas

Louisiana

<0
.25
.50
.75
>1

Violet
Blue
Green
Yellow
Red

Black
Blue
Violet
Red
White

Black
Brown
Red
Yellow
White

Value

New York

Oregon

Wyoming

Virginia

<0

Black
Green
Yellow
Red
White

Black
Blue
Green
Yellow
White

Black
Violet
Red
Orange
White

Black
Brown
Gray
Blue
White

.25
.50
.75

>1

As with the Gradient color scheme, the shade value range, by default, is
given as bottom ... top. You can specify another range of values, to
compress or expand the colors available for the panels of a particular
Surface plot.
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For example, to use a fine-grained set of colors from purple through
wine red, set the color group to Louisiana, and change the shade value
range to: 2 = bottom - 9 ... top + 9.
The following table presents a set of possible shade values and a de
scription of the resulting colors. This table assumes that the pop-up
menu is set to the Oregon color group (the default), and that the value
range is set to 0 ... 1.
Shade value
- 2.00

0.00
0.10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.90

1.00
7.00
3+4*
?
( 0.1, 0.2)

Resulting color
Black
Black
Very dark blue
Dark blue
Bright blue
Blue with a bit of green
Sea green
Bright green
Chartreuse
Yellow with a bit of green
Bright yellow
Light yellow
Very light yellow
White
White
Hollow (clear panel)
Hollow (clear panel)
Error (a vector)

This scheme is used for surface plots generated with Color 3D graphs.
Complex

Complex Surface plots use the magnitude and phase of the shade ex
pression (in this case, y) to determine the brightness and hue of the
surface panels. These colors are not adjustable. However, you can shift
the magnitude or phase of the shade expression by multiplying it by a
real or imaginary value (or both). I f you replace the shade expression
with explicit values (real or imaginary) all panels take on the same
color.
^Surface at (real, imaginary, |y |)where real = w e s t... east and
im aginary = sou th ... north;["Opaque
surface has mesh -y |
and is shaded using Complex
coloring;
y determines brightness and hue (from magnitude and phase).

The Complex surface coloring scheme is similar to that used for
complex tables.
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The following table presents a set of possible shade values and a de
scription of the resulting colors for the Complex color scheme. (Note:
precise colors depend upon your screen or printer. Do not take this
table literally.)
Shade value
- 100.00
- 10.00
-0.30

0.10
0.30

10.00
100.00
-lO.OOt

-o.3o;
0.30i
lO.OOi
- 0.2 - 0.2i
0.2 - 0.2i
0.2 + 0.2i
- 0.2 +
0.2i
?

Resulting color
Near white
Light blue
Dark blue
Dark brown
Mustard yellow
Light yellow
Near white
Very light green
Army green
Violet
Very light lavender
Navy blue
Pea green
Brown
Purple
Hollow (clear panel)

This scheme is used for surface plots generated with Complex 3D
graphs.
Direct

The Direct coloring scheme lets you numerically specify the precise
color you want. Although it is the most powerful coloring scheme, it is
also the hardest to use.
You can only create Surface plots that use the Direct color scheme by
modifying an existing Surface plot proposition; none of the options on
the Graph menu produce this kind of plot. Choose Direct from the third
pop-up menu in the proposition. Then change the single value after the
semicolon to a three vector (e.g., z, x, y). The elements of this vector
determine the value of the three color components named in the final
pop-up menu.
Qa Surface at far, y ,2:1where x = west... east and y = south... north;
| Illuminated -w|surface has mesh V ] and is shaded using Direct
coloring;
(•2f,3f,y) = bottom ... top determines the color components
Red, Green, Blue ^
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There are five possible interpretations of this vector:
Red, Green, Blue
Cyan, M agenta, Vellow
Hue, Ligh tn ess, Saturation
Hue, Saturation, Ualue
V, I, Q

Red, Green,
Blue

For this setting, each value in the three vector must be between 0
(black) and 1 (full color). White is (1, 1, 1), black is (0, 0, 0), and
mixtures make all other colors. This model is closest to the hardware;
video screens usually have three color guns responsible for the red,
green, and blue parts of the image. The RGB model is used for any
hardware device that starts with black and adds light to it to get colors
and ultimately white; so-called “additive” colors.

Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow

Each value in the three vector must be between 0 (white) and 1 (full
color). Black is (1, 1, 1) and white is (0, 0, 0). The CMY model is often
used for printing processes that start with white paper and subtract
light with pigments to make colors; so-called “subtractive” colors.

Hue, Lightness,
Saturation

In this model, the hue is an angular quantity measured in radians.
Zero is red, 2.1 is green, 4.2 is blue, and 6.3 (actually 2n) is red again.
Lightness ranges from 0 (black) to 1 (white). The saturation also
ranges from 0 (grays) to 1 (rich colors). I f the lightness is in the middle
of its range, then the saturation and hue become important. Extreme
values for lightness reduce the effect of the saturation value.

Hue, Saturation, In this model, hue and saturation function the as in the HLS model.
Value ranges from 0 (black) to 1 (rich colors and white). The color
Value
selection dialog (used to set the color(s) for Solid or Gradient plots i f you
choose Other), uses this model.

Y,I,Q

This model is a matrix rotation in color space of the RGB model. It is
used for broadcast television. The Y value specifies the brightness, the
I value varies from cyan to red-orange, Q ranges from green to violet. I
and Q assume values in the approximate range ±0.6.
The following tables displays example values the different models use
for nine different colors. Values represented by an x can take on any
value.
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Color
Black
Gray
White

RGB
( 0, 0, 0)
(.5, .5, .5)
Cl, 1, 1)

CMY
( 1, 1, 1)
(.5, .5, .5)
( 0, 0, 0)

Red
Yellow
Green

( 1, o, 0)
( 1, 1, 0)
( 0, 1, 0)

( 0, 1, 1)
( 0, 0, 1)
( 1, 0, 1)

Cyan
Blue
Magenta

( 0, 1, 1)
( 0, 0, 1)
( 1, 0, 1)

( 1, 0, 0)
( 1, 1, 0)
( 0, 1, 0)

Color
Black
Gray
White

HLS
(x, 0, x)
% .5, 0)
(*, 1, x)

HSV
(x, x, 0)
(*, 0, .5)
(*, 0, 1)

YIQ
( 0, 0, 0)
(.5, 0, 0)
( 1, 0, 0)

Red
Yellow
Green

(0, .5,1)
(tc/3, .5,1)
(2ti/3, .5, 1)

( 0, 1, 1)
(tc/3, 1,1)
(2n/3,1,1)

(.3, .6, .21)
(.89, .32, -.31)
(.59, -.28, -.52)

Cyan
Blue
Magenta

(ft, .5, 1)
(4tu/3, .5, 1)
(5ti/3, .5, 1)

(rc, 1, 1)
(4ti/3, 1, 1)
(5ti/3, 1,1)

(.7, -.6, -.21)
(.11, -.32, .31)
(.41, .28, .52)

For examples of graphs using the direct color scheme, see the “Direct
Color Models” notebook (Macintosh) or “DirectC.The” notebook
(Windows) on your distribution disks in the Graphics directory.
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G raph P r o p o s it io n E lem ents
Using the commands on the Graph menu, you can create a wide range
of two- and three-dimensional graphs with several different types of
Line, Contour, Scatter, and Surface plots. You can also add all types of
plots to existing graph theories with the commands on the Additional
submenu.
After a graph is created, you can use the plot propositions in the graph
details to create plots of your own design. The commands on the Graph
menu create and augment graphs using a number of defaults. I f you
edit plot propositions directly, a number of error messages are dis
played at intermediate steps, often indicating that certain variables do
not currently have values.
To add a new plot to a graph, copy a plot from a neighboring graph, or
use the commands on the Graph menu’s Additional submenu. I f an
equation is selected when you choose one of these options, the equation
is used to generate the new plot. I f no equation is selected, an empty
proposition of the selected type is added to the graph details, or a
duplicate of an existing plot, or a dialog box may come up asking for the
independent and dependent variables.
You should never have to declare any of the names for the graph
bounds (left, right, north, west, top, etc.). I f such a dialog box does
comes up, you are probably trying to copy a plot between a two-dimen
sional graph theory and a three-dimensional graph theory. This is
rarely the best way to add a plot to a graph theory. Copying between
graph theories of the same type works fine, as do the Additional com
mands.
Most two- and three-dimensional graphs are created with all of the nec
essary name declarations in the Declarations comment near the top of
the details box. However, if you are trying to make a polar, cylindrical
or spherical plot in a rectangular graph theory, you will need to declare
the name “radius.” Once declared, put the name declaration in the
graph details, not in the Declarations comment for the main theory.
When you cut, copy, and paste name declarations, you may get error
messages declaring inconsistencies or unavailable values.
To gain a better understanding of the graph details, consider two
graphs, one polar, one linear, created from the simple equation y = x.
Each graph’s details (with exposed declarations) are shown below the
graph.
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Polar
/isth e radius (r)
and x is used as
the angular value
(often 0)

2

@

—2.8399788942621... 6.3456727332169= left...right

True Proportions▼ |

—2.7469956650569... 3.7474403839718= bottom...top

cropping Moderately’

Declarations

:■!:! Grid lines at FYomPolai(y,x) where x = 0 .. . 2tlfor each value
y = 0... radiusseparated by 0 cobred |Lilac•y],
•§§ Grid lines at FYo mPo la

where y = 0... radiusfor each value

X = 0 ... 2 It separated by 0 cobred |Lilac’

|f Axis at FYomPolai(radius,a:)where x = 0 ... 2 u labeled x on
this SLde~y |cobred |Lilac ▼ |.
Axis at From Polai(y,0)where^ = 0... radiuslabeled y on this sdde^ |
cobred |L ila c s |,
A ["Constant ’

named leftbehaves as Horizontal Minimum^ L

A [Constant ’

named rightbehaves as Horizontal Maximum^ |.

A [Constant’

named bottombehaves as Vertbal Minimum ^ |.

< & A |Constant’

named top behaves as Vertbal Maximum^ |.

<&A

named radiusbehaves as Polar Maximum Radius'

Constant'

/|/'-Line at F Y o m P o la i^ x ) where x

=

0... 2uwith a normal-y~|

line, colored [ Black
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Linear

©

- 3... 3 = left. ..right

Stretch to Fitw |

■3... 3 = bottom...top

cropping Moderately^

Declarations
iilil Grid lines at (x,y) where y =

x=

bottom... topfor each value

le ft... righ t separated by 0 cobred |Lilac ▼ |.

iiili Grid lines at (ar,y) where x = le ft... rightfor each value

bottom... topseparated by 0 cobred Lilacw 1.
J; Axis at (left,y) where y - bottom... toplabeled yon other sidew |
y =

cobred I Lilacs

Jj Axis at (af,bottom) where x = le ft... right labeled aeon

this sidew]

cobred |Lilac ▼ |.
A |Constants |named left behaves as Horizontal Minimumw |.
A |Constants |named rightbehaves as Horizontal Maximumw |.
^

A |Constant▼ |named bottombehaves as Vertbal Minimumw |.
A |Constant▼ |named topbehaves as|Vertbal Maximamw |.

/|/v^Line at (ac,y)where x

-

le ft... rightwith a normal▼ |line, colored

Black ▼ |.

Location
Vectors

In the polar graph, the location vectors for all plots (including the Axes
and Grid Lines) are mapped through the FromPolar function. The na
tive coordinate system of a two-dimensional graph theory is rectangu
lar; FromPolar is used to convert the coordinates. This function is
available as a predefined function. I f you create a polar graph by select
ing the menu option, a dialog box may come up asking i f you want to
declare this function as a predefined function. The name declaration is
included under the declarations comment at the top of the current
notebook.
You can use working statements to create other mapping functions of
your own design (e.g., FromHyperbolic) and use them in the same fash
ion.
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Graph
Bounds

Graph bounds Eire always in the native rectangular coordinates, even if
the displayed graph uses another coordinate system. Whenever a
graph is created, a set of default graph bounds is generated based on
the function being graphed.
You can change the graph bounds with the Knife and the open hand
pointer, or by editing the values in the graph details. I f you want to
look at the upper right-hand quadrant of a polar graph, set the bounds
to 0 ... 1 = left ... right and 0 ... 1 = bottom ... top.

Ranges and
Domains

In polar coordinate systems, it is customary to put the dependent vari
able (y or r ) before the independent variable (x or 0). In rectangular co
ordinate systems, the order of the variables is reversed. The indepen
dent variable (x) comes first.
The domain of the independent variable (x) in a linear graph is, by de
fault, dependent on the graph bounds. The Line plot in the above graph
derives x values from the range left ... right, whereas the Line plot in
the polar graph uses a “hard-wired” domain of 0 ... 271. Scrolling either
plot with the open hand pointer changes the graph bounds, but the do
main of a polar plot is not affected by this change.
In a polar plot, the domain of the independent vEiriable “wraps around”
on itself. By default, the domain is one revolution from zero to 271, mea
sured in radians. The Axes and Grid Lines plots also use this domain.
To change the domain in polar plots you have to edit these values di
rectly; they are not dependent on the graph bounds as in linear plots.
You must select the values and enter new numbers (or names or ex
pressions that evaluate to numericEd VEilues).
The range of the dependent variable in a both graphs is dependent on
the equation used to generate the graph. In a linear graph, these val
ues are displayed along the vertical (bottom ... top) axis. In a polar
graph the dependent variable is displayed along the radius.

Other
Differences

The name “radius” is a defined constant created and declared for eQI po
lar (and spherical and cylindrical) graphs. Its name declaration is
placed in the Declarations comment at the top of the graph details. The
value assigned to this constant is dependent on the logical size o f the
graphing area. I f you zoom out the radius increases and a new set of
Axes Emd Grid Lines Eire displayed using the new vEdue.
The default aspect ratio for polar graphs is True Proportions. For lin
ear graphs, the default is Stretch to Fit.
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A n im a tio n
Theorist’s animation facility lets you view a family of related graphs in
quick succession. The animation creates the illusion of movement by
creating several versions of a graph as one variable changes, saving
these images, and displaying them in rapid succession.
Animation is a technique for adding another dimension to a graph:
time. When you animate a graph that displays the relationship be
tween two variables, you introduce a third variable that changes
through time. Similarly, a graph that displays the relationship be
tween three variables, such as an Illuminated 3D graph, when ani
mated, is actually displaying the relationship between four variables.
To create an animation, start with a two- or three-dimensional graph.
The easiest way to animate a graph is to add a new variable, the ani
mation variable (a, or any name of class Variable) to one of the original
equations. This variable can be incorporated in the equation in any
fashion. You can add it to any existing variable or expression, or
multiply it onto any variable or expression, or use it alone (e.g., sin(a)).
The animation variable can also appear in any expression that affects
the graph, including the graph bounds and all plot propositions. The
variable can appear once, or several times in several expressions.
I f you incorporate an undefined variable in an expression used to gen
erate a graph, an error message appears stating that a value can not be
found for the new variable. This is perfectly normal. I f you want to
avoid this message, you can add an equation to temporarily define the
variable (e.g., a = 1), but this is not necessary.
Select the animation variable (or any expression containing the anima
tion variable—but no other variable), and choose Graph^Animation^
Start. The animation appears in place of the graph proposition.
The graph is rendered (note the calculator icon), displayed briefly, aPd
saved in memory once for each frame. When all the images are ren
dered and saved, the animation starts in earnest. Frames flash on the
screen, creating the illusion of motion.
To halt the animation click the mouse anywhere in the notebook. To
resume, click within the graph viewport. To stop the animation and re
turn the viewport to the inanimate graph state, choose Gr a p h s
Animation ►Stop. This stops animation, throws away the rendered
frames currently in memory, and gets rid of the animation controls box
below the graph.
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Frame

Animation

Value for

The size of the animation depends upon the size of your graph. A copy
of the viewport is displayed, but without the editing icons. You can not
edit a graph while animating it.
Below the animation are the animation details, including a statement
of the animation variable, its domain, and other numbers and settings.
The statement says “Animate this graph for” followed by the animation
variable and the domain over which the animation variable will vary.
When the graph is created it is initialized to run from zero up to 2n
(6.28). You can change either or both of these values.
The step value is the amount the animation variable increases from one
frame to the next.
Functions that are naturally periodic should use the “in a cycle” set
ting. Images for the starting and ending values appear the same; you
only want one frame for this value, not two. I f your function is non
periodic, use the “one-way” setting which pauses briefly between the
last and first frame.
More frames also
equals more time
to render them.

Following the domain in the statement is the total number of frames to
use in the animation. It’s simple: more frames equals more quality,
but it uses more memory. More frames produce smoother animations.
Available memory limits the actual number of frames that you can
create. When you make the graph it starts at ten (regardless of the
available memory). I f more memory is available, you can increase the
number of frames. I f not enough memory is available, decrease the
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number of frames. (Otherwise frames are generated during the
animation, slowing it significantly.)
Increasing the number of frames decreases the step value and improves
the visual resolution of the animation. The step value is determined by
dividing the range of values by the number of frames. Changing the
starting or ending domain values (or both) adjusts the step size but does
not change the number of frames. Changing the step size directly does
affect the number of frames.
The domain cycling pop-up menu determines whether the last frame is
included. I f you are animating one way the last frame is at the last
value in the domain. I f in a cycle, the last frame is one step in from the
last value; it is assumed the first value in the domain corresponds to
the last.
For comparison,
most cinematic
movies are dis
played using thirty
frames per second.

Use the speed pop-up menu to set the speed of the animation playback.
Speeds range from one frame every two seconds (1/2 fps), to thirty
frames per second. One additional setting, “Maximum,” displays the
images as fast as your machine can move them from memory to the
screen. These settings are approximate. I f the images are very large,
or you are running Theorist on a slower CPU, the display might skip
steps in order to maintain chronological correctness.

Jumpy
Animations

There are several possible reasons why an animation may appear
jumpy (as opposed to smooth and flowing).

Too Few
Frames

The most common reason for jumpy animations is not enough frames,
which you can easily change. More frames produce smoother an
imations. However, the total possible number of frames is limited by
the amount of memory available to Theorist. It’s simple: using more
firames makes for better quality but uses more memory.

Frame Rate Too
Fast

I f the animation seems only slightly jumpy, it could be that the frame
rate is too high. For instance, i f you set it to ten frames per second but
your computer can keep up at only nine frames per second, it will skip
about every tenth frame in order to keep up. To fix the problem, make
the graph smaller, set your computer to use black and white instead of
color or gray-scales, or choose a slower frame rate.

Not Enough
Memory

I f the animation is very jumpy, and you see the calculator icon flashing
in the lower left corner of the graph, Theorist may have run out of
memory. When this is the case, Theorist starts throwing away images,
requiring an image to be recalculated and redrawn the next time it
becomes the frame to display.

Virtual
Memory

Virtual memory may slow down the animation and make it look jumpy.
Accessing frames from the hard disk instead of from memory is a sure
path to jumpy animations. I f the hard disk is running constantly as it
animates, you can increase the speed by reducing the amount of mem
ory you are using for the image data. (See below.) Once it is below a
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certain threshold disk access drops dramatically and animation be
comes much faster. It may take some experimentation to find this
threshold.

(Macintosh
only)

To save a series of frames, choose G raptl^Rnim ation^Saue.... A file
selection dialog appears, asking for a file name and location. I f
QuickTime is installed, saved animations use the QuickTime format
and can be displayed with a wide variety of programs that can
incorporate QuickTime movies. I f QuickTime is not installed, saved
animations use the PICS format

No PostScript
information is
stored with an
animation file.

Images saved in the QuickTime or PICS file are bitmapped images with
the same “depth” (number of bits per pixel) as your computer screen. (I f
you are using more than one monitor, the screen with the deepest pixel
depth determines the depth of the saved images.) The amount of
memory required for each frame is determined by the screen area it
uses (the number of pixels), times the depth of your screen.

M em ory
Usage

While animating, your computer has a certain limited amount of
memory to hold the frames. A simplified formula works like this:

Saving
Animations

Memory Used = Number of Frames

x Height x Width x Screen Depth

The size of the graph on the screen can have a dramatic impact on
memory usage. For instance, i f you make the graph half as big, you
have room for four times as many frames.
Cutting down your computer’s screen depth can also make a big differ
ence. I f you normally have eight bits per pixel (typical for a color com
puter), you can switch to black and white (e.g., for line or contour plots)
and have eight times as many frames i f you are willing to do without
colors and shades. Changing from color to gray scale does not change
the number of bits per pixel. Usually, the depth is approximately the
base 2 logarithm of the number of colors a monitor can display.

Screen Ability

Depth (bits per pixel)

Black & White
2-4 shades of gray
16 shades of gray
16 colors
256 shades of gray
256 colors
16 million colors

Increasing
Application
Memory Size
(Macintosh only)

1
2
4
4

8
8
24 or 32

Even though your Macintosh may have many megabytes of available
memory, Theorist may not be able to use it. Theorist uses only the
amount of memory it is explicitly allocated in the Finder. Increasing
the Theorist application memory size gives Theorist more memory for
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animations. To do this, select the application in the Finder and choose
Get Info from the File menu to bring up the Info dialog.
This dialog looks
slightly different
under different
System versions.

Theorist/FPU Info
2n\

0 ^
sL

Theorist/FPU
2.00 October 17, 1994

Kind: application program
Size: 924K on disk (942,522 bytes used)
V here : Userdisk: Theorist:
Created: Mon, Oct 17,1994, 10:03 AM
Modified: Mon, Oct 17,1994, 1:58 PM
Version: 2.00 October 17, 1994
Comments:

r-Memory

I I Locked

Requirements----

I Suggested size:

1000

Minimum size:

1500

j Preferred size:

1500

K

The box in the lower right hand comer specifies the memory to be used
by the application. Enter the desired memory where it says “Current
size” or “Preferred size”.
Shown here is
3000K (three
thousand kilo
bytes), which is
3Mb (three
megabytes).

■Memory Requirements....

Quit Other
Applications

A simple way to free up your computer’s memory for Theorist is to exit
other running application programs. I f you exited a spreadsheet appli
cation so Theorist could use the memory the program was using,
Theorist would have so much more memory you could create a much
more complex animation.

Virtual Memory

I f your Macintosh does not have enough memory to spare for Theorist,
you can use its virtual memory capabilities. To do this in the Finder,
open the Memory control panel. Click the On button and choose a hard
disk to use. With virtual memory up and running, there is much more
memory available, some of which you can dedicate to Theorist as de
scribed above.

Virtual Memory

I f your computer does not have enough memory to spare for Theorist,
you can use the control panel to access its virtual memory capabilities.
With virtual memory up and running, there is much more memory
available for Theorist.

(Macintosh
System 7)

(MS Windows)
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Suggested size :

1500

Minimum s ize :

1500

Preferred size :

3000
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Install More
Memory

A sure-fire way to make more memory available to Theorist is to install
more memory in the computer. This involves buying RAM chips or
modules and physically plugging them inside the computer.

Image Cal
culation and
Rendering
Speed

For more complex graphs, you may notice that it takes Theorist some
time to calculate and draw the graphs as it works at the initial
animation stage of calculating, rendering, and storing the images. The
speed at which Theorist calculates and renders each frame depends
mainly upon:

O Complexity of the graph. (How many plots? How complicated
are the necessary calculations? What is the graph’s resolution?)
© CPU speed and existence of math co-processor
The image size and the number of bits per pixel have negligible effects.

Image
Animation
Speed

With the speed pop-up menu in the animation controls box, you can set
the speed at which Theorist flips through and displays the frame im
ages in the actual animating phase (after calculating and rendering).
There are no calculations involved in this, the actual animation; the
computer spends most of its time simply throwing bitmap images up on
the screen in rapid succession. The fastest setting is limited by these
main factors:
©
©
©
©

Size of the graph, in pixels
Number of bits per pixel
CPU speed
Hard disk speed (if using virtual memory)

I f virtual memory is in use and the hard disk is running constantly as it
animates, you can increase the speed by reducing the amount of mem
ory you are using for the image data (see above). Once it is below a cer
tain threshold disk access drops dramatically and animation becomes
much faster. It may take some experimentation to find this threshold.
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The existence of a math co-processor is irrelevant in this animating
phase, as is the complexity and resolution of the graphs. The images
have already been calculated; all that is happening now is the machine
is moving bytes around.

Preferences

Choose Graph ►Preferences... to bring up the graph prefs dialog.

Graph Preferences =
Animations
show:

HBorder
S Parameter Ualue
[x] Frame Number

Continuous Redraw up to
resolution
generated
pictures:

[TfT^!

'--------1

□ Paint-style Pinmap
C<3 embedded PostScript
r

Cancel

-i

I 0K I

This dialog lets you change three options related to animations. They
normally are all on. The Border option causes a black line to surround
each frame. With this off, there are no borders on the images. The
Parameter Value option shows the parameter value in the of the view
port’s upper right. The Frame Number option shows the frame number
in the viewport’s upper left.
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P r in t in g a n d E x p o r t in g G r a ph s
There are a variety of ways to print the graphs you create in Theorist.
Notebooks can be printed directly from the program and graphs can
also be copied and saved in several formats for exporting to other pro
grams.

Graph
Preferences

The P r e fe r e n c e s ... item on the Graph menu brings up a dialog in
which you can specify various options that affect the appearance of
graphs as they are displayed and printed, and the format used to copy
graphs to other software packages. Animation preferences are also
available, but are discussed elsewhere in this manual.

show/hide border around viewport
show/hide parameter value in viewport
include frame number in viewport

redraw scrolling or rotating
graphs up to this resolution

Graph Preferences
Animations
shorn:

Border
Parameter Ualue
Frame Number

Smooth Scrolling/Rotating for graphs of
loin resolution, up to resolution:

Generated
Pictures:

16 ▼

Paint-style Pixmap
embedded PostScript
Cancel
embed PostScript
(Macintosh only)

make bitmapped (on) or
object-oriented (off) image
Smooth
Scrolling/
Rotating

OK

This setting determines whether graphs scroll (2-D) or rotate (3-D)
smoothly. Set it to Always if you have a high performance computer
* and you want graphs to redraw as you drag with the hand cursor. Set
it to Never i f you have a slow computer or you would rather have the
graph redraw only after the mouse is released after dragging. Choose
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one of the other number settings if you want Theorist to decide based
upon the particular resolution of a particular graph. This setting does
not affect graph printing or exporting and is not related to the Always
Redraw item in the Graph menu.

Bitmapped vs.
Objects

The Paint-style Pixmap checkbox in the left-hand column determines
whether a graph is exported (copied or saved) as a bitmapped image or
as an object-oriented description of the panels, vertex locations, and
color settings. This option affects exported graphs but not graphs as
they appear on the screen (i.e., that with the highest number of bits per
pixel).
Bitmapped images have the same pixel depth and color map as the
monitor used to generate the images. I f you are using a Macintosh with
multiple monitors of different types, generated graph images depend on
the setting of the deepest screen.
With black and white images, simple bit-by-bit storage takes the least
memory. On the other hand, color images that are eight-bits deep (or
more) are often more efficiently stored as objects. The amount of mem
ory used for an object-oriented image depends on how many line seg
ments (for Line plots) or how many individual panels (for Surface and
Contour plots) are used to make up a graph. This in turn depends on
the resolution set for that graph.
The amount of memory used for a bitmapped image depends on the ab
solute size of the image (amount of screen real estate, in square pixels)
and the depth of each pixel (bits per pixel). Memory usage also depends
on the size of the graph.

Embedded
PostScript
(Macintosh only)

This check box determines whether PostScript descriptions are embed
ded in exported or printed graphs. I f PostScript is not embedded, the
Macintosh’s native QuickDraw is the display technology used. This op
tion affects exported graphs but not graphs as they appear on the
screen.
I f you are printing on a StyleWriter, ImageWriter, DeskWriter, or other
QuickDraw printer, turn this option off to save processing time and
memory. A PostScript description of an image is usually quite large,
and unnecessary for these printers. However, this option must be on to
print to a PostScript printer.
The PostScript description of a graph always contains full color infor
mation and overrides the Paint-style Pixmap setting in this dialog
when the picture is printed. The pixmap setting still affects the
amount of memory used and the way it displays on-screen and prints on
non-PostScript printers. The resolution of the image depends on the
resolution of the destination PostScript printer.
Note: Surface plots with Translucent or Transparent color schemes are
displayed with hollow panels on PostScript devices.
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Including a PostScript description can double or triple the size of an
image.

Printing
Graphs

To print a graph as part of a notebook choose Print... from the File
menu. (I f you are using a Macintosh, the Embedded PostScript option
in the Graph Prefs dialog should be checked if you are printing on a
PostScript printer.) Printing notebooks is described in the Introduction
section of this manual and in the Notebooks section of the Theorist
Learning Guide.

Exporting
Graph
Images

Graphs can be exported as graphic images in two of three different for
mats (MetaFile for Windows, PICT for Macintosh, and EPS for either
system).

Copy as Picture

Choose Copy as Picture from the Edit menu to copy an image of the
selected graph (or proposition or expression) to the clipboard. (The
standard Copy command copies graph data, not a graph image.)
The type of image created is determined by the settings in the Graph
Preferences dialog box.
An image copied to the clipboard can be pasted into any Macintosh
program that accepts PICT format pictures or into Windows program
which accepts MetaFile format graphics.

Generate
MetaFile

Select a graph and choose G e n e ra te M e ta F ile... from the Graph
menu to create a file that contains exactly the same information as
Copy as Picture puts into the clipboard. The command brings up a dia
log that prompts you for a file name and location. The resulting file can
be imported into programs which support MetaFiles.

Generate PICT
File

Select a graph and choose G e n e ra te PICT File... from the Graph
menu to create a file that contains exactly the same information as
Copy as PICT puts into the clipboard. The command brings up a dialog
that prompts you for a file name and location. The resulting file can be
imported into programs which support PICT files.

Generate EPS
File

Select a graph and choose G e n e ra te EPS File... from the Graph
menu to create a file that contains an Encapsulated PostScript descrip
tion of the image. The command brings up a dialog that prompts you
for a file name and location. The resulting file can be imported into
programs which support EPS files.

For Windows
only; use
Generate PICT
File on Macintosh.

For Macintosh
only; use
Generate MetaFile
on Windows.

On the Macintosh, holding down the Option key while choosing the
G enerate EPS File... menu item generates a file of type TEXT, rather
than the default EPSF type. This file can be transferred to any other
computer system and can be opened with a text editor.
An EPS file is a machine and resolution independent description of a
graphic image. EPS files can be moved from one machine to another, or
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from one architecture to another, without loss of meaning. The textual
contents of the file follow Adobe Systems standards for Encapsulated
PostScript. All surface colors are included, even on monochrome
systems.
Do not use EPS files with printers which do not support PostScript.
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Editing mathematical expressions is a distinct art. Theorist incorpo
rates a number of powerful conventions to simplify the modification of
expressions.
This section provides a description of:
•
•
•
•

The structure of mathematical expressions
Using the palette to enter expressions
An example sequence of deletions
Techniques for selecting and editing:
- Propositions
- Expressions and sub-expressions
- Multiple expressions
- Names
- Matrices and vectors
- Comments
• Examples of creating and modifying:
- Simple expressions
- Functions
- Linear operators
- Calculus expressions
- Iteration expressions
- Matrices and vectors
- Other expressions
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Ex pr essio n S t r u c t u r e
Creating and editing mathematical expressions is no ordinary task.
When publishers typeset mathematics they often refer to it as penalty
work; it takes twice as long as typesetting straight text. The computer
scientist Donald Knuth went so far as to develop his own typesetting
software (T gX ) to create his textbooks just the way he wanted.
The difficulty is inherent in the logical and visual structure of mathe
matical expressions. Unlike the linear structure of textual information,
expressions are hierarchical structures. As an example, consider the
following expression:

3V f
Most computer languages (Algol and its descendants, FORTRAN, Basic,
Pascal, C, etc.) manage to reduce the two-dimensional complexity of
such an expression to a linear string of characters. But in a graphic en
vironment, it is possible to see and work with the expression more nat
urally as a set of nested structures:

Theorist allows you to select and edit each nested object in an ex
pression.
This section discusses:
• Editing basics
• The Precedence Hierarchy and “Fortranish”
• Escape levels

Editing
Basics

To edit an existing statement, the most important concept to remember
is that each op encloses its operands. In fact, each statement, no matter
how complex, is actually one or more expressions contained by a single
op. This op is the highest-level structure in that expression. In an eq
uation this op is the equals sign. To select an equation, click on the eq
uals sign. You can use the highest-level op of any expression to select
the entire expression.
To edit an existing expression, you will get the most consistent results if
you select the portion of the expression you want to edit, rather than
trying to type into an insertion point.
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To create a new statement, press llrelurnl. An empty statement appears
(with a highlighted question mark) ready to be typed into:

□a
I f the selection point is in a proposition, the new statement appears
immediately after that proposition. I f there is no selection, the new
statement appears at the bottom of the current notebook.
To create a comment proposition, press ll^ l on the keyboard’s numeric
keypad. The proposition appears at the bottom of the notebook or after
a selected proposition. Text typed into a comment proposition wraps to
new lines based on the size of the comment box. To create a hard car
riage return (i.e., to force text to start on a new line) in a comment,
press l[shift IK™I. Pressing lK™l alone creates a new statement (as it al
ways does). I f you intend to create a comment proposition but mistak
enly create a new statement (by pressing lK "l). you can change the new
proposition into a comment by pressing lKerl immediately.
Two commands on the Edit menu, Select Out and Select In, are power
ful tools for selecting expressions and subexpressions.
Select Out expands the current selection to the next largest structural
level. I f two or more selections collide, they undergo pairwise annihila
tion. That is, if an even number of selections collide, both selections
disappear; i f an odd number of selections collide, one survives and se
lects the larger expression.
For example, in the expression x + y + z, if x and z are selected, and you
invoke Select Out, both selections reach out to enclose the whole sum,
but they collide and no selections remain. However, if x, y, and z are
each individually selected, Select Out will select the entire sum, as if
only one term was selected.
Select In selects all subexpressions of the currently selected expression.
I f you hold down Shift, Select In selects only the first subexpression.
Select In, Select Out, and additional selection tools are available on the
palette.
Typing a closing parenthesis moves the cursor from anywhere inside an
expression to the end of that expression.
I f you select part (or parts) of an expression, the effect of the characters
you type depends on whether the selections (and the entered charac
ters) are ops or literal names (or numbers).
Most ops are created with punctuation symbols (e.g., +, *, /, \). Names
are created with letters (Greek or Roman), and numbers are created
with Arabic numerals (0, 1, 2, ...). Entering an op encloses any current
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selection(s) and applies the op to that selection (or selections). Typing
in a name or literal number replaces the selection(s) with that name or
number. Several examples are included in this section.
The Tab key moves the selection to the next question mark in the same
proposition. I f there are no question marks, the selection moves to the
next subexpression of the same op. The arrow keys move the cursor in
the designated direction. Due to the structure of propositions this may
not always be your intended direction.

Precedence
Hierarchy
and
Fortran ish

Theorist was designed to allow you to enter and edit equations as natu
rally as possible, interacting with them on screen as you would on pa
per. The mouse (and commands such as Select In and Select Out) let
you work with expressions in a non-linear fashion. However, keyboard
entry is quite linear and perhaps the fastest method for entering ex
pressions.
Theorist offers two different methods of keyboard entry: one technique
particularly designed for the graphic editing environment, and another
that follows the established conventions of computer programming lan
guages (called “Fortranish”).
In general, Theorist follows the traditional rules of operator hierarchy
established by the Algol programming language (and used by its heirs,
FORTRAN, C, BASIC, Pascal, etc.). The hierarchy that Theorist uses is
shown in the following table. Each group of ops is at the same level.

Op Name

Op Character(s)

Notation Form

Square Root
Absolute Value

\ (back slash)
1 (vertical bar)

Prefix
Prefix

Subscript

_ (underscore)

Infix

|

Factorial
Power (exponent)
Adjoint
Partial Derivative

Adjoint(
Derivative(

Postfix
Infix
Postfix
Prefix

Dot Product
Cross Product

*@
*#

Infix
Infix

Function Call

(
(after function name)

Infix

Division

/

Infix

Summation

@

Infix (multiple

A
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Multiplication

*

Infix

Negation/Subtraction

—

Prefix/Infix

Addition

+

Infix

Matrix Row
Matrix Column

9

Infix
Infix

9

Evaluate At
Range
Integral
Pi Product
Conditional

EvaluateAt(
Integral( or $ )
# or PiProduct(
Conditional(

Infix (multiple)
Infix
Prefix/Infix
Infix (multiple)
Prefix

Relational Ops

=*<<>>

Infix

.. or ...

An op can either be entered before, in between, or after its arguments.
That is, ops are applied using prefix, infix, or postfix notation:
• Prefix ops are inserted before an argument. For example, to enter
a square root, type a backslash and then the number.
• Infix ops are inserted between their arguments. For example, to
enter a sum, type the first expression, a plus sign, and the second
expression.
• Infix (multiple) ops have more than two arguments and are in
serted between the first and second arguments. Use the ED key
to move to the other arguments. For example, the summation op
is inserted between the increment variable and the first value for
that variable. Press ED to move to the next argument.
• Postfix ops are inserted after their arguments. For example, to
enter five factorial, type the number five followed by an exclama
tion point.
Precedence rules are applied when an expression is potentially ambigu
ous. For example, the precedence rules dictate the expression 5 + 7x3
be interpreted as five added to the product of seven and three.
I f there is any conflict between ops of the same level, the ops bind from
right to left. This is the reverse of the order often used. This means
that a/b/c indicates:
a
b/c
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and not:
a/b
c
By default, Theorist breaks a few of the rules listed in the precedence
table. Certain machine responses seem more natural in a graphic envi
ronment. For example, i f you create an exponent (using the circumflex,
m m \ the cursor stays at the exponent level until you explicitly re
turn it to the baseline (with the 0 key).
To create the expression x2* n, using the default settings, type xA2+n.
Although this makes sense, it breaks with the standard expression hi
erarchy because the power op should bind more tightly than the addi
tion op.
The Fortranish option (on the N o t e b o o k menu’s P r e f e r e n c e s sub
menu) allows control over such bindings while you are typing expres
sions.
The following table shows how you would create the two expressions
x2+n and x2 + n with Fortranish on and off.
(default)

To Create:

With Fortranish off

With Fortranish on

x2+n

xA2+n

xA(2+n)

x2 + n

xA2 0 +n

xA2+n

I f you are familiar with entering equations in a programming language,
you may want to turn Fortranish on. With this switch on, the hierarchy
rules are followed explicitly. I f these rules are not second nature for
you, leave Fortranish off.
Expressions are copied to the clipboard in the Fortranish syntax. I f you
Copy an expression selection, the result is a text string representation
of the expression that you can Paste into another program that accepts
expressions (e.g., programming languages, spreadsheet programs). Use
Copy as Picture (on the Edit menu) to create a graphic copy of an ex
pression.
Fortranish was designed to be as compatible as possible with the equa
tion syntax of other computer systems. Most simple equations should
move between systems with a minimum of editing.
I f you are familiar with entering equations in Expressionist (the equa
tion editor from Prescience/WMS), leave Fortranish off and enter
equations as you would with that software. (Many of Expressionist’s
keyboard commands create the same structures in Theorist.)
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All examples in this section assume that Fortranish is off, unless stated
otherwise.

Escape Levels

Because Theorist does not always follow the precedence rules of equa
tion entry, you need a technique for moving between the logical levels of
an expression. Moving down from a superscript, or up from a subscript,
or out of a square root, or out of a fraction’s numerator or denominator,
are all movements from one level of an expression to another escape
level. The following ops form one distinct escape level:
Power (exponents)
Index (subscripts)
Division (numerators and denominators)
Square root
Absolute value
Integral
Summation
Pi Product
Partial derivative
Matrix (each element)
Evaluate At
Each op that graphically encloses its subexpression makes an escape
level.
The easiest way to “escape” from a level is to press the 0 key.
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U s in g t h e P a lette
The “palette” is a rectangular window that appears above the current
notebook. With the palette you can point and click to select the items
you want to use to make up an expression without using the keyboard
(except for numbers and new names). For some people, using the
palette is easier than typing equations, and is probably faster when you
first use Theorist. With practice, keyboard entry is usually faster.
To hide (or show) the palette, choose the P a l e t t e item on the
Windows submenu of the N o te b o o k menu. I f this item is checked,
the palette is displayed. To return the palette to its home position, hide
it and show it again.
The palette has two sides. The first is called the “variables palette,”
and the second is called the “functions palette.” You can switch be
tween the two sides by clicking on the two big icons on the left side
labeled x and fix).

Shared
Palette
Abilities

There are some parts of the palette which are common to both the
functions palette and the variables palette. These are the drag bar,
close box, resize box, comment icon, parentheses op icon, selection icons,
clipboard icons, and the toggle button to switch to the other palette.
Memory/
Drag bar

Palette
Toggle
Comments
Pop-up
Menu

Parentheses
Op

Selection
Commands

Clipboard
Commands

Resize
Box

On the Macintosh, the drag bar indicates the amount of available
memory. As memory is used, the bar extends to the right. As memory
becomes available, the bar moves back to the left. I f the bar moves very
close to the right-hand edge of the palette, the menu bar flashes on and
off indicating that the program is running very low on memory and may
run out. This bar is also used to move the palette; just drag it to a new
location.
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On a computer running MS Windows, the drag bar is titled with the
current notebook’s name and is used to move the palette; just drag it to
a new location. The drag bar is not a memory bar as on the Macintosh.
The close box and resize box work like standard window controls.
The comment bubble icon is the pop-up menu for comments, which
includes icons to change the font specifications of comments, change
comment text colors, and show or hide comment rulers.
The parentheses icon enters the parentheses op, surrounding the selec
tion in parentheses.
The selection tools make various expression selections as shortcuts to
dragging.
The clipboard commands are the same as those on the Edit menu.
These and other shared palette abilities are explained in detail in the
Palette section of this manual.

Variables
Palette

The variables palette shows variables, constants, and operators that
you can insert into an expression. Variables and the other items on this
side of the palette always replace the current selection.
Greek Letters Special Symbols
Menus Pop-up M enu

Wildcard Variables
Pop-up Menu

Numbers

Declared
Names

Use the \j/ pop-up menu to insert lower case Greek letters and the T
pop-up for upper case Greeks.
Use the

pop-up menu to insert wildcard variables.

The large area on the right of the variable palette displays the declared
names of all variables, constants, and operators available in the current
notebook.
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Variables palette abilities are explained in detail in the Palette section
of this manual.

Functions
Palette

The functions palette displays ops and functions. All items on this side
of the palette enclose an argument. I f you click on an op or a function
while something is selected, the selection is enclosed by that op or
function.
Manipulations

Manipulations
Pop-up M enu

Declared Functions

Use the pop-up menu on the bottom row to enter matrices of up to fourby-four elements. This pop-up menu also provides choices for inserting
a new row or column in a selected matrix.
The area on the right of the function palette displays declared func
tions. Click on a function name to enclose the current selection(s) with
that function.
Functions palette abilities are explained in detail in the Palette section
of this manual.
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Exam ple S eq u e n c e o f D eletio n s
I f you select an item in an expression and delete it, the item either dis
appears completely (if the selection is a string, a text string, or an N-ary
selection), leaving an insertion point, or the item turns into a question
mark. Deleting a question mark deletes its enclosing op, if any.
I f an entire proposition is selected (including its icon), pressing jS jl
removes the proposition and selects the proposition just above.
Pressing ll^ l when there is no selection creates a new proposition at the
bottom of the current notebook. Pressing
again removes that
proposition and selects the proposition just above. I f the next
proposition (above) is collapsed, it is not selected. To delete a collapsed
proposition, you must select it explicitly.
By repeatedly pressing
you can unravel and delete an arbitrarily
large expression from the inside out. In the following figure, x is se
lected in the initial expression, then IM^I is pressed eight times.

Selected x

Deleted x

Deleted square root

Blinking insertion point

Deleted 2; blinking insertion point

Integrand selected
/
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°J?

Integrand deleted

| ]IK l

Integral selected

□

Integral deleted

'EM

I
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S e le c t in g a n d E d it in g O bjects
This section discusses how to select and edit the following objects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Propositions
Expressions and sub-expressions
N-ary expressions
Names
Matrices and vectors
Comments

A ll editing is based on selections. Whatever you type is applied to or
inserted into the current selection. In addition, all manipulations work
on the current selection. This section discusses the different types of
selections and the kinds of editing you can do with them.
Selections work differently in different programs. In word processors,
you select a sequence of characters, or possibly a sequence of para
graphs. In spreadsheets, you can select a set of cells which are a subset
of a large matrix. In drawing programs, you select a set of objects. In
outliners, you select hierarchical trees of topics.
In Theorist, you have a mixture of all of these types of selections. Not
only that, but there can be multiple simultaneous selections. Each se
lection can be one of several types. Editing and manipulations are done
on all selections simultaneously (to the limits of plausibility).
There are four ways to make a selection with the mouse:
•
•
•
•

Click
Double-click
Click-and-drag
Double-click-and-drag

To create multiple selections, hold down IIshilt I as you click and drag or
double-click. To un-select an expression in a multiple selection, shiftclick within that expression.
You can not copy from a multiple selection, but you can paste into a
multiple selection. Whatever you paste is replicated in all selections.

Selecting
and Editing
Propositions
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Click on a proposition’s icon to select that proposition and all of its out
lining sub-topics (or daughters). Once selected, you can operate on all
of them as a unit. These selections are useful for rearranging your
propositions.
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For example, i f you press IM^I. the selected proposition and all of its
daughters are removed. I f you copy a proposition, all of its daughters
are copied with it.

G>

To duplicate a proposition, select it (by clicking on its icon), click
from the palette (or choose Copy from the Edit menu), then select
another proposition and click
(or choose P a s to , also on the Edit
menu). The copied proposition appears after the selected proposition.
Using cut instead of copy works the same way, except the first
proposition is deleted from its original position.

Selecting
and Editing

To make an expression selection, click and drag within an expression.
Only a well-formed subexpression can be selected. For example, you
can not select a square root without also selecting its argument.
There are many types of “insertion point” selections. These are analo
gous to insertion point selections in a word processor; they mark a place
for insertion. For all insertion points, the selection is indicated by a
blinking vertical bar. All non-blinking selections enclose an expression.
Typing keystrokes and clicking on the palette inserts what you enter
into the current selection(s). Op characters (mostly punctuation marks)
always enclose the current selection (if it is not an insertion point).
Name and number characters always replace the current selection.
Expressions can have the following types of selections:
•
•
•
•

The entire expression
A blinking cursor at the beginning
A blinking cursor at the end
Any type of selection in one or more subexpressions

You can use the mouse to click-and-drag to select any expression. A
single click selects a single character name; a double click selects a
multi-character name. You can also click on the distinctive part of an
op to select the op and all its enclosed expressions:
•
•
•
•

To select an equation, click on the equals sign.
To select an integral, click on the integral sign.
To select a fraction, click on the horizontal bar.
To select an expression raised to a power, click just under the
superscript.

There are some restraints on multiple selections. You can not select
something within an existing selection, nor can you select something
that encloses an existing selection.
For example, if you select 456 in the expression 123 + 456 + 789, and
then try to select the whole sum of three numbers by shift clicking and
dragging, instead of making two selections, the two selections cancel
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each other out. The same thing happens if you try these two selections
in the opposite order (selecting the sum and then attempting to select
the number). Nor can you click-drag select two terms (e.g., 456 + 789)
and then shift click to add the single term 123, or click-drag to add just
the 2.
However, you can select each of the three numbers 123, 456 and 789 in
dividually without conflict. Similarly, you can click-and-drag to select
part of each term (e.g., 2, 5, and 89). But individual numbers
(e.g., 123) can not have two distinct selections.

Selecting
N-ary
Expressions

N-ary selections are selections that include one or more elements of a
sum, product, or row vector. These expressions behave as if they were
strings with each term acting as a single character. For example, in a
sum of four terms, you can click and drag to select one, two, three, or all
four elements:
1+2+3+4
You can also insert a blinking cursor between any of the elements (on
top of one of the plus signs) or at the beginning or end of the sum. Use
the arrow keys to insert the cursor at the beginning or end. I f you se
lect with a double-click, the selection is the individual term, not the
sum. To select the entire sum, double click on one of the ops (the plus
sign in this case), or double-click on one of the terms and start to drag
across the terms.

Selecting
Names and
Numbers

Names and literal numbers in expressions behave as strings of charac
ters like a typical word processor. For example, the name “right” has
six different possible insertion points: one at the beginning, one at the
end, and four between the characters. You can also click-drag to select
one or more characters. To select the name as a whole, double click
anywhere within it.

Selecting
Matrices
and Vectors

Matrices are composed of two or more elements. Each of these elements
can contain whatever selections are appropriate for that expression.
Matrices as a whole have three special types of selections:
• Sub-matrix of the matrix
• Vertical insertion points between columns
• Horizontal insertion points between rows
To select an entire matrix, double-click on one element and drag, after
the second click, to any neighboring element. To select a sub-matrix,
click on one element, and drag to another element. To make a vertical
insertion point, click between two columns. To make a horizontal inser
tion point, click between two rows.
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To delete one or more rows from a matrix, select the entire row(s) you
want from left to right and press
. Similarly, to delete one or more
columns, select the entire column(s) from top to bottom and press
I f you select a sub-matrix, each element is replaced with a question
mark. I f you press
with a row (or column) insertion point selection,
you delete the row (or column) to the left (or above) the insertion point,
if any. I f there is no row or column,
selects the whole matrix.
Pressing lintel again removes the matrix.
To edit several matrix elements at once, click and drag over several el
ements to select them. Every keystroke, or palette entry, is applied to
each of the selected elements. I f you select the entire matrix (including
its enclosing parentheses), whatever you enter replaces the matrix. To
select all elements of a matrix individually, select the entire matrix
then choose Select In from the Edit menu.
I f you Paste an expression into a sub-matrix selection it is replicated in
each element, unless the clipboard contains a matrix. I f you paste a
matrix (cut or copied from another matrix) into a sub-matrix selection,
the matrix is pasted into the sub-matrix copying the elements one by
one. I f the copied matrix selection and the area you are pasting into
have the same number of rows and columns, the elements are pasted in
exact correspondence. I f not, the pasted matrix repeats itself (if it is too
short to fill up the selection) or terminates (if its too long).
For example, consider the following matrix:

r i
6
11
16
121

2
7
12
17
22

3
8
13
18
23

4
9
14
19
24

5 1
10
IS
20
2S

I f you copy the element 5 and then select the sub-matrix from 8 through
25 and paste, you produce this matrix:

1
6
11
16
21

2
7
12
17
22

3
S
S
S
S

4
S
S
S
S

S
S
S
S
S

On the other hand, i f you copy the sub-matrix |g ^oj

paste it into

the 8 through 25 sub-matrix, you produce the following:
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1
6
11
16
21

2
7
12
17
22

3
4
9
4
9

4
5
10
5
10

5
4
9
4
9

I f you enter characters or paste a selection into a vertical or horizontal
insertion point, one or more new rows or columns are created.
Whatever you entered or pasted is inserted into the new elements as
though they had previously existed and were selected before the paste.
I f an entire matrix is selected, entering characters or pasting a selection
replaces the matrix.
Matrices work easily with spreadsheet programs. Copy a selection of
cells out of a spreadsheet, then select a matrix or sub-matrix to paste
the cells into. I f you select a whole matrix, the matrix adjusts to accept
the cells from the spreadsheet as individual elements. I f you select a
sub-matrix, pasting works as with any other copy and paste operation.

Selecting
Comments

A selection of text inside a comment is called a comment selection. You
can have only a single selection in a comment. To edit comment
propositions use cut, copy, and paste, and the
key as you would in a
word processor.

Selection
Tools

The palette has five buttons for selecting expressions. They are espe
cially useful for selecting individual elements, making multiple selec
tions, and changing the selection.
Palette selection tools are explained in detail in the Palette section of
this manual. Their keystroke equivalents are given in Appendix A.
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E xam ples o f Ex p r essio n C r e a t io n
a n d M o d if ic a t io n
Create expressions by typing or selecting items from the palette. The
expression is entered wherever there is a selection. The interaction of
the type of the selection(s) and what you enter determines the way the
expressions appear. This interaction is rather complex, because of
Theorist’s power and flexibility. This section provides a number of ex
amples of creating and editing:
• Simple expressions
- Numbers
- Names
- Ops
• Functions
• Linear operators
• Differential and Integral expressions
• Iteration expressions
• Matrices
• Other expressions
As an example of the interaction between types of selections and en
tered expressions, consider the following selection set:

□I
□B
With the above selections, typing -1 produces:
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.whereas typing 2 produces:

□2
□*■2
□

*

Q52
.. .and typing y produces:

__

□*

Qy

□ xy

xy is new name,
not x times y.

Typed characters are interpreted as letters, numerals, or ops. Letters
(Greek and Roman) form names of functions, variables, and constants.
Numerals form numbers. Ops connect and enclose names and numbers
to make expressions. Numerals can not be used as part of a name ex
cept as subscripts.
Examples in this section assume that all necessary predefined names
have been declared and their associated predefined behaviors have been
accepted. For more information about predefined names and behaviors,
see the Expressions section.
Unless otherwise noted, the Fortranish option is off.

Simple
Expressions

The following examples show how to create simple expressions, in
cluding:
• Numbers
• Names
• Ops

Numbers
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Numbers are created by typing in numerals from the keyboard, with
one exception. To create a number in scientific notation, enter the base
value followed by the character “e”. This produces a multiplication sign
(x) followed by the number ten. Entered numbers become the exponent;
entered letters are multiplied on as names.
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Names

Comment

To Create:

Type:

55
-55

55
-55

543.21

543.21

.01

0.01

Enter the zero before the
decimal to avoid confusion
with the range op.

1.2x106

1.2e6

Use scientific notation.

1.2x10-4000

1.2e-4000

Exponent can range between
-4900 and +4900

1.23456789

1.23456789

Choose the display precision
on Prefs menu. Nineteen
digits are stored internally.

TNT

Infinity (a predefined name)

3+4/

3+4i

Complex numbers use the pre
defined name i

?

?

The question mark represents
an empty or undefined value;
select it and enter an ex
pression.

The negation op encloses the
number. Select a question
mark before entering a neg
ative value. Any other se
lection retains the selected
expression and subtracts the
number.

Names consist of one or more characters (Greek or Roman) typed in
sequence. A ll capital and lower case Roman letters can be used. Use
the apostrophe (') for the prime mark. Use two prime marks in a row
for double prime (").
Numerals can not be used as part of a name, except as subscripts.
Enter Greek letters and special characters by typing apostrophe (')
followed by the appropriate key, or select the character from the
variables palette.
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To Create: Type:

Comment

x

Single character names are dis
played in italics

sin

sin

Multi-character names are displayed
in roman font

Re

Re

Names are case-sensitive; Re * re

x

Use an apostrophe to create prime
marks
Use apostrophe and a letter to enter
Greek characters

Y

Use apostrophe and Shift with a
letter to enter upper-case Greek
characters
Use apostrophe (and sometimes
Shift) to create other symbols (see
Appendix A)

Ops
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Sh

g_h

Use the underscore character to
create subscripts

Ssan

g sun

Use any name to create a subscript

§2

g_2

Use any integer (+32000) for
subscripts

«o

'A_0

Jk

7k

Enter a question mark and any
lower-case character (a - z) to create
wildcard variables.

Ops are usually entered as punctuation marks. Any selected expression
is enclosed by the entered op.

To Create: Type:

Comment

x + 10

x+10

Spaces entered in sums are
ignored

5x

5*x
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5*

5x

Concatenation acts as mul
tiplication between numbers
and names

5(3* + 1)

5*(3*x+l)

Enter multiplication symbols
(*) explicitly, if you want to

5(3* + 1)

5[3x+l]

Use parentheses or brackets
to enclose an expression

5(3* + 1)

5{3x+l}

Or braces

5(3* + 1)

5(3x+l]

Pairs of parenthetic marks
do not have to match

xy

x*y

xy

x ll»p°«l y

* +i - 2

x+l/x 0 -2

* + i -2

x+l/x-2

*
*
*
*

+1
—2
+1
—2

Indicate multiplication be
tween names with an as
terisk (*) or a space; concat
enating names creates a new
name (xy not xy)

Fortranish on

(x+l)/x-2
(x+l)/(x-2)

Fortranish on

*2

xA2

Basic syntax

*2 + 1

xA2 0 +1

*2 + 1

xA2+l

(1 + *)2

(l+ x )A2

*"+1
*n+1

xAn+l
xA(n +l)

x2n

xA2*n

x2n

xA(2*n)

Fortranish on

Fortranish on

Fortranish on
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J2

x +1

sqrt(2)

FORTRAN language syntax

\2

Use the back slash character
to enter square roots quickly

\(xA2-l)

Fortranish on. Use paren
theses to enclose the arg
ument. I f not, the root en
closes only the x2

sqrt((x+l)/(x-l»

Use parentheses to specify
the entire argument and the
numerator and denominator

X - 1

n!

n!

(2n)\

(2n)!

Use parentheses to indicate a
factorial expression with
more than one element

1_
n\

1/n!

Parentheses are not needed
in this fraction; the factorial
op binds tightly to the n

\x I

Use a single vertical bar ( I)
to create an absolute value;
don’t type a closing vertical
bar

\g2 - S \

I

I (g_2 0 -g_l
abs(g_2 0 -g_l

FORTRAN language syntax

x* y

x*@y

Use * @ to create a dot
product

x xy

x*#y

Use * # to create a cross
product

A+

Adjoint(A)

1^2 -

£ i1

The following examples show how to edit simple expressions.
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To Change This:

To This:

Do This:

5X

5xy

Select x, type *y
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5x

Select x, type fy

nX

by

Select 5x, type /y

5x

5x
y
5(x + y)

5x

5>/x

Select x, tjqie \

5

Select x, Cut, Delete, type /, and
Paste the x back in as the de
nominator

5x

5x

Select x, type +y

X

I minus sign does double duty as an unary minus op (-5 ) and as
1indicating subtraction.
Do This:

To Change This: To This:

Functions

X

x -y

Select x, type -y

x+y

x -y

Select y, type -

x- y

x+y

Select y or -y, type -

x+y

x + y +z

Select y or x+y, type +z

x -y

x -y + z

Select -y, type +z

x -y

x —(y + z)

Select y, type +z

5x

—5x

Select 5x, type -

5x

-5 x

Click before 5, type -

5x

(~5)x

Select 5, type -

5x

5(—.x)

Select x, type -

i following examples show how to create various functions.
To create:

Type:

Comment

sinOr)

sin(x)

The first parenthesis creates the
function call op; the second es
capes the function call op.

sinL /

sin(sqrt(x/b_0»

The two closing parentheses es
cape the square root op and the
sin function, respectively.
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Linear
Operators

sin to !
cos [5?]

sin(?x)/cos(?x)

sin2x

(sin(x))A2

cosh(2x)

cosh(2x)

logC*)

log(x)

log base 10 of x

ln(jc)

ln(x)

natural log

log 2(s)

log_2 0 (x)

log base 2 of x

logx(y)

log_x 0 (y)

log base x of y

gifer

eAi*k*x

The form “sin2x” is not recom
mended. This form changes to
(sinO))2 the next time you
Simplify.

To multiply non-commutative operators onto each other, use the stan
dard technique for multiplication: type an asterisk (*) or a space.
Matrices are M-Linear operators and derivatives are D-Linear opera
tors, as are any operators you create and designate to be M- or DLinear operators. D-Linear operators may not be commutative or asso
ciative: if A, B, and C are D-Linear operators, the expression A*B*C is
interpreted as A(BC), which is not the same as (AB)C.
The following examples show how to create various Linear operators.

To Create:

Matrices

Type:

Comment

A x - Xx

A*x-'L*x

Apostrophe plus letter
for Greek

Ax-Xx

A ll»poc»l x- |[°pH°n||[»hiftiflT) ||space|x

Optional Macintosh
way

A -'B A

(AA-1)B*A

A* B A

Adjoint(A)*B*A

A matrix with a single row is displayed as a comma-separated list
(a, b, c). Matrices with more than one row are displayed without
commas.
The following examples show how to create various matrices and vec
tors.
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To Create:

Type:

Comment

(1, 2, 3)

(1,2,3)

Use commas to separate
elements

1a

(a;b;c)

Use semicolons to separate rows

c)
r ^ 2 s\

(1,2,3;4,5,6;7,8,9)

Use commas to separate
elements and semicolons to separate rows

5I

4 56
7 8 9J
0 i)

(0,i;-i,0)

-iO ]

1dx’ dv’ 3z 1r
' V2'

Derivative(x)),Deri Type Derivative( to
vative(y)),Derivati create a partial derivave(z))*( x;y;z)
tive

An

A_n

Single subscripts in
dicate a row of a matrix
or an element of a
vector

A (n m)

A_(n,m )

Two subscripts indicate
a single element of a
matrix

(a, b, c)2

(a,b,c)_2

This expression sim
plifies to b

( d

Differential
& Integral
Expressions

3

d

) ( x

)

The following examples show how to create various calculus expres
sions. To create the partial differential op O) type Derivative (. To
create an integral without limits (J ), type a dollar sign, $.

To Create:

Type:

Comment

3 y
dx

Derivative(x»*y

Enter an asterisk (*)
to explicitly indicate
multiplication

3 y
dx

Derivative(x) 0 ll*p°”l y

A space can also indicate multiplication

3 2
dx

Derivative(x»A2

A second closing ) does
the Escape
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— [xz + 2x)
dx

D e riv a tiv e (x ))(x A2+2*x)

dx

d*x

d (xy)

d(x*y)
$x

J xdx

f

Jo

xdx

Multiplication with an
asterisk (*)

||spocej

Enter an integral
without limits before
its argument

||spacej

Integral (x lh°«l d ll»p°«l x)

Enter an integral with
limits after its
argument

5*Integral(x*d*x):0:'N

Use parentheses to
indicate integral’s
argument

m o m 'n

5 1 xdx
i

f

0 V
Jo

_
X + 1

dx

In tegral(sqrt((xl)/(x+l))*d*x):0:'N

The following examples show how to create derivatives from various
expressions.

To Change This: To This:
dxJ

Click at left of y; type
D erivative(x)

JL Jy_
dx 1

Click at left edge of the fraction;
type D erivative(x)

dxy
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Click at left edge of the y, type
D erivative(x)
Select the partial derivative; type

d_
dx
anything

Do This:

3_
dx

Enclose anything in parentheses;
click on the left parenthesis; type
D erivative(x)
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Iterations

The following examples show how to create various iteration
expressions.

To Create:
^

A
n. _= 0

Type:

Comment

Summation(n) :0:5)a_n

Summations are mul
tiplied onto their
arguments because
they are D-Linear
operators

CLn
n

Summation(n):0:5)(xAn)/n!
n=on\

flQ
an
0

PiProduct(a_n):n:0:5

71 =

Other
Expressions

Pi Products enclose
arguments rather than
multiply onto them

The following examples show how to create various expressions, some of
which are useful for working with graph theories.

To Create:

Type:

Comment

0...6

a...b or
a.b

A single period between
names is sufficient to
indicate a range op

- 2...2

-2...2 or
-2..2

Use at least two dots to
create a range op
between numbers; the
first dot is interpreted
as a decimal point

x = a - 2 ... a + 2

x=a-2..a+2

a= b

a=b

x = a —2

x=a-2

a <b

a<b

a >b

a>b

a *b

a l|op'i»"|[=I b

Optional Macintosh
syntax

a *b

aob

Pascal syntax
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Optional Macintosh
syntax
a

>

a>=b

b

* =1

x 6

x = 0 [ ~ 6

-

222

f 1 _d_\
\3x’ 3yj

Pascal syntax

EvaluateAt((xA6)/6)
:(x=0):x=l
'ZssfPartiaKx^Deri
vative(y)
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Tips and Techniques

Tips and Techniques
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This section lists a few tips and techniques for using Theorist. This is
not the best place to start if you are new to the program, but i f you are
familiar with Theorist’s basic operations, these tips should help in
crease your speed and efficiency. The topics are grouped into these sec
tions:
• Algebra
• Numeric Integration
• Numeric Integration Preferences
• Symbolic Integration
• Graphs
• Editing
• Sending Notebooks via Electronic Mail
• Recovering Corrupted Notebooks
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A lg ebra
This section describes general algebraic techniques which are useful
with Theorist.

Moving
Negations

To move a negative sign from one side of an equation to the other, select
the expression contained by the negative op (but not the negative op it
self) and Isolate the expression to one side or the other.

Moving
Factors

I f a Move Over manipulation pulls over more than you want (perhaps a
numeric coefficient), select the part that should not have moved, and
use Move Over to drag it back.

Making a
Real Variable

There is no direct way to declare that a variable is real (as opposed to
complex). However, you can create transformation rules that will do
the trick.

Upon Simplify
Making
a Variable
a Constant

| transform x into X .

I f x is of class Variable, any subscripted name that uses x as a base is
also a variable. However, you can make a subscripted variable name
act as a constant with a working statement.
® o fa r 0 = 0

Enclosing
Expressions

To make a part of a sum or product act as a single unit, select the terms
that should make up the subexpression and type an opening parenthe
sis, or simplify the expression in place.

Using
Substitutions

Polynomials with non-simple terms (e.g., sin(x)) can not be factored
with the Factor manipulation. For example, the following expression
does not factor.

(sin[x])3+ 3(sin [x])2+ 3sin (x)+ 1
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However, you can create a another expression, Substitute it into this
expression and Factor the new expression.

sin(x) = 2
Q (sin[x])3+ 3 (sin[x])2+ 3 sin(x)+ 1
Q (sin[x])3+ 3(sin[x])2+ 3sin(x)+ 1 = z3+ 3z2+ 3z + 1
Q (sin[x])3+ 3(sin[x])2+ 3sin(x)+ 1 = (2 + l ) 3
Clever substitutions are also needed to factor an expression with pairs
of terms. For example, the following expression does not factor in its
current form.
( a - i > ) 3- 6 ( - a + £ ) 2 + 1 2 ( a - i > ) - 8
You could try to substitute an expression such as:

y = a -&
But this only substitutes into the two instances of a - b (it will not sub
stitute into - a + b). Instead, Isolate either a or 6 and use that.

q =b+y
Drag this equation over the first expression. This substitutes through
out, to give you an expression in y.
y '3- 6 y z + \ 2 y - ' 8
And this expression responds favorably to Factor.

Q y 3- 6t/2+ I 2 y - 8 = ( y - 2)3
Factoring
Multivariable
Polynomials
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Using the Factor manipulation on polynomials with many variables, or
polynomials with symbolic coefficients, may not produce a satisfactory
result. Sometimes the manipulation churns for a long time and accom
plishes nothing.
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In these situations, you can use Collect, Commute, and Simplify to step
the polynomial to the form you want. For example, using Factor with
the following polynomial produces a large and ugly result.

6 x 2+ x 2 —a x - b x - a b x - x + a + a b
The trick is to find the variable with the lowest, or one of the lowest,
powers, and Collect on that variable. Commute the expression until b
is the last factor of the first term.
x 2b + x 2 - a x - b x - a b x - x + a + a b
Then select the whole expression and Collect. This groups together
terms that have b as a factor.
a + (a + x 2- a x - x )i> + x 2- a x - x
The remaining terms are the same as the ones in the parentheses. Use
Commute to rearrange them, then select these four terms and Simplify.
This unifies them as a sum.
(q +

x

2- a x - x ) i > + ( q + x 2~ q x - j c )

Collect the whole expression to combine the two sums.
( q + x 2- q x - j c ) ( 6 + 1 )
The polynomial in a can also be reduced. Use Collect to pull out the a,
and then use Collect on the last two terms to pull out the x.

( - X + 1 )q + x 2- x
q ( - x + 1) + ( j c - 1 ) x
Select both of these terms and use Collect again.
( q - x ) ( - x + 1)
The complete “factored” result is:

([ q - x ] [ - x + 1 ] ) ( A + 1 )
This result can be cleaned up with Simplify.
( a - x ) ( b + 1 ) ( - J C + 1)
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Note: These tricks do not work with all polynomials. Some just do not
factor. Frequently, though, in algebraic derivations, you run into poly
nomials that can be factored, but it may take a little work with
Commute, Collect, and Simplify.
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N u m er ic I n t e g r a t io n
This section describes why symbolic integration does not always supply
an answer to a particular problem* of integration and introduces the
concept of exact numeric integration. This section presents a descrip
tion of:
•
•
•
•
•

The pitfalls of symbolic integration
Solving integrals numerically
Some potential problems caused by round-off errors
Calculating numeric integrals over the complex plane
Working with numeric integrals of expressions that contain
singularities
• Working with multiple numeric integrations

Symbolic Integration is frequently much more difficult than the simple
examples presented in this manual. In fact, most expressions have no
integral that we can write in terms of functions that we know. This has
to do with the nature of differentiation.
When you take the derivative of a function, usually it gets larger (i.e.,
more complicated). For instance,

A j- x 2si n(ar)2X = 2*x2cos(x) + ln(2) 2Xar2si n(ar) + 2-2*arsi n(ar)

simpi&

Imagine the space of all expressions. I f every expression gets more
complicated when you take its derivative, and if the number of compli
cated expressions is much larger than the number of simple expres
sions, it follows that there are plenty of left-over complicated expres
sions that are not the derivatives of some simple expression. Although
a full treatment is beyond the scope of this manual, you can see that not
all integration problems have an easy answer.
This is not to say that these expressions can not be integrated. For
instance, the following integral can not be solved in terms of trig,
hyperbolic, and exponential functions and anti-functions.

J

e~x2dx
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If, however, you include in your repertoire of functions the Error func
tion (one of the so-called “special functions”), you can write the answer
simply:

/e x2dx = ^

erf (x)

So really we are talking about whether the integral of the function can
be written in terms of functions that we “know.” The only reason we
can integrate this function,

j

dx
\f l +x 2

is because we know about the hyperbolic functions and their anti
functions.
Many years ago it was fashionable to invent new special functions for
all the useful integrals that had no closed form solution, and to spend
much effort trying to express one such function in terms of others
(Abramowitz and Stegun—see Bibliography). With today’s high speed
computers and sophisticated quadrature algorithms, it is frequently
easier to just do it all numerically and not worry about what somebody
else called this function.
To integrate numerically, you must have a definite integral with two
limits.

q

J sin(sin[x]Xcf3f)
1

All

sin(sin[ar]Xcf3f) =0.43061

(AOoukOt

0

Answers are usually good to about 9 decimal places. (See the Numeric
Integration Preferences section to learn how to adjust this.) There are
exceptions, though. For example, the numeric solution for the following
consists entirely of round off error.
f 2Tt
Q J

s in (s in [3 f]X c f3 f)

sin(sin[ar]Xcf3f) = 9.2564xl0~16
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This integral should evaluate to exactly zero because sin(sin(x)) retraces
itself in the negative direction in the second half of each cycle, just like
sin(je):

When you work with numeric integration, you can set the limits to
infinity. For example:

Q [

Of-*?:
;o

i+ x

a i i0 i + ar2

= 1.5708

ckfowtofe

Or, setting both to infinity:

A ll numeric integrals must have one real-valued variable to integrate
over. I f you want to have a path integral over the complex plane, you
must somehow break up the path into sub-paths, integrate each
individually over a single real variable parameter, and then add the
partial results together.
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For instance, the integral of e* over the circle I x I = 1, can be calculated
with one sub-path. The path is traced out by t as it runs from 0 to 2k .

□ / exd x
£\>j e xd x = / | e eIi + it dt
□ *=e-i t
This becomes (with the limits filled in by hand):
p2it

= 4,4409xicr16-3.498a<ior8i

dt

The solution is an approximate representation of zero. (By Cauchy's
integral theorem this should come out to zero because it starts and ends
at the same place and there are no poles.)
But i f you want to integrate sin(sinDr]) over a path from 1 to 1 + i, and
then from there to i, you could use the following technique.
Q i

j

sin[sin(& + l)]c?i

j-fj

sin [sin {-(+ 2+s}]di

£ ............. +...... .. -1.03438821187739-2.13198148024674x1^2

(The 10-9 part is numeric integration error.)
When you do numeric integrals, be careful i f your integral has any
singularities in it. In general, Theorist “feels out” sharp fluctuations in
your function and uses smaller increments, but at a certain point it
simply gives up. For instance, if you do this integral,

ln(3f)cf3C

ln(3f)c?3f =-1.00000001022959

cfaloulate

.. .with maximum display precision, you get a very good answer. (The
answer should be -1 exactly.) In that case the area is bounded. (It is
the same area as e~x from 0 to °o.) On the other hand, the following
integrals cause problems.
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o fj* ’

In both of these cases, the area under Vx near zero is infinite. The
integral tries to get this infinite area to cancel out with its rival; the
numeric integration algorithm figured out that it was not continuous.
(The real answer is undefined. Doing it algebraically depends upon
which branch of the logarithm you take and is ambiguous.) I f you are
afraid of running into such a singularity, draw a graph of the fiinction
and search for singularities. Once you have found them, break up the
integration path at each singularity.

Multiple
Integrals

To do multiple numeric integrals with Theorist, you must remember to
declare your variables to be independent. By default, Theorist assumes
all variables are dependent upon each other in an unspecified way. By
including an independence declaration (Notebook ►Insert submenu), you
can make these integrals simplify as they should.
When working with multiple integrals numerically, Theorist reduces
some of its accuracy requirements to achieve reasonable execution
times. Calculating integrals is essentially a process of repeated evalua
tion of the function. Although the points of evaluation and increment
sizes are strategically chosen, there are still many points. For double
integrals, the number of points is squared, and for triple integrals it is
cubed. This can lead to unacceptable performance, so Theorist adjusts
its algorithm. (See the Numeric Integration Preferences section for
more details.)
Here is some advice for dealing with a difficult multiple integral:
O Evaluate it symbolically. Even if the whole thing can not be eval
uated symbolically, sometimes integration in one or another vari
able can be done symbolically. You may want to reshuffle the in 
tegral, making the inside one the outside one and vice versa. Be
careful with the limits; they probably will have to be changed
also.
© Separate the integrand into parts that are independent of one or
the other variable. I f the two parts are added together, they are
separate integrals. I f they are multiplied, you can separate them
into two integrals that are multiplied together, which calculates
much faster.
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© Change the coordinate system. For instance this integral,

...can be evaluated by changing to polar coordinates. (Be careful
with such a conversion; you must convert the differential in ad
dition to the limits, and Theorist does not do it for you because
the conversion of the limits is very subtle.) At that point, it can
even be evaluated symbolically.
© U s e some sort of approximation for the integrand.
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N u m eric I n t e g r a t io n
P referen ces
Theorist’s algorithm used for calculating integrals is an adaptive
procedure that automatically subdivides the interval in question for
maximum precision, subdividing more in rough places than in smooth
places.
The algorithm is controlled by five parameters that you can change in
the numeric integration preferences dialog. This section describes what
they do.
Simplifying the integral of x4 from 0 to 1 produces the answer y5.

Q I

x4d x

to
Q

j x 4d x

= i

Calculating it produces the same answer, 0.2.
With the display
precision set to
the full 15 you
can see it is an
exact 0.2.

I 1 -

I

x dx

=0,2

** * * * *

to
This is because the algorithm models each interval as a fifth order
polynomial. Effectively, it finds the coefficients and then calculates the
integral for that interval from the coefficients, which is a simple for
mula. It then tries subdivision to see i f it can increase the accuracy.
I f an integral is a polynomial with an order of five or less, not only is
the algorithm exact, but it also is fast, because it quickly realizes that
further subdivision is pointless. Not all the numeric integration
settings affect the result. The preference controls are only useful for
difficult integrals.
Calculating the integral of x? from 0 to 1 (an eighth order polynomial)
produces the answer y9 (which is 0.1111111...) but you will get some
residual inaccuracy. (The exact answer you get depends upon the
machine and the version of Theorist in use.)
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There should be about nine l ’s before the inaccuracy starts. By default,
the relative error tolerance is 10-8. For an answer that is about 10-1 the
error should be less than 10~9. In this case, it will probably be about a
third of that. It is not unusual for the error to be much smaller than
the tolerance, but you can not count on it being that small; you can only
count on it being smaller than the tolerance. (But keep reading for
some pathological cases.)
You can change this relative tolerance by choosing N u m e r i c
Integration... from the Manipulate menu’ s P re feren ces
submenu.

Numeric Integration Settings^M

Mill 11

Theorist uses an adaptiue algorithm that starts
with an increment and subdiuides to conform to
rough spots until the relatiue error is beloui a
threshold.

le - 0 8

relatiue g tolerance:
double integrals:

0.0001

triple and higher:

0.01

Coarsest

k

resolution:

4e~2 ▼
1e - 1 4

Finest n resolution:

1

Cancel

Change the default setting, le -8, to le -4 and press llrelurnl. Then, Calculate
the integral again and note that you get fewer digits of precision. It is
hard, however, to predict what the error will be; sometimes the answer
is much better than what the tolerance would suggest.
I f you change the tolerance to 0.1, a very coarse setting, your answer is
still good to about four digits. In fact, any tolerance from 0.5 (the max
imum reasonable) down to 0.0006 gives you the same result. This is be
cause the algorithm always does a minimal amount of sampling. By de
fault, it does at least about two dozen samples even if it feels that the
function is perfectly smooth.
This is controlled by the first pop-up menu, COarSGSt H TGsolution.
I f you set it to l e -1 (from its default of 4e-2), and set the tolerance to 0.5,
it instead does about eight samples and gives you an answer with just a
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few digits of resolution. The numbers le -1 (=0.1) and 4e~2 (=0.04) and
the others are all approximately the fraction of the interval that is used
as the starting increment. The actual locations evaluated are unevenly
spaced and the separation varies from that shown on the pop-up, but
this number should give you an approximate idea of what it is doing.
You should adjust this setting upward if your integral is tricky and
Theorist is fooled by its smooth appearance. You should adjust it
downward, along with the epsilon, to speed integral calculation (e.g., if
a graph uses it).
Delete all of your calculations and type In teg ra l(y *d *x ) 023 0 023 1.

0
On the next line type y=x A2 0

+Conditional(l,(x>0.7)(x<0.71); 0,1*

1
0

[x > 0 .7 ][x < 0 . 7 1 ]^

1

/

Choose Graptlty = f(n )^ L in ea r to make a graph of it so you can see it
looks just like a parabola. The graphing software was fooled by the
conditional, which is a sudden pulse right at 0.50. Use the Knife to
zoom in on the section near x = 0.70 through 0.71. It has height 1 and
width 0.01 so the additional contribution to the integral is 0.01.
Set the numeric integration preferences to default l e -8 tolerance and
coarsest le -1. The value of this integral should be 1/3 plus 0.01 i f done
exactly.
I f you numerically integrate, you get the answer
0.333333333..., which shows that the extra pulse was ignored. Since
there are only about eight samples, the algorithm completely stepped
over the pulse and missed it. It would have got the idea to subdivide
more, except the points it sampled all seemed like they came from x2,
which is perfectly smooth as far as it is concerned.
In the numeric integration preferences dialog, set the Coarsest setting
to smaller values. Each time, select a character in one of the
assumptions and re-type it to trigger recalculation. For instance, select
the 2 from x 2 and type 2 so the equation remains the same (though
Theorist thinks it is different). You will notice that you have to go to
le -3. That means it starts with one thousand evaluations before it even
decides to go deeper. Once you choose that setting, you will notice the
time it takes to do the integral is much longer. There are two reasons
for this:
O It takes longer to do 700 evaluations than 25 or 200.
© Once it “feels” that the pulse is in there, it will “feel around” and
subdivide intervals in the neighborhood of the discontinuities in
an effort to improve the resulting integral. It probably does
another six hundred evaluations near the pulse.
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And the answer, you will see, is .343333333..., meaning it correctly in
tegrated the pulse.
Since the algorithm is designed for more continuous, analytic functions,
it has a hard time with the step functions we put in. I f the pulse were a
Gaussian bell curve, for instance, the algorithm would be able to feel it
from a distance even with a coarse setting. Once it feels something
funny, it subdivides to get more resolution, and usually correctly dis
covers and carves its way around just about anything that is there.
A t this point, you have adjusted the “coarsest” setting so Theorist
notices the rough spot. To increase accuracy from here, change the
“relative y tolerance.” This makes the adaptive algorithm work harder.
Tightening the Coarsest setting causes it to put more work into the
smooth parts, which is pointless.
Get the y equation and change it to y = Vx, • Change the Numeric
Integration Preferences back to their default settings (relative y
tolerance le -8 and Coarsest = 4e~2). I f you try to integrate it, it will
take a long time and return the value ?. It returns ? because it is a
problem integral—it does not converge. The place where it does not
converge is right at x = 0. The algorithm zeroes in on the problem spot
and subdivides repeatedly in a vain attempt at reaching some conclu
sion. It only quits when it has reached the threshold indicated at the
bottom of the numeric integration preferences dialog. By default it is
set to 10-14, the finest setting. This means that, i f warranted, it
subdivides the interval into pieces that are one 1014th of the whole
interval in order to achieve more accuracy, but finer than that, it gives
up and returns ?. (Note that the whole interval is not covered with
increments that small; it uses such increments only in the immediate
neighborhood of the problem. Just outside of that neighborhood,
however, are increments just two or four times larger, and outside of
those, larger ones, until you get out to the normal part again.) With yx ,
it continued to subdivide because there was no solution, and it stopped
at the Finest limit, after more than 2000 function evaluations.
To save time, you can restrict this to a more coarse setting. Set this to
10-5 and see how it takes much less time. A t this setting this integral
only evaluates about 600 times.
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S y m b o l ic I n t e g r a t io n
This section describes:
•
•
•
•
•

Using the Simplify manipulation to solve elementary integrations
Integrating linear and rational functions
Integrating expressions that contain constants
Using Independence Declarations in order to solve integrations
Using the transformations in the New Notebook

A ll of the transformations in this tutorial use rules in the New
Notebook. As long as you have the unmodified New Notebook file, as it
came with Theorist, in the same directory as the Theorist program,
choosing New Notebook from the File menu produces a notebook which
includes these rules. It contains a useful subset of trig, log and
hyperbolic rules, and other rules that are handy for integration. I f you
are going to be doing any serious integration, it is highly recommended
that you start with that notebook. A more complete set of rules for
transcendental functions can be found in the Transcendental Functions
directory, in the Mathematics directory. A more complete set of rules
for integration can be found in the Integration notebook in the Integral
Tables directory. (Refer to Appendix C for a complete list of notebook
directories and filenames.)
I f you only need a few general rules of integration, the notebook named
“Integration” may provide all the tools you need. It contains a few irra
tional integrals, a few exponential and logarithmic integrals, but only
simple forms. All of the other notebooks cover specific categories of in
tegrals in more detail.
One strategy that works well is to leave all of the integration rules in
their separate notebooks and, when you need to do an integral, copy the
integral out of your notebook, open one of the specific integral note
books, paste your integral into it, solve it, then copy it back to your
original notebook.
Many integrals can be solved automatically by Theorist when it simpli
fies an expression. For example, the following integral solution appears
when you use the Simplify manipulation.

£ j f ! + 3 * + = J L ^ + ln(x)+^x4
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Theorist can integrate all of the trig, arctrig, hyperbolic and antihyperbolic functions automatically. For example:

□ J s in (x )d x
& J s in (x )c £ x = -c o s (x )
And:

□ fa rc se c h (x )c ? x
& J a rc s e c h (x )d x = x a rc s e c h (x ) + a r c s in (x )
Theorist can also integrate functions of linear functions. For example:

□ f f s in p x + 7] + [a x &J '(sin [ 5x + 7] + [a x

ji] 22) c?x

- jt] 22) g?x

=

-^ o o s ( 5x + 7)

Theorist can also integrate any expression of the form dx/x into a log
arithm.

dx
iJ —
e * ++5
&

fJ

— — dx
e *+ 5

= ln (e * + 5 )

You can integrate rational functions (a polynomial divided by another
polynomial) by clicking on the integral sign and choosing Expand.
Expand will do the extra manipulations needed to integrate these inte
grals. However, these manipulations may take some time. For exam
ple, the following integral requires three expands.
x 4+4x'J-7x 2+3x + 14 ,
-------------------------dx
x2- l
f x 4+4x 3-7x 2+3x + 14rfx

■I

|

f x M x M x f + 3 x + 14di. _ Iin (x s-1.)+ V + 2 X 8- 6 * + s f f - J - d x '

J

X

~

1

y 3* "1

;

a f * 4+4* 3-7x 2+3x + 14rfx . 8arctanh( . x ) + ! ln(x 2- l ) + V + 2 x 2-6x
J
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Some of these integrals (especially with larger denominators) may yield
complex logarithms. The New Notebook has rules to digest these and to
turn them into the arctangents they should be. For example, consider
the following integral. Upon the first Expand, you get:
/ d%

°Jrb
-

= - ^ ? a r c t a n [ x ] + ^ l n [ x 2+ l ] + ^ m j +

)l-x
And upon another Expand you get:

&j

-

= ^ a rrta n (x )+ ^ ln (x + l ) - ^ l n ( x - 1 )

When you do integrals like this, you will often need to use the Expand
manipulation one or more times to get the i ’s to multiply out. (To make
the two logarithms combine, Collect, select the inner part, and Collect
again.)
When you expand an integral like this, Theorist goes through these
steps to integrate it:
O
©
0
©
©

Expands the numerator and denominator to make polynomials
I f the numerator is higher order than the denominator, Expand
to divide until this is no longer true
Take remainder, Factor denominator
Take fraction, Expand to do a partial fraction decomposition
Integrate each piece

Because Theorist does this somewhat blindly, it can easily get lost and
spend a lot of time factoring and expanding polynomials, until it runs
out of memory, especially for higher order polynomials. Therefore, you
may want to follow the above steps yourself to avoid unnecessary de
lays.
You can integrate many trig-heavy expressions with the substitution
y = t a n ^ j . Here’s how to do it:
©
©
©
©
©

Enter integral.
Take any trig function (other than sin and cos) and transform
into sin and cos.
Enter y = t a n ^ j .
Solve for x = 2 arctan(y). Substitute into integral.
Carefully use Collect, Expand, and Simplify to make most or all
of the factors of (y2 + 1) go away, or at least reduce to a single
factor. Do not just Expand or it takes a long time.
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©
©

When the integral gets more simple, it should be a rational
function. Expand to solve it.
Back-Substitute to get rid of y.

When you integrate functions, be sure all the other names used are ei
ther constant or are independent of the variable of integration.
The name a is declared as a constant.

0 / 2■dx
.
& j —d x

= a ln (x )

Whereas y is not a constant, and x and y are not declared as in
dependent.

□

I

ydx

Sometimes i f you just change the form of an expression, it will in
tegrate. For example, consider the following integral.
□

Transform the denominator to

A

(

) sin
sin(*
(x)

V c s c ( jc )

dx
sin (x)

dx

• Then it is an easy Simplify.
TrarvefoTTK,

1

csc(x)

£ f dx

mln/_ coi-rK] + e s c SimpKfr

} srn(x)
Similarly, consider this integral:

□j(sin[x])Pe$x
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After transforming (sinM )2, it simplifies easily.

& f(sin[x])Pc?x = J ^ [-c o s{2 :c }+ l]jc $ x
& j (sin [ x j f d x =

iW wtf™

sin [2 k] + x j
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G raphs
Subscripted
variables

I f a subscripted variable does not appear in the dialog box for selecting
the dependent and independent variables to use for a graph, enter a
minimum or maximum expression using the subscripted name and
make the expression a working statement. For example, if Za does not
appear in the dialog box, enter an equation, z a > 0.
Subscripted names often refer to matrix elements and, if a subscripted
name is interpreted that way by the program, matrix elements are not
shown in this dialog box as possible variables.

Balancing
Bounds

To create a range of values for the one of the graph bounds centered on
zero, select the range (click on the three dots), Select In twice and enter
a value. This only works if the first range value is already negative and
the second is not. You can also shift-click to select more than one
range, and change them all at once.

Theories

A theory is a part of a notebook fenced off from the rest. All proposi
tions outside it are in effect inside, but propositions inside the theory
have no effect outside it. You can use theories to make multiple plots
from the same equation. For an example of this, see the Spherical
Family notebook from the Notebooks Disk supplied with the Theorist
package.
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E d it in g
Negating
Expressions

To negate an existing expression, select it and type
Just entering a
minus sign op into an insertion point usually enters a minus sign and a
new (empty) expression.

Editing
on the Left

Many of the rules for keyboard entry work in reverse i f you click on the
left side of an expression. For example, if you click to the left of a vari
able and type +, a new question mark is added to the left side rather
than the right.
You can enclose a name or number in a square root by clicking on its
left side and typing a backslash. This works for all prefix ops (square
root, absolute value, partial derivative, negate, integral).

Editing
Matrices

To select all the elements of a matrix, double-click-and-drag on any el
ement. That is, click twice on one element, and hold and drag the
mouse after the second click to any other element. To select a row (or
column), click and drag across all of the elements in that row (or col
umn). To select more than one row (or column) click on an element in
the top-right corner and drag to the element in the bottom-left comer,
or vice versa. With these selections you can cut, copy, or delete the el
ements.
Removing a row (or column) leaves a blinking insertion point the length
of the row (or height of the column). Pressing IM^I removes the next
row above (or the next column to the left). You can also create a blink
ing insertion point by clicking between matrix elements. Rows (or
columns) can be pasted into this insertion point. Single characters, or
expressions copied from somewhere else, are pasted in as a set of ele
ments, filling up the width of the row (or height of the column).

Creating
Identity
Matrices

An identity matrix contains a diagonal of ones, and all other elements
are zero, such as:

100 o )
0 10 0
0 0 10
0 00 ij
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To create an identity matrix:
O make a square matrix
© select all elements individually (select the matrix as a whole then
use Select In)
©choose Row/Column Number from the Notebook menu’s
Insert submenu
© in the Insert Index dialog, choose Row Index starting at 1
© enter an equals sign
©choose Rom/Column Number from the Notebook menu’s
Insert submenu
Q in the Insert Index dialog, choose Column Index starting at 1
© select the entire matrix and use the Calculate manipulation
For smaller identity matrices, it may be easier to simply use multiple
selections or type directly.
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S e n d in g N o t e b o o k s v ia
E l e c t r o n ic M ail
You may want to use electronic mail to share your Theorist notebooks
(or just individual equations or expressions) with friends and
colleagues. Unfortunately, most contemporary electronic mail systems
assume you are sending human-readable text, and therefore feel free to
make small changes that a human could supposedly tolerate, such as
adding introductions and trailers, stripping o ff high bits from
characters, adding or removing spaces here and there, etc. For most
kinds of non-textual files, you can not just paste the data or transmit a
file into your e-mail message directly. In many cases, there are ways
built into the e-mail systems to move such files, but this is not
necessary with Theorist.
Theorist notebook files are actually textual and the data is the same as
the data that you get when you copy and paste. You can send this data
over e-mail and it will come out intact on the other end for a friend to
copy into Theorist or to open as a notebook.
To send just an equation, select the equation, choose C op y from the
Edit menu, and go to your terminal emulator program and Paste. I f
you get an equation in the mail like this, simply take the text, copy it
out of your terminal emulator, and paste it into Theorist.
You can send equations, or small subexpressions, or whole propositions,
or a set of indented propositions that you copy out of your notebook.
Anything that you can copy out, using the normal Copy command, will
work. (Do not use Copy as Picture—this will yield a binary graphic that
will not go over e-mail easily.)
You can even send a whole graph, but you should be careful because
most graphs depend on the equation(s) they were built upon, and
whoever gets your graph will want that information, too.
To send a whole notebook, first save it in a file. (On a Macintosh, you
should hold down the Option key as you choose Save, so the file will be
saved as type TEXT so you can open it with a word processor or
terminal emulator.) Then, just send the text file with your terminal
emulator program.
When you receive the data, you can save the whole e-mail message in a
file, or just the notebook part, if you want. The notebook data starts
with a ~v and ends with a ~e. When Theorist reads a notebook file, it
skips all text until it finds a ~v, and then only reads until the ~e, and
ignores the rest. As long as the extra text before the notebook data has
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no tilde characters in it (or if it does, make sure there is no v
immediately following it), you can open the whole file directly.
Then, open the file by choosing Open from the File menu. (On a
Macintosh, to open a TEXT-type notebook, hold down the Option key as
you choose Open.) Theorist should read the notebook in without
problems. I f there are any problems, see the next section’s tips.
You should be careful copying and pasting text through a terminal
emulator i f you are using a high speed modem. Sometimes, some part
of the system will not be able to keep up and text w ill be lost,
sometimes several lines worth hidden somewhere in the middle of your
data. It is best to experiment first with some text document that is
about 10K in size, sending it up, and retrieving it back, and comparing
with the original to see if any data was corrupted. A better way is
frequently to use xmodem or its variants ymodem or zmodem (do a man
-k xm odem on Unix systems).
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R e c o v e r in g C o r r u p t e d
N o tebo o ks
Theorist file storage is reasonably robust. It is designed to be able to
read in your notebook even if it was generated by an older version of
Theorist, or i f it has been sent through electronic mail.
Occasionally, you may have a situation where a Theorist notebook has
become corrupted and Theorist tells you that it simply can not recon
struct the data. There are a number of measures you can take to try to
recover parts of your data. Keep in mind, however, the best way by far
is to make frequent backups.
The measures in this section are only for emergency situations. You
should not be doing them on a regular basis. Notebooks that have been
cut and pasted together as described in this section are not guaranteed
to work as documented in the manual.
On a Macintosh, the first thing to try is to open the file with the Option
key held down. This will activate parts of the code that are more
lenient and will increase your chances of successfully loading the data.
I f that does not work, you can try opening the file with a text editor.
(On the Macintosh, you will probably have to use an editor that ignores
the file type, such as BBEdit, or else you must change the file type to
TEXT with ResEdit or a similar tool.)
Once you are looking at the data, your equations will be in front of you
in textual form, roughly the same as when you copy and paste them,
probably near the bottom. In addition, there will be a lot of other data
that you may or may not need.
Open a new notebook in Theorist and start copying and pasting sections
out of the text editor into Theorist. Frequently, the error is just in one
location, so you might be able to grab large sections of the file and paste
them in without problems.
You should grab pieces that are self-contained. Equations are stored
textually in a format that is the same as when you copy and paste
them: they should be recognizable and you should copy out whole equa
tions or expressions at once.
The rest of Theorist notebook data consists of commands that start with
~ and a letter. ~v signifies the beginning, and ~e signifies the end.
Capital letter combinations are more significant. A good strategy is to
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copy a section of text starting at one tilde-capital and ending before an
other.
Graphs are quite complex. They start with a ~G or ~Z, and end with a
~t. Individual blocks of comment text start with ] I Expr I [ and end
with ] I [. You can copy such a block out and paste it into a comment, or
into Expressionist, to recreate only that text. Do not paste such data
directly into a Theorist assumption.
Once you have recovered your data, save it safely in your new notebook.
Theorist should always be able to read in a notebook that's been freshly
saved.
Remember that, i f you open a file, and it gets an error, the notebook
will not open. But, if you paste in data, and it gets an error, the part
that was pasted in successfully will remain in.
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This section provides a list of all menu commands in Theorist with a
brief description of what each option does. All menu items execute a
command immediately, branch to submenus, or bring up a dialog box.
Any menu option that ends in an ellipsis (...) brings up a dialog box.
Items which end with a small arrow open submenus, and options which
begin with a small arrow are submenu items.
The Theorist menus are:
• File (for creating, opening, closing, saving, and printing
notebooks and stationery files, and exiting Theorist)
• Edit (for editing equations, expressions, comments, propositions,
and graphs)
• Notebook (for arranging and working with propositions and
notebooks)
• Manipulate (for evaluating, rearranging, and exploring
expressions)
• Graph (for making and modifying graphs, and for extracting data
from graphs)
See Appendix A for a handy reference for keystroke equivalents of
menu items.
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F ile M enu
New
Notebook

Creates a new notebook with the default propositions as saved in the
“New Notebook” (Macintosh) or “NewNote.The” file (Windows).

Open
Notebook...

Brings up the file selection dialog, asking for a location and name of an
existing notebook file.

Close
Notebook

Closes the current notebook window, as if you clicked on the close box.
I f there are any un-saved changes, you are asked whether you want to
save the file.

Save
Notebook

Saves the current notebook window in its file. I f it is a new untitled
notebook (i.e., it has not yet been saved), you are prompted for a file
name.

Save as...

Brings up the file selection dialog, asking for a location and name for
saving the current notebook window in a file. Any file previously
associated with the current notebook remains as most recently saved.

Auto Save

When this item is checked, Theorist periodically saves the current
notebook window in its file.

Revert to
Saved

Disposes of all changes to the current notebook since it was last saved
or opened. You are asked to confirm this command.

Page Setup...

(The menu item is named Page Setup on Macintosh or Printer Setup on
Windows.) Brings up a dialog for you to change or verify the print
settings. The dialog varies depending upon the type of printer and
printer driver you are using.

or

Printer
Setup...
Print
Notebook...
Quit
or

Exit

Prints the current notebook. A dialog box appears with printing
options. The dialog varies depending upon the type of printer you are
using.
(The menu item is named Quit on Macintosh or Exit on Windows.)
Quits Theorist, first prompting you to save changed files, i f any. Any
startup notebooks that opened automatically are saved automatically.
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E d it M enu
Undo

Reverts the current notebook to its state before the most recent change.
Some changes can not be undone.

Cut

Copies the current selection to the clipboard, then deletes the selection.
Expressions are stored as text in the Fortranish format.

Copy

Copies the current selection to the clipboard. Expressions are stored as
text in the Fortranish format.

Copy as
Picture

Copies the current selection (proposition, expression, or graph) to the
clipboard as a picture. Selected expressions are stored as MetaFiles
(Windows) or PICTs (Macintosh), with embedded information to recon
struct them in Expressionist. Graphs are copied as graphic images as
specified in the graph preferences.

Paste

Pastes the contents of the clipboard, replacing, or just after, the current
selection. I f there is no selection, the clipboard is pasted at the bottom
of the current notebook.

Clear

Deletes the current selection; the same as pressing Delete on the
keyboard.

Select In

Changes each current selection to a multiple selection, selecting each
subexpression of the current selection. Hold down Shift to select only
the first subexpression.

Select Out

Changes each current selection to a selection of the enclosing expres
sion or proposition. I f two or more selections collide, they undergo
pairwise annihilation; that is, if an even number of selections collide, no
selections are left, but if an odd number of selections collide, one selec
tion remains.

Comment
Font...

Brings up a dialog to set the font, size, and style of the current comment
selection. This command only works on comment selections.

Comment
Styled

This submenu includes items for changing the style of the current
comment selection to plain, bold, italic, or underline.

Comment
Coloi>

This submenu includes items for changing the current comment
selection to one of fourteen predefined colors, or from a palette of all
available colors.
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N o t e b o o k M enu
Clarify

Scans the current notebook for any syntax errors, undeclared names, or
other problems and re-generates all graphs from current expressions.

Windows^

This submenu contains a list of all open notebooks. Choosing an item
from this list makes that notebook the active window.

Expose

Un-collapses the selected item(s). It exposes all daughter propositions
of the selected proposition or exposes an expression collapsar for view.

Expose All

Un-collapses all propositions and all collapsars in the current notebook.

Collapse

Collapses the selected item(s). It collapses all daughter propositions
beneath a proposition or collapses an expression into a collapsar.

Collapse All

Collapses all propositions in the current notebook. Collapse A ll does
not collapse any expressions.

Indent Left

Moves each selected proposition one level to the left. I f a selected
proposition is an inline proposition, it becomes a daughter proposition.
The selections can be all or part of a proposition or expression.

Indent Right

Moves each selected proposition one level to the right. I f a selected
proposition is already a daughter proposition, it becomes an inline
proposition. The selections can be all or part o f a proposition or
expression.

Insert ►

The Insert submenu provides commands for inserting propositions and
parts of expressions.

►Row/Column
Number

Inserts an integer into the current selection (if the selection is some or
all of the elements of a matrix) that is the row or column number of the
matrix element. I f a selection is inside nested matrices, the outermost
matrix is used to determine the row or column number.

►Page Break

Inserts a page break proposition icon, which forces subsequent
propositions to appear on a new page when the notebook is printed.

►Case Theory

Creates a new Case Theory that encloses all currently selected
propositions (if any) and all daughter or dependent propositions (if any).

►Transform
Rule

Inserts one or more new transformation rule proposition(s). I f one or
more equation is selected, a transformation rule is created for each
equation. The left side of each equation becomes a pattern and the
right side becomes a replacement.
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►Independence Inserts a new Independence Declaration after the current selection or
Decl.
at the bottom of the current notebook if there is no selection.

Make
Working
Stmt

Turns the currently selected assumption(s) or conclusion(s) into
working statements. Any existing working statements that conflict
with the new one(s) stop being working statements. The selections can
be all or part of a proposition or expression.

Stop Working
Stmt

Changes selected working statement(s) to regular statements. I f the
statement is required to be a working statement (e.g., for a graph), the
statement (or one like it) becomes a working statement again immedi
ately. The selections can be all or part of a proposition or expression.

Get Info

For each selected object, this command displays a dialog that describes
the object and its relationship to other objects. You can get information
about any proposition, name, number, expression, or graph theory.

Display
Precision ►

The items on this submenu let you set the total number of decimal
digits, counting from the leading digit, shown on the screen for
numerical values. This preference affects display only; the full 15 digit
precision is maintained internally. (Default: 5 digits)

Comment
Rulers...

Brings up a dialog which lets you set the units of measurement for
comment rulers, set the default ruler size, and determine whether
rulers are shown in the notebook or hidden.

Notebook
Font...

Brings up a dialog which allows you to sets the font, size, and style
characteristics to be used for displayed expressions and comments.

Preferences ►

The items on this submenu control various notebook preference options.

►Fortranish
►Palette
AutoToggle

Determines whether keyboard input follows FORTRAN precedence
rules explicitly. (Default: off)
I f checked on, the palette flips between the functions side and the
variables side, anticipating your next click. I f unchecked (off), the
palette toggles only when you click on its icon. (Default: on)

►Enter Key...

Brings up a dialog which lets you define the functions of the Return
and/or Enter keys.

►Show Icons

Shows or hides all proposition icons and graph buttons. (Default: on)

►Show Steps

Shows or hides all manipulation steps to the right of conclusions.
(Default: on)

►Print
Header...
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Brings up a dialog which lets you specify the information to be printed
on each page of the notebook.
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M a n ip u la t e M enu
Calculate

Evaluates an expression to a number like a pocket calculator.

Simplify

Executes a wide range of operations designed to reduce an expression to
a simple canonical form.

Expand

Executes a range of operations designed to expand an expression to its
most explicit form.

Collect

Executes several operations designed to group similar parts of an ex
pression together.

Factor

Executes several operations designed to dismantle an expression into
its most fundamental parts or terms.

Isolate

“Solves” an equation for a selected expression.

Apply

Selects each side of a selected equation (or the numerator and den
ominator of a selected fraction) so that all subsequent manipulations
are applied equally to both sides. Can also augment expressions in
many other ways without destroying an expression’s logical integrity.

Transform

Executes all transformation rules set to execute “Upon Transform.”
Transform is designed as a means for you to extend Theorist’s cap
abilities by identifying expressions of particular forms and turning
them into different forms.

Othei>

The items on this submenu invoke special manipulations.

► UnCalculate

Undoes the effects of the Calculate manipulation (if possible), eliminat
ing round-off error and symbolically reconstructing numeric values.

►MiniExpand

Executes the Expand manipulation on the outer-most layer of an
expression.

►Substitute

Replaces expressions of a particular form with an equivalent expression
of a different form.

►Taylor Series

Generates a Taylor series of a continuous function.

►Int. by Parts

Integrates the selected part of a larger integral.

►Commute

Rearranges terms in a sum, or factors in a product or dot product.

►Move Over

Moves an expression from one side of an equation to the other.
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Find Graph
Root

Finds the numerical value of the horizontal coordinate that zeros the
vertical coordinate of a Line plot in a 2-D graph theory. Also finds the
numerical value of the horizontal and vertical coordinates that simul
taneously zeros two Contour plots in a 2-D graph theory. In both cases,
values for all variables are presented in a separate case theory.

Table ►

The items on this submenu invoke special table manipulations.

►Generate...
►Integrate
Differential
Equation...
►Fourier
Transform

Brings up a dialog which allows you to create a new table by evaluating
the selected expression, varying the value of a variable.
Brings up a dialog which allows you to integrate an initial-value
ordinary differential equation.
Creates a new table which is the Fourier transform of the selected
table.

►Inverse
Fourier
Transform

Creates a new table which is the inverse Fourier transform of the
selected table.

ReManpulate
N ow

Repairs conclusions which need to be evaluated because one or more as
sumptions have changed.

Always
ReManipulate

When this item is on, Theorist always repairs conclusions which need to
be evaluated because one or more assumptions have changed.

Divert
Cascade

Reattaches a broken cascade of conclusions, replacing the selected prob
lem conclusion with the selected replacement conclusion.

Preferences ►

The items on this submenu control various manipulations preference
options.

►Auto Simplify

When this item is on, Theorist executes the Simplify manipulation (up
to ten times or until the expression stops changing) sifter executing any
other manipulation other than Apply and Commute. (Default: on)

►Auto Casing

When this item is on, Theorist forces manipulations to generate sepa
rate case theories or arbitrary constants to display all results of a ma
nipulation that generates multiple values. (Default: off)

►Auto
Collapsar

When this item is on, Theorist displays all expressions longer than the
screen width as collapsars. (Default: off)

►Arbitrary
Constants...

Brings up a dialog to change the settings for arbitrary constants and
variables.

►Numerical
Integration...

Brings up a dialog to change the parameters which affect the speed and
accuracy of numerical integration.
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G raph M enu
y = f(x) ►

Each command on this submenu creates a graph with one dependent
and one independent variable.

►Linear

Creates a rectangular 2-D graph with a linear coordinate system.

►SemiLog

Creates a rectangular 2-D graph with linear horizontal coordinates and
logarithmic vertical coordinates.

►SemiLog-X

Creates a rectangular 2-D graph with logarithmic horizontal co
ordinates and linear vertical coordinates.

►Log-Log

Creates a rectangular 2-D graph with logarithmic horizontal and ver
tical coordinates.

►Polar

Creates a rectangular 2-D graph with a polar coordinate system.

►Complex 3D

Creates a rectangular 3-D graph containing a colored surface plot de
picting a complex function on the complex plane.

z = f(x, y) ►

Each command on this sub-menu creates a graph with one dependent
variable and two independent variables.

►Density 2D

Creates a rectangular 2-D graph displaying the dependent variable as a
range of gray values.

►Contour 2D

Creates a rectangular 2-D graph displaying the dependent variable as a
selection of labeled contours.

►Color 3D

Creates a rectangular 3-D graph containing a colored surface plot.

►Ilium. 3D

Creates a rectangular 3-D graph containing an illuminated surface plot.

►Spherical 3D

Creates a 3-D graph with a spherical coordinate system containing an
illuminated surface plot.

►Cylindrical
3D

Creates a 3-D graph with a cylindrical coordinate system containing an
illuminated surface plot.

Other ►

This sub-menu contains commands to create special graphs.

►x = f(t),
y = g(t)
Parametric

Creates a 2-D parametric plot from the selected expression, with two
dependent variables being functions of one independent variable, the
parameter.
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►x = f(t),
Creates a 3-D parametric space plot, from the three selected equations,
y = g(t) , z = h(t) with three dependent variables being functions of one independent
Space Curve
variable, the parameter.
►f(x, y) =
g(x, y) Implicit

Creates a 2-D implicit plot from one selected equation which has two
variables in it. (They can appear on either side or both sides, in any
arrangement.)

Scatter ►

Commands on this submenu create scatter plots of different types.

►Linear

Creates a scatter plot graph with a linear coordinate system.

►SemiLog

Creates a scatter plot graph with linear horizontal coordinates and
logarithmic vertical coordinates.

►SemiLog-X

Creates a scatter plot graph with logarithmic horizontal coordinates
and linear vertical coordinates.

►Log-Log

Creates a scatter plot graph with logarithmic horizontal and vertical
coordinates.

►Polar

Creates a scatter plot graph with a polar coordinate system.

►3D

Creates a 3-D scatter plot graph.

Additional ►
►Add Line Plot

The items on this submenu add various graph plots, axes, or grids to an
existing graph.
Adds a line plot to an existing graph theory.

►Add
Surface Plot
►Add
Scatter Plot
►Add
Contour Plot
►Add Axes

Adds an illuminated surface plot to an existing graph theory.

►Add
Grid Lines

Adds a set of grid lines to an existing graph theory.

Animation ►

Contains commands to start, stop, or save an animation.

Adds a scatter plot to an existing graph theory.
Adds a contour plot to an existing graph theory.
Adds a set of sixes to an existing graph theory.

►Start

Begins animation.

►Stop

Ends animation.

►Save...

Brings up the file selection dialog, asking for a location and name for
saving the animation in a file. I f QuickTime is installed, the file is
saved in the QuickTime format, otherwise the file is saved in the PICS
format.

(Macintosh only)
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Generate EPS
File...

Creates an Encapsulated PostScript file from a graph. On the
Macintosh, it is a EPSF type file, but if you hold down the IM™! key
while choosing this item the file type is TEXT.

Generate
PICT File...

Creates a PICT file from a graph. The picture format is identical to
that created with Copy as Picture on the Edit menu, but rather than
putting the image in the clipboard, this command brings up the file
selection dialog to create a named file.

(Macintosh only)

Generate
MetaFile...
(Windows only)

Creates a MetaFile from a graph. The picture format is identical to
that created with Copy as Picture on the Edit menu, but rather than
putting the iipage in the clipboard, this command brings up the file
selection dialog to create a named file.

Always
Redraw

Ensures each graph is always redrawn whenever some condition
affecting it changes. (Default: on.)

Preferences...

Brings up a dialog with animation options and options for graph
display, printing, and exporting.
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S h a r ed P alette B u t t o n s
These buttons are common to both the functions palette and the
variables palette. They are in the same locations on both palettes.

<®l
■
Switch ’alette

X fix)

y
A
SSE v 2|
mm isiwiii
SL [t-jJMm
ct

The large button on the left side of the palette, labeled x or fix),
switches between the variables palette and the functions palette.

Comment
Pops up a sub-palette containing various comment control buttons. Re
Controls pop-up lease the mouse button with the pointer on the desired icon to perform
its function.

comment controls pop-up palette

Ruler

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.)
rulers.

Colors

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Each color button changes the
color of the comment selection to the desired color.

Font Specs

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Brings up the font/size/style
dialog to change the specifications of the selected comment text.

Times 14 i

Default Font
D
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Shows or hides comment

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Changes the font, size, and
style specifications of the selected comment text to the default font
(Notebook Font) family and size, in the plain style.
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Default Font
Family

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Changes the font family of the
selected comment text to the default font (Notebook Font) family, with
out affecting size or style characteristics. The character used as this
button’s icon changes with the Notebook Font; it uses the first letter of
the Notebook Font family name (e.g., T for Times and B for Bookman).
I f the font family name does not start with an upper case English letter
it uses the letter F.

Symbol Font

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Changes the font family of the
selected comment text to Symbol.

T

Q

Plain Style

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Changes the font style spec
ifications of the selected comment text to plain.

Bold Style

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Applies the bold font style to
the selected comment text.

Italic Style

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Applies the italic font style to
the selected comment text.

P

B
I

Decrease Size

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Decreases the font size of the
selected comment text.

Increase Size

(On the Comments pop-up sub-palette.) Increases the font size of the
selected comment text.

+

Parentheses

Surrounds the selection in parentheses or other bracket styles,
depending on the nesting.

Select Proposition 23|
Select Out

Selects the entire proposition.

Select First

Selects the first element of the current selection.

Select Next

Selects the next element of the current structure.

(a)

i2

Selects the expression just outside the current selection.

x n

Select In

Selects the individual elements within the current selection.

iB

Undo

«

Reverts the current notebook to its state before the most recent change
or command. Some changes can not be undone.

Cut

Copies the current selection to the clipboard, then deletes the selection.
Expressions are stored as text in the Fortranish format.

Copy

Copies the current selection to the clipboard. Expressions are stored as
text in the Fortranish format.

©
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Paste

Pastes the contents o f the clipboard, replacing, or just after, the current
selection. I f there is no selection, the clipboard is pasted at the bottom
o f the current notebook.

Clear

Deletes the current selection; same as pressing
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on the keyboard.

F u n c t io n s P a lette
The Functions palette contains buttons which insert operators, make
selections, perform clipboard commands, create tables, create graphs,
and perform algebraic manipulations. O f course, it also has buttons
which insert functions. The right area of the palette lists defined func
tion names, which you can click on to insert in the notebook. Clicking
the big fix) button switches to the variables palette.

1H
H i JW
Hi B Sn 31

* HHhri
i n a c a b M a..b cqs(x)
b [a J S l f a 3a a§» & a+fo tan(x)
- a | a | | s-s a + u ' •** !it i i i sec(x)

csc(x) arctan
cot(x) secb^
arcsin(x) sin
arccos(x) a

Functions Palette

Operators pop
up

Pops up a sub-palette containing various operator buttons. Release the
mouse button with the pointer on the desired operator icon to insert it
in the notebook.
a+b a-b a-b

a! ■

a

i

a*b| a*b

a<b s>b| a^b ► b

operators pop-up palette

Addition

(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the addition op.
x
x+?
selection
result

Subtraction

(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the subtraction op.
x
x —?
selection
result

Multiplication

(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the multiply op.
x
x?
selection
result

Fraction

(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the division op.
x
x
?

a+ta
a -b

a-b
a
F

selection

result
Palette
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Factorial

a!

Equals
a=b

Not Equals
a

Less than
a<b

Greater than
a>b

Less than or
Equal to
a-b

Greater than or
Equal to
a^b

Parentheses
(fl)

(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.)
exclamation point to the selection.
x
selection

Appends the factorial
x\
result

(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the equals op.
x
x=?
selection
result
(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the not equals op.
x
x *?
selection
result
(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the less than op.
x
x<?
selection
result
(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the greater than op.
x
x>?
selection
result
(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the less than or equal to
op.
x
x <?
selection
result
(On the operators pop-up sub-palette.) Creates the greater than or
equal to op.
x
x>?
selection
result
Surrounds the selection in parentheses or other bracket styles,
depending on the nesting.
x
(x)
selection
result

Superscript

Attaches a superscript to the selection, for an exponent.
x
x!
selection
result

Subscript

Attaches a subscript to the selection, for an index.
x
x?
selection
result

ab
Square Root

Surrounds the selection with a radical.
•fx

x
selection
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Range

a..b

Evaluate At

:ia

Integration

J&

Creates the range op.
x
selection

x ...?
result

Creates the Evaluate At structure.
tl-lx
result

x
selection
Creates the definite integral op (with limits).

xd?

x
selection

result

Integration

Creates the indefinite integral op (without limits).
x
f xd?
selection
result

Partial
Derivative
da.

Creates the partial derivative op.

Summation

Creates the summation op.

fa

c

d_
dx
result

x
selection

?

1

x

*=?
result

selection

Pi Product
d
Bt

Negation

-a

Absolute

|a|

Dot Product
a+6

Adjoint

a+

Cross Product

axB

Creates the pi product op.

Tlx

x
selection

?=?
result

Negates the selection.
x
selection

x —7
result

Surrounds the selection with absolute value bars.
1*1
result

x
selection
Creates the dot product op.
x
selection

x •?
result

Appends the adjoint character t to the selection.
x
selection

result

Creates the cross product op.
x
selection

xx?
result
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Conditional
rais
Vbas

Creates the conditional op.

*
»

x

selection

(?< 0)
(?> 0)

result

Matrices pop-up Pops up a sub-palette containing buttons for creating matrices of
various sizes. Release the mouse button with the pointer on the desired
matrix icon to insert it in the notebook.

■*ji«

»«»
mm

Sim
#99
:

Matrices pop-up palette

Calculate

Performs the Calculate manipulation.

12.5663706143592
selection

Simplify

after manipulation

Performs the Simplify manipulation.
10
selection

Expand
P >

Collect

Factor

after manipulation

Performs the Expand manipulation.
x4 + 4x3+ 8x2+ 8* + 4

([* + !]2+ *)
selection

after manipulation

Performs the Collect manipulation.
1
+1+1
x y z

xy +xz + yz
xyz

selection

after manipulation

Performs the Factor manipulation.
(x + 2) (jc-13)

after manipulation

selection

Isolate

P

270

h e10+ xs + x2+ 2x + 5

Performs the Isolate manipulation.
y

=52 + 7

selection

after manipulation
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Performs the Apply manipulation.
0 = x 2 —4x + 3
selection

Apply

x 2 —4x + 3
after manipulation

Transform

Perform s the Transform manipulation.
The results o f this
manipulation depend upon the declared transformation rules, i f any.
For example:
1 - (sin [x] f
selection
after manipulation

Manipulations

Pops up a sub-palette containing various manipulation buttons. Re
lease the mouse button with the pointer on the desired manipulation
icon to perform the manipulation.

P°P"UEL

®

^

JIldM

/¥

£
manipulations pop-up palette

UnCalculate

(On the manipulations pop-up sub-palette.) Performs the UnCalculate
manipulation.
12.5663706143592
4it
selection
after manipulation

MiniExpand

(On the manipulations pop-up sub-palette.) Performs the MiniExpand
manipulation.

)

( x + 1 4+ 2 { x + i f + i

selection

Substitute

after manipulation

(On the manipulations pop-up sub-palette.) Performs the Substitute
manipulation.
”
selected equation

z =y +

sa

selected target

z=y +h
after manipulation

Taylor Series

(On the manipulations pop-up sub-palette.) Performs the Taylor Series
manipulation, invoking the Taylor Series dialog.

Integrate by
Parts

(On the manipulations pop-up sub-palette.) Performs the Integrate by
Parts manipulation.
/x
/ x sin (x)dx = - x cos (x) + sin (x)
selection
after manipulation

JudM

Palette
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Move Over

(On the manipulations pop-up sub-palette.) Performs the Move Over
manipulation.

5 g + 3=y
selection

Commute

£

272

5= ^
after manipulation

(On the manipulations pop-up sub-palette.) Performs the Commute
manipulation. ______
________
Sx2 +
+5
3x2 + (
)+5
selection
after manipulation
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V a ria bles P a lette
The Variables palette contains buttons which insert Greek letters and
special symbols, make selections, perform clipboard commands, and
insert wildcard names. The right area of the palette lists defined
variable and constant names, which you can click on to insert in the
notebook. Clicking the big x button switches to the functions palette.

m\

1

T

7

8

9

n

k

3

(a)| A

^

&

4

5

6

e

n

Z

1

2

3

i

c

y

e

d

b

X

s?

B

sag S xii
jS

&

0

m m

Variables Palette

Numbers
12 3
0 . e

Click on a number to insert it in the notebook. There is also a decimal
point and e for scientific notation.

Names

The right area of the variables palette is reserved for declared constants
and variables. As you declare names, Theorist places them here. Click
on a name to insert it in the notebook.

Lower Greek
pop-up

Pops up a sub-palette containing the lower case Greek letters. Release
the mouse button with the pointer on the desired character to insert it
in the notebook.

p F I

X

8

s

I <l>

V

■n

<P

K

h

p*

V

Tt

8

P

a

1)

CD

ct

■

JLJ y

«

lower Greek sub-palette

Upper Greek

Pops up a sub-palette containing the upper case Greek letters. Release
the mouse button with the pointer on the desired character to insert it
in the notebook.

Palette
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r

F

I

n
T

ft

A A
0 Z
, M

Y

upper Greek sub-palette

Wildcard
pop-up

Pops up a sub-palette containing buttons for inserting wildcards.
Release the mouse button with the pointer on the desired character to
insert it in the notebook.

©t lb CD (0 s

Bi a □

1

|

8 & I n
m ©
s? a a
a[
ta
W a

<a

wildcard sub-palette

Special Symbols Pops up a sub-palette containing miscellaneous symbols. Release the
mouse button with the pointer on the desired character to insert it in
pop-up
the notebook.

{ ) v
U K ' tiiHI
K 3 X P! <£$'<'m
special symbols sub-palette
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A p p en d ix A : K eystro kes
Greeks and
Symbols
Type apostrophe
then keystroke
listed on
Macintosh or
Windows

Macintosh
Shortcut
Keystrokes
Type modifier(s)
and key together

♦modifie
keyr** 0 0 0 m m
a p X
e
ll 1 K (
♦modifie
keyr^ m 0 0 0 0
n e p
n
l 1 oo
n © 91
co <3

Universal
Keystrokes

The following tables list the keystrokes to use for upper- and lower-case
Greek letters and special characters.

shil1

m
♦odifie
keK
y*s*)' m
a
|optionj

|[option|( shift |
modifier(s)
♦

Windows
Shortcut
Keystrokes

Type modifier(s)
and key together

|

modifieKs)
♦ key^
P lfciH l
||all||[OrlI| shift |
modifier(s)
♦ key**
If^lfOHl
lfo|fIlfCtrl |
|[shift j
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p

0

X

0
8
A

<

o

Z

9 K
1*
> A
X

M

T

ED m m 0 o 0 0 0 0
e
Y
9 K
o r h 3
A
X

T|

4>

d

0 ID
0
ID 0
71 e p a
T|
n 0 91
OO

Y
r h 3

0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0
a X U
CO % 9 S
Q
¥ V

0

key-*
jjoptionj

|[option|[ shift

K

0

m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Z

0
X

ll

>

0 0 0 0 0 0
x>
to
9 C
Q
¥ V
T

N.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a p X 8 e <t> Y n
9 K X
A
A
<E> r h 3
K (
>

0
ll

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CD
K 0 P a X u
9 C
T|
OO
Q.
¥ V
T
n 0 91 Z
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Menu Items
and Palette
Buttons

The following tables list the keystrokes to use for menu items and
palette buttons, and other editing functions
You can perform a manipulation in place by holding the 00 and IkM
keys (Macintosh) or HO and 0 keys (Windows) while pressing the
manipulation keystroke (number keys on Macintosh or functions keys
on Windows).

Macintosh
Keystrokes

Palette
Button Keystroke

Menu/Submenu

Menu Item

File

New Notebook

n/a

‘itui nj

File

Open Notebook

n/a

File

Close Notebook

n/a

EUE]
GOE]

File

Saue Notebook

n/a

innrsi

File

Print Notebook

n/a

@ 0

File

Quit

n/a

GUg)

Edit

Undo

GUED

Edit

Cut

*
is

Edit

Copy

Edit

Copy as Picture

Edit

Paste

Edit

Clear

M
&

Edit

Select In

sag

Edit

Select Out

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Edit

Comment Font

EditFComment Style

Plain

P

ra m

EditFComment Style

Bold

B

ra m

Edit^Comment Style

Italic

I

EditFComment Style

Underline

n/a

ram
ram

Notebook

Clarify

n/a

ll 38 |||option||[ shift ||[space|

Notebook ►Windows

Palette

R888S3 E888J

([ §§ |[[option||[ B |

Notebook

Expose

n/a

Notebook

Collapse

n/a

ram
ram

Appendix A

0
n/a

m

GDEl I

GOm
@ 0

jjd eletej

ra m
|[ shift ffe scj

*n

lftabl
|Cif|A|

n/a

l 86 ||[option||fC |
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Notebook

Indent Left

n/a

m u

Notebook

Indent Right

n/a

m m

NotebookHnsert

Page Break

n/a

||88|||o p t i o n ||( p|

NotebookHnsert

Case Theory

n/a

ii * Hm °"H[t |

NotebookHnsert

Transform Rule

n/a

in r p l

Notebook

Make LUorking Stmt

n/a

t f lE l

Notebook

Stop LUorking Stmt

n/a

fl 88l l |o p li o n ||[ D |

Notebook

Get Info

n/a

f[88|||o p tio n (([ J

NotebookFDisplay Precision 2 digits

n/a

ll

38|||o p t i o n ||| shift ||[2|

NotebookFDisplay Precision 3 digits

n/a

ll

86l l |o p ti o n ||| shift |||3I

NotebookFDisplay Precision 4 digits

n/a

ft38i l |o p ti o n ||| shift |||4 (

NotebookFDisplay Precision 5 digits

n/a

|(38|||o p t i o n ||[

Notebook^Display Precision 6 digits

n/a

||86|||o p t i o n ||| shift |||6 |

NotebookFDisplay Precision 7 digits

n/a

If88|||o p t i o n ||[ sh ift III 7 |

NotebooktDisplay Precision 8 digits

n/a

|[88||[ o p t i o n ||| shift III 81

Notebook^Display Precision 10 digits

n/a

ll

36||[ o p t i o n ||| shift |||0 I

NotebookFDisplay Precision 15 digits

n/a

ll

88|||o p t i o n ||[

shift

shift

Notebook

Notebook Font

n/a

|[38|||o p l i o n ||[ F |

Manipulate

Calculate

!■■■!
laial
[■ ■ ■ I

irm m

Manipulate

Simplify

#

in r n

Manipulate

Enpand

Manipulate

Collect

Manipulate

Factor

frwrm

Manipulate

Apply

IH jo j

Manipulate

Transform

ManipulateFOther

Int. by Parts

ManipulateHable

Generate

■■■ill
■■■ill

ManipulateHable

Int. Differential Eq.

n/a

Manipulate

ReManipulate Norn

n/a

&
%

D
h

ManipulateFPreferences fluto Simplify

n/a

ManipulateFPreferences fluto Casing

n/a

Graphty = f(n)
278
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(WlTtl
B E J

in n m
irm m

|[

88 |||o p t i o n ||G |

ll 8 § | | | o p t i o n | | | o |

B E
mm
in r P l

|||5 |

|||

9 |

I

Graph^y

=

f(H)

Complen 3D

Graphkz

=

f(H, y)

Contour 2D

Graphkz

=

f(n, y)

Color 3D

□

Graphkz

=

f(K, y)

Ilium. 3D

n/a

|[ 88 ||[option||[ U |

Graphkz - f(u, y)

Spherical 3D

n/a

|[ 88 |||option||f S |

Graphkz

Cylindrical 3D

n/a

l( 86 ll|option||| Y |

GraphkOther

Parametric

n/a

|[ 86 ||[option||[ R |

GraphkOther

Space Curue

n/a

ll S8 l|[option||| Z

GraphkOther

Implicit

n/a

|[ 38 ||[option||[ H 1

GraphkScatter

Linear

GraphkRdditional

=

f(H, y)

n/a

|[ *

||[°pfion||[ K

ME)
IHEE3
I

j

|[ 86 |||option||f V |

Rdd Line Plot

m

n/a

|[ 36 |||°p«°n| [ L I

Graphkfldditional

Rdd Scatter Plot

n/a

|| 88 ||[oplion||[w|

Graphkfinimation

Start

n/a

|[ 86 |||opfion jjl M |

Windows
Keystrokes

Palette
Button Keystroke

Menu/Submenu

Menu Item

File

New Notebook

n/a

File

Open Notebook

n/a

OS

File

Close Notebook

n/a

IfOHlfwl

File

Saue Notebook

n/a

File

Print Notebook

n/a

OS
OS

File

Ewit

n/a

Edit

Undo

Edit

Cut

Edit

Copy

0

o s

Edit

Copy as Picture

n/a

os

Edit

Paste

Edit

Clear

Edit

Select In

Edit

Select Out

n/a

n/a

m
m
OS

o s
M
&o s
m

[[backspace) QJ* |(delete)

S§

ll sh ill |[esc|
lftabl
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n/a

n/a

Edit

Comment Font

EditKomment Style

Plain

P

EditKomment Style

Bold

B

ifQHim

EdittComment Style

Italic

I

m b

EdiUComment Style

Underline

n/a

m ph

Notebook

Clarify

n/a

IlC lr l |[f s h ill ||fspa ce

Notebook t Windows

Palette

p fjt

j | Q H | | s h ill

Notebook

Expose

n/a

m ti

Notebook

Collapse

n/a

Mm

Notebook

Indent Left

n/a

Mm

Notebook

Indent Right

n/a

Mm

NotebookHnsert

Page Break

n/a

I lC lr l

NotebookHnsert

Case Theory

n/a

I lC lr l ||| s h ill | | | T |

Notebook^ Insert

Transform Rule

n/a

Mm

Notebook

Make Working Stmt

n/a

Mfol

Notebook

Stop Working Stmt

n/a

I lC lr l ||| s h ill | | | 0 |

Notebook

Get Info

n/a

I lC lr l | | s h ill ||| j |

NotebooktDisplay Precision 2 digits

n/a

Mm

NotebooktDisplay Precision 3 digits

n/a

Mm

NotebooktDisplay Precision 4 digits

n/a

Mm

NotebookFDisplay Precision 5 digits

n/a

Mm

NotebooktDisplay Precision 6 digits

n/a

Mm

NotebooktDisplay Precision 7 digits

n/a

Mm

NotebooktDisplay Precision 8 digits

n/a

iM m

NotebooktDisplay Precision 10 digits

n/a

Mm

NotebooktDisplay Precision 15 digits

n/a

Mm

n/a

I lC lr l | | s h ill

mm
n/a

Notebook

Notebook Font

Manipulate

Calculate

Manipulate

Simplify

0

Manipulate

Expand

Manipulate

Collect

P>
%
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■■■■I
[■■■I

|(

m
B
m
B

||[ |
B

sh ift | P

|

|||

F |

|

Manipulate

Factor

Manipulate

Apply

Manipulate

Transform

^ 1

m

ManipulatetOther

Int. by Parts

O N

ManipulatetTable

Generate

f**'
■
■■■III
■■III

ManipulateKTable

Int. Differential Eq.

n/a

imiii

Manipulate

ReManipulate Norn

n/a

m
n

||O trl HI shift | | | G |

■ ■ ■ in

^ ih

ManipulatetPreferences fluto Simplify

n/a

f in

ManipulatetPreferences Ruto Casing

n/a

MN

m

Graph^y = f(n)

Linear

GraphFy = f (h)

Compleu 3D

n/a

Graphtz = f(K, y)

Contour 2D

1

Graph^z = f(n, y)

Color 3D

3

Graph^z

=

f(», y)

Ilium. 3D

n/a

IfC trl I f shift | | [ U |

GraphFz

=

f(», y)

Spherical 3D

n/a

IlC lH ill shift | | [ S I

Graphtz

=

f(», y)

Cylindrical 3D

n/a

lf C trl ||| shift ||| Y |

GraphUJther

Parametric

n/a

flC trl ||[ sh ift HI R |

Graph^Other

Space Curue

n/a

s

GraphFOther

Implicit

n/a

flC trl III shift ||| H |

Graph^Scatter

Linear

FF1

i

4

*

f t c t r l III sh ift III K I

P

in

FIN

s

r a

i m

|[C .H ||[ sh ift ||| V |

GraphFfldditional

Rdd Line Plot

n/a

ft C trl ||| sh ift ||| L |

Graphtfldditional

Add Scatter Plot

n/a

ftfCtrl ||[ sh ift | | | W |

GraphtRnimation

Start

n/a

ffC lrl ||| sh ift | | [ m |
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A p p en d ix B: U sin g Ex p r essio n ist
w ith T h eo r ist
Expressionist is a
typeset quality
equation editor
developed by
Prescience Cor
poration and
published by
Waterloo Maple
Software.

When you use Copy as Picture on the Edit menu to copy an equation
or expression, Theorist generates a Macintosh QuickDraw image or
Windows Metafile image of the current selection. This image can be
moved to almost any program, and is satisfactory for screen display or
for informal printed presentations.
The picture created by Copy as Picture also includes special hidden
Expressionist comments which allow you to paste the figure into
Expressionist for high quality equation typesetting. You can edit the
equation in Expressionist, just as though you had typed it in directly.
You can then copy and paste the image into a word processor or desktop
publishing program for a typeset mathematical expression.
You can also copy equations from Expressionist into Theorist. To copy
an Expressionist equation into Theorist, first choose the Theorist.CAT
translation table and set copying for Copy As Text in Expressionist.
Select an expression in Expressionist, then choose Copy from the Edit
menu, click on the Theorist window and paste it in.
The translation may not be exact because Expressionist equations use
very few syntax rules. Some editing may be necessary. In particular,
names that should be multiplied may be concatenated, creating
unintended new names. For example, if the two names x and b are next
to each other in an expression in Expressionist (without a separating
space), when brought into Theorist these two names become the single
name “bx”. To correct this, click between the two characters and press
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A p p en d ix C : D is t r ib u t io n D isks
Theorist for
Macintosh

The following files and folders are included on the floppy disks included
in the Theorist for Macintosh package.

Standard
Application
Disk

Theorist®
This application is the standard edition of Theorist, which runs on all
Macintosh models from the Macintosh Plus onward. However, one of
the other application editions may be optimal for different Macintosh
models.

New Notebook
A notebook containing many declared names and transformation rules,
opened automatically when Theorist is started and when new notebooks
are created. This must be in the same folder as the Theorist ap
plication.

TheoText.CAT
A text translation file. This must be in the same folder as the Theorist
application.

FPU Application Theorist®/FPU
This application is the FPU edition of Theorist, made to take advantage
Disk
of the 68020 and 68030 CPUs and the 68881 and 68882 math co-processors (and the 68040 CPU with built-in co-processor emulation). Use
this version if you work on a Mac II, Mac IIx, Mac Ilex, Mac Ilci, Mac
Ilfx, Mac SE/30, or any Macintosh equipped with a 68020, 68030, or
compatible CPU, and a 68881, 68882 or compatible floating point co
processor chip (or just a 68040). This includes most Quadra and
Centris Macintosh models. Do not use this edition on PowerMacintosh
models.

New Notebook
A notebook containing many declared names and transformation rules,
opened automatically when Theorist is started and when new notebooks
are created. This must be in the same folder as the Theorist ap
plication.

TheoText.CAT
A text translation file. This must be in the same folder as the Theorist
application.

PowerMac
Application
Disk

Theorist®/PowerMac
This application is the PowerMac edition of Theorist, made to take
advantage of the PowerPC processor in PowerMacintosh models. Do
not use this edition on any other Macintosh models.
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New Notebook
A notebook containing many declared names and transformation rules,
opened automatically when Theorist is started and when new notebooks
are created. This must be in the same folder as the Theorist ap
plication.

TheoText.CAT
A text translation file. This must be in the same folder as the Theorist
application.

Notebooks Disk

Graphics

A folder containing several notebooks
with sample graphs demonstrating some
of the graphs you can create.

Conformal Mapping
3D Lissajous
Electron Orbital
Elliptic Coordinates
Gibb’s Phenomenon
Spherical Contours
Spherical Family
The Planets
Two Sqrt Leaves

Color Graphics

A folder containing several notebooks
with sample color graphs.

Custom Color Sets
Direct Color Models
Five Roots of One
Spherical Plate
Surface Color Legends
Surface Styles
Yellow Seashell
Twisted Wire

Mathematics
3D Calculus
Finite & Infinite Series
Laplace Transforms
Number Theory
R e () & Im ()
Statistics

Units

A folder containing several notebooks of
mathematical rules including folders
with more notebooks.
Rules for three-dimensional linear
algebra and vector calculus
Rules for summations
Rules for Laplace and Inverse Laplace
transforms
Rules for working with integers
Rules for real and imaginary functions
Rules for calculating means, standard
deviations and linear regression over
matrix numbers
Rules defining a wide variety of units
Folder of notebooks containing
integration rules

Integral Tables
Exponential Integrals
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Exponential Trig Integrals
Hyperbolic Integrals
Integration
Inverse Hyperbolic Integrals
Inverse Trig Integrals
Irrational Integrals
Logarithmic Integrals
Trigonometric Integrals

Special Functions

Folder of notebooks containing
numerical definitions of special
functions
Gamma and related functions
Orthogonal Polys P, T, H, L
Spherical Bessel j, y, k, i
Spherical Harmonics
Zeta function

Transcendental
Functions

Folder of notebooks containing rules for
transcendental functions

Hyperbolic Functions
Log & Power Functions
Trig Functions

Samples

Theorist for
Windows

Folder of sample interactive notebooks
for exploring Theorist

The Theorist for Windows package includes a floppy diskette labeled
Install 1. When the Install program is executed from this disk and its
instructions are followed, the following files and directories are in
stalled on your hard disk. (Note: other files related to the operating
system may also be installed but are not directly related to Theorist.)
NEWNOTE.THE

A notebook containing many declared
names and transformation rules, opened
automatically when Theorist is started
and when new notebooks are created.
This must be in the same directory as
the Theorist executable file.

THEOTEXT.CAT

A text translation file. This must be in
the same directory as the Theorist
application.

Graphics

A directory containing several notebooks
with sample graphs demonstrating some
of the graphs you can create.
Conformal Mapping
3D Lissajous
Electron Orbital
Elliptic Coordinates

CONFMAP.THE
3DLISS.THE
ELECORB.THE
ELLIPCOR.THE
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GIBBPHE.THE
SPHCONT.THE
SPHFAM.THE
PLANETS.THE
TWOSQRT.THE
CGraphs

CUSTOMC.THE
DIRECTC.THE
FIVEROOT.THE
SPHPLATE.THE
SURFCLEG.THE
SURFSTY.THE
YELLSEA.THE
TWISTW.THE
M ath
3DCAL.THE
FININF.THE
LAPTRANS.THE
NUMBTHEO.THE
RE&IM.THE
STATIST.THE

UNITS.THE
IntegTab
EXPINT.THE
EXPTRIG.THE
HYPINT.THE
INTEG.THE
INVHYP.THE
INVTRIG.THE
IRRALG.THE
LOGINT.THE
TRIGINT.THE
SpecFn
GAMMA.THE
ORTHO.THE
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Gibb’s Phenomenon
Spherical Contours
Spherical Family
The Planets
Two Sqrt Leaves
A directory containing several notebooks
with sample color graphs demonstrating
some of the graphs you can create.
Custom Color Sets
Direct Color Models
Five Roots of One
Spherical Plate
Surface Color Legends
Surface Styles
Yellow Seashell
Twisted Wire
A directory containing several notebooks
of mathematical rules including
subdirectories with more notebooks.
3D Calculus, rules for three-dimensional
linear algebra and vector calculus
Finite & Infinite Series, rules for
summations
Laplace Transforms, rules for Laplace
and Inverse Laplace transforms
Number Theory, rules for working with
integers
Rules for real and imaginary functions
Statistics, rules for calculating means,
standard deviations and linear
regression over matrix numbers
Rules defining a wide variety of units
Integral Tables, directory of notebooks
containing integration rules
Exponential Integrals
Exponential Trig Integrals
Hyperbolic Integrals
Integration
Inverse Hyperbolic Integrals
Inverse Trig Integrals
Irrational Integrals
Logarithmic Integrals
Trigonometric Integrals
Directory of notebooks containing
numerical definitions of special
functions
Gamma and related functions
Orthogonal Polys P, T, H, L
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SPBESS.THE
SPHARM.THE
ZETAFN.THE

TransFn
HYPFN.THE
LOGPOW.THE
TRIGFN.THE

Samples

Spherical Bessel j, y, k, i
Spherical Harmonics
Zeta function
Directory of notebooks containing rules
for transcendental functions
Hyperbolic Functions
Log & Power Functions
Trig Functions
Directory of sample interactive
notebooks for exploring Theorist
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G lo ssa r y
This glossary defines some general mathematical terms, and terms
specific to Theorist.

Adjoint

The transpose of the conjugate of a matrix, or the conjugate of a scalar.

Algorithm

A mechanical procedure for solving a problem in a finite number of
steps.

Animation

A sequence of images displayed in quick succession to simulate move
ment.

Apply

A Theorist manipulation whereby two parts of an equation or expres
sion can be augmented simultaneously so that the two parts cancel out.

Arbitrary
constant

A constant included as part of a result when multiple solutions are
possible, each of which is described by substituting any value for the
arbitrary constant. Also called the constant of integration.

Arbitrary
integer

An integer constant included as part of a result when multiple solutions
are possible, each of which is described by substituting any integer
value for the arbitrary constant.

Argument

An expression passed to a function or op, sometimes enclosed in paren
theses.

Associative

A property of a binary operator. When three or more elements are
combined with a binary operator that is associative for those elements,
the result does not depend on how the elements are grouped into pairs.
I f multiplication is associative across the names A , B and C then
A(BC ) = CAB)C.

Auto Casing

A Theorist option. I f Auto Casing is on, manipulations that generate
more than one possible solution create case theories or arbitrary con
stants.

Auto Collapsar

A Theorist option. I f Auto Collapsar is on, large expressions generated
by manipulations are displayed in abbreviated form.

Auto Simplify

A Theorist option. I f Auto Simplify is on, most manipulations conclude
by executing the Simplify command.

Axis

A Theorist plot proposition that displays a labeled axis (with tick
marks) in a graph viewport.
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Base

A name, number, or expression that is raised to a power (with a super
script) or qualified with an index (or subscript).

Behavior

Properties of names. Theorist uses fifty seven predefined behaviors;
you can also define and declare the behavior of a names with an equa
tion.

Boolean

A value that is True or False (or 1 or 0).

Case theory

A Theorist proposition. Case theories enclose side derivations. What
ever is true in enclosing theories is true in the contained case theory;
whatever is true inside a case theory is ignored outside of that theory.

Ceiling

A Theorist predefined name that acts as a function. It rounds a given
argument to the next highest integer. See floor.

Class

The Theorist categorization system of names and expressions that de
termine how they behave algebraically. There are five classes:
Constant, Variable, M-Linear Operator, D-Linear Operator, Function.

CMY

A color encoding system that describes colors by their Cyan, Magenta,
and Yellow components.

Collapsar

A Theorist expression that has been abbreviated so that some terms or
factors are replaced by an ellipse (...).

Collapse

A Theorist command to abbreviate long expressions (into collapsars) or
conceal the daughter propositions of a proposition.

Collapse All

A Theorist command to collapse all propositions in the current note
book.

Collect

A Theorist manipulation that collects common factors out of a sum or
product and other similar tasks.

Commutative

A property of a binary operator. When two or more elements Eire com
bined with a binary operator that is commutative for those elements,
the result does not depend on the order of the elements. I f multiplica
tion is commutative over the names A and B then AB = BA.

Commute

A Theorist manipulation used to interchange two expressions in a
product or sum, or reverse the order of all (or some) of the elements in a
sum or product.

Complex
arithmetic
Complex
numbers

Arithmetic of complex numbers.
Numbers that have real and imaginary components. The imaginary
component is designated with the constant i , the square root of negative
one (e.g., a + hi).
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Complex plane

A plane with pair of orthogonal axes such that one axis corresponds to
the real part of a complex number (a) and the other to the imaginary
part (b). Also called an Argand diagram.

Conjugate

The conjugate of a complex number a+bi is the complex number a—b i.
These two form a conjugate pair and each is the conjugate of the other.
The complex conjugate of a matrix is formed by replacing each element
of the matrix with its conjugate.

Constant

A Theorist class. Names of class constant have fixed numerical values
that do not change, unless you change them. Graph bounds (top, bot
tom, etc.) are constants; using the rocket or knife changes them.

Contour plot

A Theorist plot proposition. Contour plots represent a surface with a
series of labeled elevation lines. Contour plots are drawn in panels like
surface plots.

Copy as Picture

A Theorist command that copies the current selection to the clipboard
as a picture (using the Macintosh PICT format or Windows MetaFile
format).

Cross product

A Theorist op. A cross product is the product of two vectors with either
two or three elements. For two-vectors, the result is a scalar; for threevectors, the result is another vector. I f A and B are three vectors and C
is the cross product of A and B , the length of C is the product of the
lengths of A and B, and the sine of the angle between the two vectors.

D-Linear
Operator

A Theorist class. Names of class D-Linear Operator are derivatives or
other ops that are neither commutative nor associative under multipli
cation.

Dependent
variable

A variable in an equation whose value is contingent on the independent
variables in that equation, and the equation itself.

Derivative

The rate of change of a dependent variable (or function) with respect to
an independent variable. Theorist works with derivatives symbolically,
and calculates them numerically.

Details

Part of a Theorist graph. The details box contains a description of each
of the graphic elements (plots) shown in the graph.

Determinant

A sum of products of matrix elements in a particular pattern (some
terms are negative). The determinant of f ® ^ j is ad - be.

Differential

A product of the differential operator d with any variable. Its value is
infinitesimal; you get derivatives by dividing different differentials.

Differentiation

The process of finding the derivative of a function. Differentiation is
the inverse process of integration.
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Display
precision

A Theorist option that determines how many digits are displayed for
numeric values.

Dot product

A Theorist op. A dot product is the scalar product of two vectors (with
either two or three elements). I f C is the dot product of A and B, the
length of C is the product of the lengths of A and B , and the cosine of
the angle between the two vectors.

Entry palette

Part of Theorist’s main display. Use the palette to enter names and
functions. The palette consists of the variable palette (for entering
variables and constants) and the function palette (for entering ops and
functions).

EPS

Acronym for Encapsulated PostScript. EPS files use the PostScript
language to describe computer generated images, and are used to move
images between programs and systems.

Equation

A Theorist expression consisting of two subexpressions connected by the
equals op.

Expand

A Theorist manipulation used to break up an expression into a sum of
smaller pieces, and other similar tasks.

Exponent

A number or expression placed as a superscript to a base indicating re
peated multiplication.

Expression

A Theorist entity. An expression is a name, a number, or an op that
encloses one or more name or number.

Factor

A Theorist manipulation used to consolidate polynomials into factored
form, and other similar tasks.

Factorial

A Theorist op. The factorial of an integer is the number obtained by
multiplying all the positive integers less than or equal to the given in
teger. The factorial of other real and complex numbers is defined by
using the Gamma function.

Floor

A Theorist predefined name that behaves as a function. It rounds a
given argument to the next lowest integer. See ceiling.

Fortranish

A Theorist option. I f Fortranish is on, expressions are entered from the
keyboard in accordance with the precedence rules for operators estab
lished by FORTRAN and other programming languages.

Function

A Theorist class. Names of class function use the function op to enclose
one or more input arguments, and they return a value determined by
the definition of the particular function.

Functions
palette

One side of the Theorist entry palette, used to enter ops and functions.
This palette displays a large fix) on the left side.
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Gamma
function

A function used in advanced mathematics. For any real or complex
number:

r (z) J f

Jo

For integers,

f xeidt

r(z) =(n - 1)!

Graph

A frame work for displaying plots and those plots. In Theorist, a graph
consists of a graph theory (a two- or three-dimensional shell) and a set
of plots.

Graph Theory

A Theorist proposition. Graph theories display Line, Contour, Scatter,
and Surface plots, and possibly Axes and Grid lines, in a viewport.

Greek
subpalettes

The \|/ pop-up on the variables palette for entering lower case Greek
letters and the *¥ pop-up on the variables palette for entering upper
case Greek letters.

Grid lines

A Theorist plot proposition that displays a set of Grid lines in a graph
theory.

HLS

A color encoding system that describes colors by their Hue, Lightness,
and Saturation components

HSV

A color encoding system that describes colors by their Hue, Saturation,
and Value components.

Hyperbolic
functions

Functions akin to trigonometric functions, related to hyperbolas as
trigonometric functions are related to circles.

Independence
declaration

A Theorist proposition that declares one or more variables independent
of each other or independent of all variables. By default, each variable
is dependent on all other variables.

Independent
variables

A variable in an equation whose value is allowed to assume values
freely over a specified domain. The values of the independent variable(s) (and one or more equation) determine the values of the depen
dent variable(s).

Insertion point

A blinking vertical (or occasionally horizontal) bar that indicates where
the next entry is placed. An insertion point does not contain a selection.
You create an insertion point with the mouse, and can move it with the
arrow keys and the E3 key.

Integral

A Theorist op. The integral op encloses an expression and represents a
summation of infinitesimally small values.

Integration

The process of finding an integral. Integration is the inverse process of
differentiation (i.e., finding a function whose derivative is the original
function).
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Isolate

A Theorist manipulation used to rearranges an equation so that the se
lected expression is separated out and placed on one side of the equals
sign and the rest of the equation is on the other.

Knife

A Theorist editing tool found on the right-hand side of two- and threedimensional graph theories. Use the Knife to slice out a portion of a
plot for closer inspection.

Line

A Theorist plot proposition that displays a curve (based on a selected
equation) in a graph theory.

Linear

An equation or an expression that is of the first degree. The graph of a
linear relationship produces a straight line (or a higher dimensional
equivalent, e.g., a plane). The relationship between two expressions is
linear i f the derivative of one with respect to the other is constant.

Log

A Theorist predefined name that acts as a function.
common logarithm (base 10) of a given argument.

Logarithm

The power to which a base number must be raised to equal a given
number. For a base of 10, log(1000) = 3; the number ten must be raised
to the power of three to equal 1000.

M-Linear
Operator

A Theorist class. Names of class M-Linear Operator are matrices or
other ops that are associative but not commutative under multiplica
tion.

Manipulations

Theorist commands invoked from a pull-down menu, from the key
board, or with the mouse used to generate new, equally valid, expres
sions or equations from existing expressions or equations.

Matrix

A Theorist op. A matrix is a set of elements arranged in a rectangular
array of rows and columns. Row vectors are horizontal matrices con
sisting of only one row. Column vectors are vertical matrices consisting
of only one column.

Matrix
subpalette

A pop-up menu available on the function palette for entering matrices
of up to four-by-four elements. The menu displays the tiny grid of a
three-by-four matrix.

MetaFile

A Windows picture format, or a graphic in that format, or a file con
taining a graphic in that format.

Mod

A Theorist predefined name that behaves as a function (modulus). It
returns the first number mod the second, that is, the remainder from
dividing the two given arguments.

Move over

A Theorist manipulation used to move an expression from one side of an
equation to the other while retaining the logical validity of the equa
tion.
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Name

A Theorist designation for a mathematical entity consisting of Roman
or Greek characters, and possibly special characters.

Notebook

A Theorist file. Notebooks are displayed in windows, and contain theo
ries, propositions, and expressions.

Notebook Font

A Theorist option that determines the set of font and icon sizes to use
for displaying expressions.

Number

One or more digits (and possibly an expression used for scientific nota
tion) indicating a numeric value.

Numerical
manipulations

Theorist manipulations that produce numeric (as opposed to symbolic)
results. Calculate is the only numerical manipulation.

Op

A Theorist object that represents a mathematical operation
(e.g., +, y , =). Ops join together and enclose one or more expression to
create larger, more complex expressions.

Operator

The Theorist name for matrix or derivative expressions (or expressions
that act like matrices or derivatives), that do not necessarily commute
under multiplication.

Orientation
icon

A Theorist icon displayed in the lower left-hand corner of a three-di
mensional graph viewport that indicates which side of the representa
tion of three space is displayed in the viewport.

Palette

Part of Theorist’s main display. The palette is a rectangular window
displayed above a notebook window and is used to enter expressions
with the mouse.

Partial
derivative

A Theorist op that takes derivatives with respect to a variable. It acts
as a true “partial derivative” only if the specified variable is included in
an appropriate independence declaration.

Pattern
expression

A Theorist expression used to match the form of other expressions in
order to substitute an equivalent expressions for the original.

Pi product

A Theorist op that encloses an expression and indicates the product of a
series of values that the main argument takes on as a variable steps
through a given domain of values. See Summation.

PICT

A Macintosh picture format (based on QuickDraw graphic specifica
tions) or a picture in that format, or a file containing a picture in that
format.

Plot

A Theorist proposition that generates an image in the viewport of a
two- or three-dimensional graph theory.

Polar

A coordinate system in which the position of a point is determined by
the distance from a central point, and the angle of rotation from a fixed
line.
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Polynomial

A mathematical expression consisting of a sum of terms, each of which
is the product of a constant and a variable (or variables) raised to vari
ous powers.

Power

A Theorist op (displayed as an exponent or superscript) that indicates
the number of times a base expression is multiplied together.

Predefined
behavior

A set of fifty-seven Theorist behaviors. Each behavior has an associated
name (e.g., sin, cos), but any behavior can be assigned to any name.

Predefined
name
Principal value

The Theorist name associated with a predefined behavior.

Rational
function

A fraction with polynomial expressions in both the numerator and de
nominator.

ReManipulation

Theorist’s ability to perform manipulations again to reconstruct or re
evaluate conclusions when their assumptions change. ReManipulation
can be manual or automatic, which is the default.

RGB

A color encoding system that describes colors by their Red, Green, and
Blue components.

Rocket

A Theorist editing tool found on the right-hand side of two- and threedimensional graph theories. Use the Rocket to zoom in (or out) on a
graph.

Root

A number (or numbers) that, when substituted into an equation for the
variable(s) makes the equation a true statement. The numbers 2 and
-2 are roots of the equation x2 = 4.

Round

A Theorist name that acts as a function returning the integer closest to
the given value.

Scalar

An expression that represents a single numeric value as distinct from a
vector or matrix.

Select

A Macintosh operation of choosing, usually with the mouse, part or all
of an expression or other object.

Select In

A Theorist command that selects individually all subexpressions of a se
lected expression.

Select Out

A Theorist command that selects the next largest enclosing structure of
the current selection.

Self-adjoint

An expression that is equal to the adjoint of itself.

The first or primary value that results from an operation that produces
more than one correct answer.
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SemiLog

A Theorist graph type that displays a logarithmic vertical axis and a
linear horizontal axis.

Simplify

A Theorist manipulation that performs many actions in an attempt to
reduce a selected expression to its most fundamental form.

Statement

A Theorist proposition that contains an expression or an equation.
Statements that you enter (assumptions) are displayed with a square
icon. Statements that the program generates (conclusions) are dis
played with triangular icons.

Substitute

A Theorist manipulation that replaces a given expression with another
equivalent expression.

Sum

The result of an addition.

Summation

A Theorist op that is multiplied on to an expression and indicates the
sum of a series of values that the main expression takes on as a vari
able steps through a given domain of values.

Surface

A Theorist plot proposition that displays a surface (based on a selected
equation) in a graph theory.

Symbolic
manipulations

Theorist manipulations that produce symbolic (as opposed to numeric)
results. A ll manipulations, other than Calculate, are symbolic manipu
lations.

Taylor series

A Theorist manipulation that produces a Taylor series expansion of a
selected expression.

Theory

A Theorist work space containing propositions. Equations that are true
in one theory may not be true in another. The main theory is essen
tially equivalent to a notebook. Case theories are subsets of a notebook
as are graph theories.

Transform

A Theorist manipulation that executes whatever transformation rules
have been created to execute “upon transform.” This manipulation is
for extending and programming Theorist.

Transpose

A matrix created from a given matrix by flipping the matrix along its
upper-left-to-lower-right diagonal, thereby exchanging the rows for the
columns.

Trigonometric
functions

Functions of angles defined as ratios of sides of right-angled triangles
inscribed in a unit circle. These functions are: sine, cosine, tangent,
cotangent, secant and cosecant.

Trigonometry

The branch of mathematics concerned with the ratios of triangles.

User-defined
behavior

A Theorist term indicating that the behavior of a name is not one of the
predefined behaviors but is, instead, defined by you.
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Variable

A Theorist class. Names of class Variable are scalars whose values can
change dynamically without your intervention.

Variables
palette

One side of the Theorist entry palette, used to enter variables and con
stants. This palette displays a large x on the left side.

Viewport

Part of a graph theory. The viewport is the window on theoretically in
finite two-dimensional and three-dimensional spaces. A ll plot proposi
tions are displayed in the viewport.

Vector

A one dimensional matrix. All vectors are either row or column vectors,
depending on their orientation.

Wildcard sub
palette
Wildcard
variables

The y pop-up on the variables palette for entering wildcard variables.

Working
statement

A marked Theorist statement. Once a statement becomes a working
statement (by your designation or the program’s), it is used (if needed)
by all future manipulations, and for making graphs, without notifying
you. Working statements can be either assumptions or conclusions.

Theorist expressions that act as placeholders in an expression. Each
wildcard variable matches a specific set of expressions and is used as
part of pattern expressions in Substitute manipulations and transfor
mation rules.
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B ib lio g r a p h y
O f the many texts available about mathematics and computing, these
books were used the most while developing Theorist.
Abramowitz, M., Stegun, I. A., Handbook o f Mathematical Functions,
Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1972.
The standard book for special functions, it contains extensive
formulas and tables for all of the special functions you’ve ever
heard of (except spherical harmonics). It also has lots of useful
reference material in other areas of mathematics, including
combinatorial and numerical analysis formulas and tables, and
Laplace transforms.
Bronshtein, I. N., Semendyayev, K. A., Handbook o f Mathematics,
20th Edition., English translation, Hirsch, K.A., Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, New York, 1985.
This book, about the size of a small dictionary, contains almost
all of the basic applied mathematics you will ever need. The
type is tiny and the language is sometimes strange, having been
translated from Russian, through German, into English, but the
book is an amazing compendium of all of those facts that you
knew at one time, but forgot, in addition to many things you
never knew, at an affordable price.
Buchburger, B., Collins, G. E., Loos, R., Computer Algebra: Symbolic
and Algebraic Computation, 2nd Edition, Springer Verlag, New
York, 1982.
A comprehensive survey of the state of the art in symbolic
algebra research and implementation, circa 1982. Great
starting point for research.
Davenport, J. H., Siret, Y., Tournier, E., Computer Algebra: Systems
and Algorithms for Algebraic Computation, Academic Press,
1988.
A good introduction to how computers do symbolic algebra,
including some of the latest algorithms.
Gradshteyn, I. S., Ryzhik, I. M., Table o f Integrals, Series, and
Products, 4th Edition, English translation, Jeffrey, A.,
Academic Press, Inc., San Diego, California, 1980.
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As complete a table of integrals, series, and products as you
could want. Over 1000 pages.
Knuth D. E., The A rt o f Computer Program m ing: Volume 2,
Seminumerical Algorithm s, 2nd Edition., Addison Wesley
Publishing Company, Reading, Mass, 1981.
Donald Knuth must be the world’s authority on how to do
arithmetic, in addition to many other topics. I f you have
forgotten how to do polynomial division modulo 13, just pick up
this book for a refresher. This book contains many good
algorithms for numeric, and especially symbolic, computation.
Press, W.H., Flannery, B. P., Teukolsky, S. A., Vetterling, W. T.,
Num erical Recipes in C: The A rt o f Scientific Computing,
Cambridge University Press, New York, 1988.
This is a great handbook for almost all areas of numerical
analysis, and a great starting point for further research. These
guys have been in the trenches and know the weapons that
work, those that do not, and how and when they fail. Written in
a friendly style that keeps you interested.
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Arizona Custom color group 173
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ATM fonts 24
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effects 86
Isolate 90
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minimum statements 33
Auto Collapsar 80
Auto Simplify
Collect 104
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possible problems with 100
Simplify 100
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Axes 138
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adding (3D) 159
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domain (2D) 137
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label (2D) 137, 138
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proposition (2D) 137
proposition (3D) 158
Behaviors 60
Bessel functions 65
numeric precision 9
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bottom 66
Brackets 81
Broom 100
Bundles
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Calculate 95-98
definite integrals 96

integrals 74, 75
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partial derivatives 74, 96
pi products 75
precision 96
Calculator 98
Calculus Functions 64
Case sensitivity 60
Case statement, conditional op 76
Case theories 36-38
creating 37
finding roots 150
generating 36
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searching 38
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Clarify 43, 55
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Constant 56
D-Linear Operators 57
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default 55
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expressions 55
Function 58
M-Linear Operator 56
multiplying different 69
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predefined names 55
system 55
types 55
Variable 56
Clipboard commands
menu 254
palette 201, 265-266
Close 20
Close box
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CMY color model 176
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Collapse 49, 80
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Collect 103-105
Auto Simplify 104
multivariate polynomials 104
transformation rules 47, 48,
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Color 3D graphs 162
plot proposition 162
Color groups
Custom color scheme 173
Color models
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow 176
direct 176
Hue, Lightness, Saturation 176
Hue, Saturation , Value 176
Red, Green, Blue 176
YIQ 176
Color schemes 169-177
Complex 174
Custom 172
Direct 175
Gradient 170
Solid 170
Color spectrum 171
ColumnsOjft ) 66
Command Keys 276
Comments
changing fonts 40
changing size 41
creating 196
default font 24
editing 210
formatting 40
picture 41
pop-up palette 201, 264
proposition 40
rulers 25, 41
selecting 210
Common logarithm 64
Common palette buttons 264
Commute 91-92
by hand 91
D-Linear Operators 57
partial derivatives 92
Compatibility
between platforms 28
e-mail 247
Expressionist 282
text only 247
Theorist 1.5 27
Complex 3D graphs 161
plot proposition 161
Complex color scheme 174
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Complex numbers 59
as exponents 71
as subscripts 71
Complex tables 118,121
Complex variable 161
Conclusions 31
invalid 31
proposition 31, 32
replacing assumptions with 87
Conditional op 68, 76
creating 76
Connections between propositions
30
Constants 56, 63
class 56
creating 56
from variables 225
Contacts ii
Contents iv
Contour plots 147
altitude variable 140
density settings 140
location vector 140
proposition 147
resolution 141
style 140
Copy 59, 207
Copy as Picture 41, 59,191,199
Copying
as text 59
bundles 22
expressions 59
name conflicts 22
numeric values 59
Corrupted notebooks 249
cos() 64
cosh() 65
cot() 64
coth() 65
Cropping, viewport
2D 136
3D 157
Cross Product op 68, 73
typing 73
csc() 64
csch() 65
Curly braces 81
Curves, integrating spiral 97
Custom color groups 173
Arizona 173
Kansas 173
Louisiana 173
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New York 173
Oregon 173
Virginia 173
Wyoming 173
Custom color scheme 172
Customizing Notebooks 23
Customizing Theorist 20, 21
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow color
model 176
Cylindrical 3D graphs 165
plot proposition 165
d 64
D-Linear Operators 57
class 57
commuting 57
creating 57
determining class 58
independence declarations 45
multiplication 69
Data
exporting 12
importing 12
table 121
Data Transfer Buttons 118
Decimal numbers 59
Declarations
class 44
graph (2D) 137
graph (3D) 157
independence 45
name behavior 60
name class 55, 60
name spelling 60
names 43
new name 60
proposition 20
Default
class 55
name declarations 43
predefined names 62
Default notebooks 20
Definite integrals 96
Del 222
Delete
key 204
matrix rows 209
proposition 22
Density plots 142, 146-147
proposition 146
Dependence of variables 45
Dependent variables in graphs
129

Derivatives
creating 74
increment value 34
independence declarations 45
typing 219-220
Details box
graph (2D) 135
graph (3D) 155
Differential operator 64
Differentials 219, 220
Direct color models 176-177
Direct color scheme 175-177
Direct colors 176
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow 176
Hue, Lightness, Saturation 176
Hue, Saturation , Value 176
Red, Green, Blue 176
YIQ 176
Disks, distribution 283
Display Precision 59, 96
Display Precision submenu 256
Distribution files 283-287
Distribution notebooks 22, 283287
Hyperbolic Functions 21
Log and Power Functions 21
New Notebook 21
Trig Functions 21
Divert Cascade 32
Division by zero 69
Division op 67, 69
Domains
Axes (2D) 137
Axes (3D) 158
Grid Lines (2D) 138
Grid Lines (3D) 159
Line plot 139
of graph variables 181
Surface plot 168
table 118, 120, 121
Dot Product op 68, 73
typing 73
Drag bar 201
Duplicate name declarations 22
e63
E-mail addresses ii
E-mailing notebooks 247
east 66
Edit menu 254
Close 20
Copy 59, 207
Copy as Picture 41, 59, 191, 199
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New Notebook 20
Open 20
Paste 207
Save 20
Save as 20
Save as Stationery 21
Select In 196, 209
Select Out 196
Editing 193-221, 222
basics 195
deleting 204
ops 195
tables 120
Editing icons 127
details box (2D) 135
details box (3D) 155
graph 125, 126
graph (2D) 134-135
graph (3D) 154, 155
Knife (2D) 134
Knife (3D) 154
orientation (3D only) 155
resolution 155
resolution (2D) 135
Rocketship 155
Rocketship (2D) 134
size box (2D) 135
size box (3D) 155
Super Knife (2D) 134
Super Knife (3D) 154
Embedded PostScript 190
EPS files 191
Equals op 68, 70
Errors, round-off 9
Escape key 200
Escape levels 200
Evaluate At op 68, 76
typing 76, 221
Example notebooks 22
exp () 64
Expand 101-103
integrals 74
pi products 75
summations 75
transformation rules 47, 48,
110
vs. MiniExpand 101
Expanding collapsed expressions
80
Explicit equations 149
Exponents 71
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Exporting
data 12
graphics 12
graphs 191
as EPSF 191
as MetaFiles 191
as PICT files 191
text 12
Expose 49, 80
Expose All 50, 80
Expressionist 282
Expressions 53, 82
changing 211
class 55
Constants 56
copied in Fortranish 199
creating 211
D-Linear Operators 57
editing 194, 207, 216, 245
enclosing in parentheses 225
entering 207
escape levels 200
functions 58
grouping 81
M-Linear Operators 56
names 60
numbers 59
ops 67
precedence levels 197
selecting 206, 207
structure of 195
Variables 56
Factor 105-106
Factorial op 72
typing 72
Factoring multivariate
polynomials 226
Figures, pasting 41
File menu 253
AutoSave 21
Page Setup 13
Revert 20, 21
Files
corrupted 249
distribution 283
notebooks 19
stationery 21
Find Graph Root 150
Finding name declarations 61
Finding roots 150-151
Floating point 9
floor() 63
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Fonts
comment default 24
default 20, 23
old Theorist look 24
Formatting
comments 40
notebooks 51
propositions 49
FORTRAN syntax 199
Fortranish 197, 199
FPU Application Disk 283
FromCylindrical() 65
FromPolar() 65
FromSpherical() 65
Function call op 70
Function statement 34
Functions 34, 58, 70
arguments 34, 70
class 58
creating 58, 70
multiple arguments 58
palette 203
powers 71
typing 217
vector arguments 58
vs. statements 70
wildcard variables 34
Functions palette 203, 267
Gamma function 64
numeric precision 9
Generate EPS File 191
Generate MetaFile 191
Generate PICT File 191
Get Info 30, 31, 55, 61
Finder command 14
Glossary 288
Gradient color scheme 170
Graph bounds 66
balancing 244
setting maximum 33
setting minimum 33
Graph details 126
2D 135-139
3D 156-160
3D plot propositions 156
comparison 178
declarations (2D) 137
declarations (3D) 157
plots (2D) 136
two-dimensional 139
Graph menu 259
Additional submenu 132, 156

Animation 182
Generate EPS File 191
Generate MetaFile 191
Generate PICT File 191
preferences 189
Graph preferences 189
bitmapped vs. objects 190
Embedded PostScript 190
Smooth Scrolling/Rotating 189
Graph theories 39, 125, 129-132
as shells 133, 152
icon (2D) 125
icon (3D) 126
vs. case theories 38
Graphics
exporting 12, 191-192
importing 12
Graphs 123-192
2D 133-151
3D 152-177
adding plots 132
animating 182-188
aspect ratio (3D only) 157
Axes (2D) 137-138 ‘
Axes (3D) 158-159
bounds 181
bounds (2D) 133, 134, 135, 136
bounds (3D) 154, 155, 156
Color 3D 130, 162
color schemes 169-177
comparing details 178
Complex 3D 130, 161
Contour 130,147
Contour plot (2D) 140-141
customizing 178
Cylindrical 3D 131, 165
declarations (2D) 137
declarations (3D) 157-158
Density 142, 146-147
Density 2D 130
Density plot (2D) 142
dependent variables 129
designing 178
details (2D) 126
details (3D) 156
Details box (2D) 135
Details box (3D) 155
differences in manual 12
exporting 12
exporting as EPSF 191
exporting as MetaFiles 191
exporting as PICT files 191
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finding roots 150-151
graph bounds 244
graph theories 129
Grid Lines (2D) 138
Grid Lines (3D) 159-160
hand icon 134
icons 39
Illuminated 3D 131,163
Implicit 132, 148-149
independent variables 129
Knife (2D) 134
Line plot (2D) 139-140
Linear 129, 143
location vector 180
location vector (3D) 160
Log-Log 129, 145
memory considerations 190
menus (2D) 133
menus (3D) 152
orientation icon (3D only) 155
other 131
overview 125
overview (2D) 133
overview (3D) 152
Parametric 131,148
plots (2D) 135
plots (3D) 156
Polar 130,145-146
printing 189
programming 178
proposition elements 178-181
resolution (2D) 135
resolution (3D) 155
Rocketship (2D) 134
Rocketship (3D) 155
rotating (3D) 153-154,156
Scatter 3D 167
Scatter plot 142-143,147-148
scrolling 134
SemiLog 129, 144
SemiLog-X 129,144
size box 125
size box (2D) 135
size box (3D) 155
Space Curve 132,166
special 131
Spherical 3D 131, 164
subscripted variables 244
Super Knife (2D) 134
Super Knife (3D) 154
theories tips 244
types (2D) 143-149

types (3D) 160-167
variables
1 dependent, 1 independent
129
1 dependent, 2 independent
130
2 dependent, 1 independent
131,132
viewport 125,126
viewport controls (2D) 135,136
viewport controls (3D) 156,157
viewport cropping (2D) 136
viewport cropping (3D) 157
viewport lens (3D only) 157
viewport size (2D) 136
viewport size (3D) 156
Greek letters 60
entering 202
pop-up palettes 273
Grid Lines
2D 138-139
3D 159
adding (2D) 139
adding (3D) 160
appearance (2D) 139
appearance (3D) 160
color (2D) 138
color (3D) 159
domain (2D) 138
domain (3D) 159
location vector (2D) 138,139
location vector (3D) 159
moving (2D) 139
moving (3D) 160
proposition (2D) 138
proposition (3D) 159
spacing (2D) 138,139
spacing (3D) 159
Grouping expressions 81
Hammer
big 103
small 95,103
Hand icon
graphs 134
manipulations 88
Hardware requirements
Macintosh 7
Windows 8
Header, notebook 25
Hide Palette 201
Hiding propositions 49
HLS color model 176
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Home orientation 155
HSV color model 176
Hue, Lightness, Saturation color
model 176
Hue, Saturation , Value color
model 176
Hyperbolic functions 65
Hyperbolic Functions notebook 21
i 63
10 65
Identity matrices 246
Illuminated 3D graphs 163
plot proposition 163
Illuminated optical characteristic
168
Implicit graphs 148-149
plot proposition 149
Importing
data 11, 121, 210
data point values 12
graphics 11, 41
text 12
Increment number 118
Increment statement 34
Increment value
definite integrals 96
partial derivatives 74, 96
Independence declarations 45
adjusting 45
creating 46
derivatives 45
for M- and D-Linear Operators
45
for Taylor Series 111
iteration variables 45
M-Linear Operators 56
multiple integrations 45
precedence 46
Taylor expansions 45
using 45
variables in multiple 46
Independent variables in graphs
129
Index op 68, 71
Infinity 59, 63, 213
Infix ops 198
Insert submenu 255
Independence Decl. 46
Page Break 51
Row/Column Number 246
Transform Rule 47
Int. by Parts 113

Integers, arbitrary constants 86
Integrals
Auto Simplify 100
Calculate 74, 75
calculating 74
Expand 74
Integral op 68, 74
integration by parts 113
multiple 233
numeric 74
numeric precision 9
Simplify 74
spiral curve 97
typing 74, 219
udv button 113
Integrate by Parts 113-114
Interface 9
Introduction 5
Invalid conclusions 31
Irrational numbers 71
Isolate 88-90
arbitrary constants 86
Auto Casing 90
italics 24
Iteration variables 45
Iterations 221
J () 65
Jumpy Animations 184
K ( ) 65
Kansas Custom color group 173
Key words 288
Keyboard maps 276
Keystrokes 276
Knife
2D 134
3D 154
Largest number 59
Lasso 89
Launching Theorist 20
left 66
Lens setting 157
Letters
Greek 60
name spelling 60
Roman 60
Levels of escape 200
Lightning bolt 93
inverse 108
Line Plots
adding 136
proposition 139
Line style 139

Index
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Linear graphs 143
graph details 178
plot proposition 143
Linear operators 218
Lines button 110
ln () 64
Location vectors
2D 139
3D 160
Axes (2D) 137
Axes (3D) 158
Contour plot 140
Density plot 142
Grid Lines (2D) 138, 139
Grid Lines (3D) 159
Line plot 139
polar plot 180
Scatter plot 142
Surface plot 168
Log and Power Functions
notebook 21
Log subscripts 61
lo g () 64
Log-Log graphs 145
Logical dependence 31
Long expressions, collapsing 80
Louisiana Custom color group
173
M-Linear Operators 56
class 56
creating 56
independence declarations 45
multiplication 69
Magnet 106
Main theory proposition 30
Make Working Stmt 32, 58
Mallet 103
Manipulate menu 257
Apply 106
Calculate 98
Collect 105
Expand 103
Factor 106
Find Graph Root 150
Isolate 89
Simplify 100
Transform 108
Manipulations 83, 84-114
affected by maximum
statements 33
affected by minimum
statements 33
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Apply 106-108
Calculate 95-98
Collect 103-105
command 95-114
Commute 88, 91
Expand 101-103
Factor 105-106
hand 88, 94
in place 87
Integrate by Parts 113-114
Isolate 88-90
MiniExpand 101-103
Move Over 88, 90-91, 225
pop-up palette 271-272
Preferences 85
Auto Casing 36
Auto Simplify 85
Simplify 98-100
Substitute 88, 92-94
Taylor Series 110-112
Transform 108-110
trustworthy 11
UnCalculate 98
valid 11, 31
vs. ops 67
Matching wildcard variables 78
Mathematical perfection 11
Matrices
determining class 57
editing 208, 245
entering 203
functions 66
identity 246
importing data 210
indexed 71
Matrix op 68, 72
multiplication 72
numeric 59
pop-up palette 270
selecting 208
subscripts 61, 71
typing 73, 218
Maximum statement 33
Memory bar 201
Memory considerations 7, 8,119
animation 183, 185
graphing 190
Menus 251-261
Mesh in Surface plots 169
MetaFiles 191
MiniExpand 101-103
vs. Expand 101
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Minimum hardware
Macintosh 7
Windows 8
Minimum statement 33
Minus 217
m od() 64
Modified Bessel functions 65
Modifying expressions 211
More Info 31, 61
Move Over 90-91, 151, 225
Moving
Axes (2D) 138
Axes (3D) 159
Grid Lines (2D) 139
propositions 49
Multi-dimensional Taylor Series
111
Multiple integrals
independence declarations 45
solving numerically 233
Multiple selections 120, 207
Multiple solutions 11
Multiplication
D-Linear Operators 69
M-Linear Operators 69
Multiplication op 67, 69
operand class 69
N-ary expressions, selecting 208
Names 60
behavior 44
case sensitivity 60
changing behavior 62
changing spelling 60
characters 60
characters used 43
class 44
declarations 43, 60, 61
declarations dialog 44
declaring 43
declaring class 44
duplicates 22
predefined 62
predefined behavior 44, 60
selecting 208
spelling 44, 60
subscripted 61
symbols 60
types 43
typing 213
user defined 44
vs. wildcards 44
NaN values 59

Natural log
base 63
In 64
subscripts 61
Negation op 67, 69, 217
tip 225, 245
with numbers 59
Negative numbers 59
Net 105
New Notebook 20, 21
New York Custom color group
173
Non-commutative algebra 56
north 66
Notebook Header 25
Notebook menu 255
Clarify 43, 55
Collapse 49, 80
Collapse All 50, 80
Expose 49, 80
Expose All 50, 80
Get Info 30, 31, 55, 61
Make Working Stmt 32, 58
Stop Working Stmt 32
Notebooks 17-22, 28
bundles 22
changing default 21
collapsing propositions 49
corrupted 249
customizing 23
default 20
default display 19
distribution 22
example 22
files 19
font 23
formatting 51
header 25
multi-page 13
new 19
Notebook Font 23
outlining 49
printing 13
proposition 30
special 20
stationery 21
windows 19
Notebooks Disk
Macintosh 284
Numbers 59
typing 212

Index

Numeric
functions 63
integration 74, 229
integration preferences 235
matrices 59
pi products 75
precision 59
subscripts 61
summations 75
Object-oriented graphs 190
Opaque optical characteristic 168
Open 20
Open hand icon 134, 153
Operator hierarchy 197
Ops 67-77
absolute value 72
addition 68
adjoint 72
binary 67
conditional 76
cross product 73
division 69
dot product 73
editing 195
equals 70
escape levels 200
evaluate at 76
factorial 72
function call 70
hierarchy 197
in statements 31
index (subscript) 71
Infix 198
integral 74
matrix (vector) 72
multiplication 69
multiplication, entering 69
n-ary 67
negation 69
partial derivative 74
pi product 75
pop-up palette 267
postfix 198
power (exponent) 71
prefix 198
range 77
relation 70
square root 72
subtraction 69
summation 75
symbols 67
typing 214
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unary 67
vs. manipulations 67
Optical characteristics 168
Illuminated 168
Opaque 168
Translucent 168
Transparent 168
Order statement 35
Oregon Custom color group 173
Organizing
page break 51
propositions 49
Orientation icon 126, 155
Orthogonal dimensions 45
Other (Graph) submenu 259
Other (Manipulate) menu
MiniExpand 103
UnCalculate 98
Other (Manipulate) submenu 257
Commute 91
Int. by Parts 113
Move Over 90
Substitute 93
Taylor Series 110
Outlining propositions 49
Output, notebook 13
Overflow value 59
Overview 3
Page Break 25, 51
proposition 51
Paint-style Pixmap 190
Palette 201, 263-274
figure of 202, 203
functions 203
selection tools 210
variables 202
Parametric graphs 148
3-D 166
plot proposition 148
Parametrized path, integrating
97
Parentheses 81
enclosing expressions 225
Partial Derivatives
Calculate 74, 96
Commute 92
increment value 74
Partial Derivative op 68, 74
Simplify 74
typing 74
Paste 207
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Pattern
matching wildcard variables 78
Substitute 92
transformation rules 47
Pi 63
Pi products
Calculate 75
Expand 75
iteration variable 45
maximum statements 34
minimum statements 34
numerical 75
Pi Product op 68, 75
typing 76
PICS files 185
PICT files 191
Picture comments 41
Pictures, copying as 59
Plot propositions 128
2D 135
3D 156
Axes (2D) 137
Axes (3D) 158
Color 3D graphs 162
Complex 3D graphs 161
Complex coloring 174
Contour 140,147
Custom coloring 172
Cylindrical 3D graphs 165
Density 146
Direct coloring 175
Gradient coloring 170
Grid Lines (2D) 138
Grid Lines (3D) 159
Illuminated 3D graphs 163
Implicit graphs 149
Line 139
Linear graphs 143
Log-Log graphs 145
Parametric graphs 148
Polar graphs 146
Scatter 148
SemiLog graphs 144
SemiLog-X graphs 144
Solid coloring 170
Spherical 3D graphs 164
Surface 168,177
Plot resolution
2D 135
3D 155
Plot types
2D 139

3D 160
Points
scatter plot markers 142
table 118
Polar functions 65
Polar graphs 145
graph details 178
plot proposition 146
radius 181
Polynomials
Collect 104
factoring multivariate 226
solving quadratic 89
Postfix ops 198
PostScript
animation files 185
embedded in graphs 190
EPS files 191
Translucent plots 169
Transparent plots 169
Power (exponent) op 71
Power op 68
PowerMac Application Disk 283
Precedence hierarchy 197
Precision
digits of 9
display 59
numeric 9
storage 59
Predefined behaviors 44, 63
assigning to new names 62
predefined names 62
Predefined names 44, 62
associated behavior 62, 63
changing spelling 62
class 55
default set 62
predefined behaviors 62
Preface 1-16
Preferences
animation 188
Arbitrary Constants 86
Auto Casing 36, 86
Auto Collapsar 80
Auto Simplify 85
Display Precision 59, 96
graph 189
Preferences (Manipulate)
submenu 258
Preferences (Notebook) submenu
256
Prefix ops 198
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Principal value 11
Print command 13
Print header 25
Print Monitor 14
Printing
graphs 189
header 25
notebooks 13
page order 13
Print Monitor 14
Propositional schema 15
Propositions 29-50, 51
assumption 31, 32
available within case theories
38
collapsing 49
comment 40, 196
conclusion 31, 32
connections 30
creating 31
Declarations 20
deleting 22
editing 207
exposing 49
formatting 49
Get Info 30
logical relationship 31
main theory 30
moving 49
name declarations 43
organization 30
organizing 49
outlining 49
page break 51
rearranging 49
statements 31
working statement 32
Publisher ii
Quadratic polynomials, solving
with Isolate 89
Question mark 82
QuickDraw vs. PostScript 190
QuickTime files 185
Quitting Theorist 20
radius 66
Radius in Polar graphs 181
Rake 100
RAM usage 7, 8
Range op 68, 77
Ranges
of graph variables 181
table 118
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typing 221
R e () 64
Real numbers
arbitrary constants 86
as subscripts 71
declaring variables as 225
Real table 121
Real variable in graphs 161
Rearranging propositions 49
Recovering Corrupted Notebooks
249
Red, Green, Blue color model 176
Reducing higher powers 35
Relational ops 68, 70
typing 221
Replacement
Substitute 92
transformation rules 47
Reserved words 62
Resize box
notebook 19
palette 201
Resizing
graphs 125,126
Resizing comments 41
Resolution
graphs (2D) 135
graphs (3D) 155
Revert 20, 21
RGB color model 176
right 66
Rocketship
2D 134
3D 155
Roman letters 60
Rope 89
Rotating 3D graphs 153-154
round() 63
Row/Column Number 246
RowsOf() 66
Save 20
Save as 20
Save as Stationery 21
Saving animations 185
Scale 106
Scatter 3D graphs 167
Scatter plots 142-143,147-148
3D 167
intervals 142
marker colors 142
marker size 142
marker styles 142
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proposition 148
Scatter submenu 260
Scientific notation 59
typing 212
sec() 64
sech() 65
Select In 196, 209
Select Out 196
Selecting
Click 206
Click-and-Drag 206
comments 210
Double-Click 206
Double-Click-and Drag 206
expressions 206, 207
matrices 208
multiple objects 207
N-ary expressions 208
names 24, 208
palette tools 201, 210
Select In 196
Select Out 196
substitution equation 93
SemiLog graphs 144
plot proposition 144
SemiLog-X graphs 144
plot proposition 144
Sending Notebooks via Electronic
Mail 247
Shade values
adjusting 171,172, 173
Complex 175
Gradient 172
Shade values Custom color
groups 174
Shared palette buttons 264
Show Palette 201
Showing propositions 49
Simplify 98-100
Auto Simplify 100
effects on syntax 71
integrals 74
partial derivatives 74
transformation rules 47, 48,

110
Simultaneous equation solving
150
s in () 64
sinh() 65
Size box 126
graph (2D) 135
graph (3D) 155

notebook 19
Smallest number 59
Smooth Scrolling/Rotating 189
Snapshot 116
Solid color scheme 170
Solutions
multiple 10, 36
with arbitrary constants 86
Solving with Isolate 89
south 66
Space Curves 166
Spacing contours 140
Special cases 11
Special notebooks 20
Special symbols pop-up palette
274
Speed, animation 184
Spherical 3D graphs 164
sqrt (square root) 72
Square roots
Square Root op 68, 72typing 72
Standard Application Disk 283
Startup notebooks 20, 21
Statements 31
elements 31
function 34
increment 34
maximum 33
minimum 33
order 35
proposition 31
types 31
value 33
vs. functions 70
working 32
States Custom color groups 173
Stationery files 21
Stop Working Stmt 32
Stretch to Fit
2D 136
3D 157
Structure of expressions 195
Subscripts 71
for functions 61
for matrices 61
legal 61
log 61
natural log 61
numerical 61
on names 61
rounding to integers 61
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typing 71
Substitute 92-94, 225
substitution equation 93
substitution equations 225
vs. Transform 109
vs. transformation rules 47
wildcard variables 78, 93
Subtraction op 67, 69
Summations
Expand 75
iteration variable 45
maximum statements 34
minimum statements 34
numerical 75
Summation op 68, 75
typing 75
Super Knife
(2D) 134
3D 154
Surface plot propositions 167-177
Surface plots
2D 142
3D 168
color schemes 169-177
domain 168
in 2D graph theories 146
location vector 168
originating graph types 167
proposition 170, 172,174, 175
Sweep 100
Symbolic Integration 239
Symbols
Greek 60
name spelling 60
pop-up palette 274
Roman 60
System requirements
Macintosh 7
Windows 8
Tab key 197
Table of Contents iv
Table submenu 258
Tables 115-121
copy button 118
data format 121
details 117
dialog 117
domain 118, 121
editing 120
elements 116
increment 118
introduction 116
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load button 118
memory considerations 119
name 117
paste button 118
proposition 117
range 118
save button 118
snapshot 116
types 116
tan () 64
tanh() 65
Target, Substitute 92
Taylor Series 37,110-112
dialog 110
expansion point 110
independence declarations 45,

111
multi-dimensional 111
two-dimensional 111
Terminology 288
Text, copying as 59
Theories
case 36
graph 39
Theorist
class system 55
launching 20
non-procedural 70
organizing principal 15
quitting 20
with other programs 13
Three-dimensional graphs 152177
introduction 126
parametric plot 166
rotational freedom 153
rotational momentum 154
vs. two-dimensional graphs 153
Tips and Techniques 223-250
ToCylindrical() 65
Toggle palette 201
top 66
ToPolar() 65
ToSpherical() 65
Transform manipulation 108-110
making recursive 48,110
transformation rules 47
vs. Substitute 109
wildcard variables 78
Transformation rules 47, 108-110
creating 47
execute on Collect 47
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execute on Expand 47
execute on Simplify 47
execute on Transform 47
invoking 47
making recursive 48, 110
pattern 47
replacement 47
scope 47
transformation rules 48, 110
upon Collect 48,110
upon Expand 48, 110
upon Simplify 48,110
upon Transform 48, 110
vs. Substitute 47
wildcard variables 109
Translucent optical characteristic
168
Transparent optical
characteristic 168
Trig functions 64
Trig Functions notebook 21
True Proportions
2D 136
3D 157
TrueType 24
Two dimensional Taylor Series 45
Two-dimensional graphs 133
details 126
introduction 125
vs. three-dimensional graphs
153
Typing 211
UnCalculate 98
Undefined numbers 59
Undefined values 82
Underflow value 59
Upside-down calculator 98
User defined names 44
Using Expressionist with
Theorist 282
Valid manipulations 11
Value statement 33
Variables 56
animation 182
as constants 225
as real numbers 225
class 56
complex 161
creating 56
dependence 45, 129
entering from palette 202, 203
in graphs 181

in multiple independence
declarations 46
independence 45
of integration 96
palette 202
real 161
subscripted 244
Variables palette 202, 273
Vectors
arguments 70
as subscripts 61
cross products 73
dot products 73
function arguments 58
typing 73, 218
wildcard arguments 78
Virginia Custom color group 173
west 66
Wide angle lens 157
Wildcard variables 78-79
creating 78
entering 202
in function statements 34
pop-up palette 274
Substitute 78, 93
Transform 78
transformation rules 109
vs. names 44
Window controls 19
Windows submenu 255
Show Palette 201
Working statements
automatic 32
creating 32
maximum 33
minimum 33
name behavior 60
search for 32
types 33
value 33
Wyoming Custom color group 173
y = f(x) submenu 259
Y ( ) 65
YIQ color model 176
z = f(x, y) submenu 259
Zero division 59, 69
Zoom in (2D) 134
Zoom in (3D) 154
Zoom out (2D) 134
Zoom out (3D) 155
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